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Zimbabwe’s First Decade:
What of the Next?
The results of the 1990 Zimbabwe General Election

might be a
against which to assess the last ten years of
independence and consider the prospects for the years that lie
ahead. The post-independence track record has to be assessed in
relation to the new State’s capacity to resolve theNationalQuesHon;
the resolution of the Land Question; the question of wages and an
improved standard of living; democratisation of education and
health systems; the restoration of the dignity of the African person
after centuries of white domination; and, in general, liberation from
those forms of oppression and expioitation that characterised the
colonial period. In short, these were the very issues about which the
Liberation Struggle was waged; and should have been tbe issues
about which any General Election should he contested in this period
fair barometer

of transition.

Zimbabwe’s record in the field of social development — e.g. the
democratisation of education and health systems— has been quite

outstanding. Accordingly, and as in the 1985 General Election, these
are the achievements which have been acknowledged by the rural
voters in the 1S>90 General Election. Indeed the increase in the

number of

schools, roads, clinics and water utilities in the rural
, for the time being, to submerge — at least

sector have all tended

to the extent that there has so far been no discernible land movement
—

the State’s failure to resolve the Land Question..

as has been the case in most of post-independent Africa, it
has been easier to implement reforms in the social sphere than it has

But,

been to attend to economic transformative issues.

And,

as

Arnold

Sibanda asserts in his contribution

(p. 10), in Zimbabwe, only 4% of
the population owns 90% of the wealth. So that, with the lapse of
time, the positive impact of minimum wage laws ever since
independence will have waned and increasingly rendered
meaningless in a society of such disparities, and in relation to the
State’s failure to redress these fundamental issues. At best, the State
has become a mediator between capital and labour, between the
aspirations of the people for the "fruits of independence" and the
Imperatives of capital and its quest for more profits. Accordingly,
the transition itself has been confined to strict and

narrow

parameters of change and transformation, with the intentions and
objectives of the National Liberation Movement increasingly
transformed into the ideological rhetoric and the class fulfilment of
those few
the nouveau riches
who have been integrated into
the hitherto only white society.
Is there, therefore, a relationship between, on the one hand, this
constrained capacity to answer the demands of the urban wage
earners and disgruntled members of the African middle class (the
petit-bourgeoisie); and, on the other, the lower turn-out and even
back-turning on the ruling party on the part of a large section of the
urban voters? The question of wages, unemployment and black
advancement (note, not black controR) are the issues that cry out
loud in the urban areas of Zimbabwe. No doubt, any opposition
party only just left of the ruling party might have mobilised that
apathy into a formidable challenge. By contrast, the Zimbabwe
—

—

Unity Movement (ZUM) challenge might have succeeded only in
increasing the number of spoilt papers; even though, even as an
2

}

expression of protest against the ruling party, the total votes for
ZUM and its leader cannot be ignored. However, in the absence of
a discernible and viable policy option from an aspiring opposition
that did not materialise, the question will forever linger as to the
real political basis of ZUM other than its leader’s fall-out with his
former close ally, friend and comrade. Sadly, the history of
nationalist politics has been characterised by this kind of fall-outs
within the leadership; conflicts which, more often than not, are then
justified on the basis of some spurious but unfounded ideological
grounds. And if the election results in some parts of Manicaland are
any indication, there is the danger that political factors of a personal
origin today could, as was witnessed in another part of the country
earlier this decade, engender regional-type strife tomorrow. (Yet it
is rather ironical that the ZUM challenge rendered the election a
little more exciting — notwithstanding the unfortunate Gweru
violence which might leave a bad mark on our history — and might
have killed some of the political apathy. Certainly, a President and
his Party elected out of even such a contest should feel much more
legitimate and therefore politically stronger than one re-elected with
a 99,99% vote in a One-Party State!)
In the meantime
and the ISISHI Election results testify — both
the urban wage earners and the petty bourgeoisie (particularly the
professionals. University students and intellectuals) must
acknowledge that their role is less fundamental in
post-independence politics than that of the rural masses. It is a
factor which has provoked other post-colonial states into a
conscious and deliberate alliance with the peasant masses, against
both the urban wage earners and the petty bourgeoisie. Besides, a
large section of the urban wage earners still has strong linkages with
the rural areas, a factor which, as Sachikonye indicates in his
contribution to this issue (p.6), constitutes a significant drawback
on the development of the Labour Movement in Zimbabwe. But as
Sachikonye concludes, the proletarianisation of the peasantry is
developing at an even faster rate; and one might add that the
advances made in the field of education in particular — viz, the
growth in the number of post-school students—will also contribute
to, rather than detract from, the political conscientisation of the
—

masses

in

general.

We

might also conclude, particularly with reference to Chenjerai
Hove’s contribution in this issue (p.24), that the cultural life of the
post-independence period remains largely a reflection of the politics
and economics of the society. He laments the extent to which white
settler colonial culture continues to dominate the society; and,
likewise, a participant in the televised Election debate (ZTV, 27th
March, 1990) caricatured how the leadership in post-independence
Zimbabwe has variously made alliances with even the most
"questionable" elements of the former Rhodesia Front. Aswehave
stated in a previous editorial, it is a sad indictment on Zimbabwe’s
first decade that there should still be a cry for black advancement,
and not black control. Will Zimbabwe have successfully thrown off
that cloud of the white settler colonial legacy, to ensure that it gets
down to the real politics that should characterise the General
Elections of

1995,2000 and

beyond?0
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The March 1990 Elections: Some
Comments
Hasu H. Patel
The Presidential and Parliamentary

elec-

tions held

during March 28, 29 and 30,
1990resultedinamassivevictoryforPresident Robert Mugabe and in a landslide vietory for the ruling ZANU-PF (since
December 1987
ZANU-PF and
were

a

combination of the old

PF-ZAPU, whose leaders

Cde Robert Mugabe and Dr

Tekere, both former comrades-in-arms

during the struggle for independence,
about 83% of the valid votes

The

Presidency of Zimbabwe was conby Cde Robert Mugabe of ZANU-PF
and Cde Edgar Tekere of ZUM, with the
former convincingly winning over the latter by a margin of 5 to 1 of the total votes
cast. Cde Robert Mugabe polled
2 026 976 votes while Cde Edgar Tekere
polled 413 840 votes; additionally there
were 146 338 spoilt paj)ers. Thus, the total
tested

for the Presidential election

was

of the total

votes cast

or

about 78%

in the Presidential

election.

Parliamentary elections, 274 candidates (from five parties, ZANU-PF,
ZUM, UANC, ZANU (Ndonga) and NDU
and including 11 independents) contested
the 120 contestable seats in the
member unicameral National

new

Assembly,

parties with the largest number of

Officially, there were approximately 4,8
million people on the voters’ roll (excluding the "rectification register" which was
opened for those who were entitled to vote

didates

but were not included on the voters’ roll beof errors in registration,

non-registraby the people themselves etc). Thus,
officially, the percentage poll was about
54%, although the Chairman of the Election

tion Directorate indicated that the percent-

tween

ZANU-PF and ZUM.

The

Parliamentary elections resulted in
victory for ZANU-PF which
captured 116 seats while ZUM won two
landslide

a

ward side because of death,

seats

SAPEM APRIL, 1990

can-

ZANU-PF

(with 124 candidates contesting all the 120 constituencies, including four constituencies having
two ZANU-PF candidates each) and ZUM
(with 109 candidates contesting 107 constituencies including two constituencies
having two ZUM candidates each). Thus,
the Parliamentary contest was primarily be-

age poll was in fact about 65% since the official voters’ roll was inaccurate on the up-

multiple

150

which will include 10 chiefs, 8 Governors
and 12 nominated by the President. The two
were

Zimbabwe), ZANU (Ndonga) won 1
(in Manicaland Province) and 1 seat (in
Chimanimani Constituency) will be contested in a delayed election because of local
receipt of blank ballot papers. Of the 116
seats won by ZANU-PF, 9 were won unopposed by nomination day in early March
1990 and 5 were captured before the election days because of withdrawals by opposition candidates.
em

seat

ZANU-PF’s best

In the

2 587 204.

cause

was

Joshua^ indeed massive, with the former capturing

Nkomo, respectively).

votes cast

registration, minor differences in initials,
name-spelling, identity number etc. Irrespective of whether the total percentage
poll was about 54% or about 65% Cde
Robert Mugabe’s victory over Cde Edgar

(both in Manicaland Province in east-

winning performance

that of Cde

Joyce Mujuru in Bindura
Constituency in Mashonaland Central
was

Province in northern Zimbabwe — out of a
total vote of 41 669, Cde Joyce Mujuru
polled 35 262 (about 85% ofthe total votes
or about 94% of the valid votes cast) with
4110 going to ZUM’s Chairman of Elections Dr Emmanuel Magoche and 2 097

spoilt papers. This is the same Cde Joyce
Mujuru who is Secretary for Education in
ZANU-PF’s Politburo, who at the
Women’s League Congress in late 1989
had lost her post

of Secretary of the
League to the First Lady, Cde
Sally Mugabe, and who had lost in the
ZANU-PF’s primary elections (which were
really elections of potential party candidates by an electoral college at the party
provincial level through party district level
electors) held in mid-February 1990.
ZANU-PF’s worst winning performance
Women’s

was

that of Cde Misheck Chinamasa in

3

Mutasa

Province

Constituency in Manicaland
—

out

of

a

total vote of 14

Cde Misheck Chinamasa

(about 48% of the total

abolition of Deputy

Ministers and the Min-

234,

istries of Political Affairs and of Youth,

polled 6 864

Sports and Culture, lower taxes, the
removal of Zimbabwean troops from

votes or about 53%

of the valid votes cast)

with 6 (X)7 going to
spoilt
papers; the margin between the winning
and losing candidate was only 857 votes.
the ZUM candidate and 1 363

After the inevitable celebration of vie-

tory and the disappointment of defeat, the
victors needed to exercise magnanimity in

victory and the vanquished needed to exercise grace in defeat in order to avoid any

Mozambique, etc.
In addition to the above summarised

ing" and "character assassination", with

apathy among the voting population. The
political apathy may have been caused by
a general feeling that there was no credible

reports of harassment, intimidation and

alternative

main issues, there was much

"mud-sling-

inter-party violence, especiaUy
some

as

between

elements of ZANU-PF and ZUM.

repetition of the 1985 post-electoral

The media did extend coverage to the
minority opposition parties but generally,
the daily print media and the electronic

violence and in order to extend the frontiers

media tended to tilt towards ZANU-PF in

of tolerance and

terms

civility, which

the many attributes
cal system.

There

were

are among

of a democratic politi-

intimidation and violence, including the

burning down in Gweru of a vehicle
belonging to the Vice-President, Cde
Simon Muzenda, and the shooting and
hospitalisation of Cde Patrick Kombayi,
ZUM’s Organising Secretary and former
Mayor of Gweru. But, as the Electoral Supervisory Commission certified, the elections were generally free and fair. As voters
went to cast their votes, the election days
were generally peaceful.
The election campaigns and election
manifestos addressed many issues. On the
ZANU-PF side the issues were, primarily,
land acquisition and distribution, employgeneration, black advancement,
(the remnant of
the former RF), socialism guided by Marment

ZUM’s alliance with CAZ

xism-Leninism

of preference and range or

as

applied within

charge levelled by Cde
Edgar Tekere against Cde Robert Mugabe
was that the latter was an
unintelligent
leader but whatever Cde Robert Mugabe is
or is not he is certainly an intelligent leader.
The ZUM leader also unnecessarily called
upon the armed forces to vote against
ZANU-PF, expressed the belief that the
vote would be rigged and that a victorious

multi-party, non-socialist
politics and a free market
mixed economy with a non-executive
Presidency, a bi-cameral Parliament, the

4

as cost

of

living, unemployment, housing,

transport, etc.
The

has

an

incoming ZANU-PF
immense task

on

government

its hands

on

as

the

land

acquisition and distribution (which was one
of the main issues in ZANU-PF’s election

campaign), improving the quality of social
services, the creation of a political culture
which is more tolerant and respectful of
diverse

viewpoints.

Cde Robert Mugabe has claimed that the
election result is a mandate for ZANU-PF
to

implement its policies as contained in its

there would be an uprising. This was
interpreted by ZANU-PF as a call by ZUM
for a coup and ZANU-PF vehemently
reacted against it. This, together with

tial victory and the landslide Parliamentary
victory can logically and rightfully suppon

cause

ZUM’s alliance with CAZ and ZANU-PF’s
views

on

the character deficiencies of

ZUM’s

leadership, became part of ZANUPF’s political armoury against ZUM in the
election campaign.
As stated

massively

earlier, Cde Robert Mugabe
the Presidential election

won

the

a

Mugabe that because many potential voters
may not have believed that ZANU-PF
would be able improve much in areas such

election manifesto. The massive Presiden-

and ZANU-PF scored a landslide

primarily,

ZANU-PF and Cde Robert

ZANU-PF would not last 12 months be-

perience, one-party state without imposition, ZANU-PF’s long experience in the
war of liberation and government after
1980 with a proven leadership, and its
record of achievements in a variety of fields
such as health, education, housing, rural infrastructural development, agriculture, etc.
On the ZUM side, the issues were,

to

above areas and on other areas such

coverage.

Zimbabwe’s social/cultural/historical ex-

democratic

depth of

One curious

reports of some harassment,

transport difficulties, some administrative
problems regarding the voters’ roll and in
polling booths, and some voters’ fears conceming violence on polling days, nevertheless, it also illuminates a degree of political

victory in

Parliamentary elections. However,
whether the percentage poll was about 54%
or about

65 % the percentage poll was lower

than what ZANU-PF and Cde Robert

Mugabe had most probably expected, beCde Robert Mugabe and ZANU-PF
had engaged in a gruelling series of
speeches, meetings and rallies, with Cde
Robert Mugabe also not attending the
Namibian independence ceremony.
cause

While the less than

expected percentage

poll may be explained, in part, by rains and

such a claim. Nevertheless, the less than ex-

pected percentage poll also logically puts
into question ZANU-PF’s declared goals of
socialism guided by Marxism-Leninism as
applied within Zimbabwe’ social, cultural,
historical

experience and

a

non-imposed

one-party state. This questioning had al-

ready been catalysed by recent events in
Eastern EuropeAJSSR and indeed even in
radical African states such as Algeria,
Benin, Ethiopia, Mozambique, etc.
Thus while in defeat ZUM may

feel that
badly in terms of total
votes cast in its favour, especially in urban
areas, ZANU-PF may need to reassess its
strengths and weaknesses vis-a-vis the
it has not done

Zimbabwean

too

people.O

Hasu Patel is

a

Professor of Political

Science, Department of Political Administation Stales

at

the University

of

7imt>abwe
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A Personal View of the Last Decade
Judith Todd
In

1964, in the company of Byron Hove,
a promise I have tried to keep.

I made

Found

guilty of organising a University
against the banning of
ZANU and PCC we were permitted to
speak before sentence, and I explained my
position:
demonstration

that unless I resigned or was sacked.
Government would close ZP within four
months.
1 refused to accept dismissal and our
local Trustees supported me. At the end of
the four months TP was still intact. But then
Minister Kangai announced that I must be
removed. He regretted he could not give a

it

security matter. Our
Trustees appealed to State Security Minister Mnangagwa and Home Affairs Mini-

If an unjust system exists, I cannot be
content to obey it... there is no better place than in this Court, and no
better time than under sentence ofthe

reason, as

Law and Order (Maintenance Act) to

resolved when a Trustee went to the then
Prime Minister Mugabe. He found that a
former colleague of mine (an expatriate)
had approached Mugabe to tell him that ZP
was in trouble because I was a member of

pledge myself, my beliefs and my
energies to Zimbabwe.
The magistrate was outraged.
Hideous times for everyone lay ahead.
But at last, at such great cost, that fabulous
day of April 18 1980 arrived. Watching the
bold Zimbabwe flag ascend at Rufaro, I
knew I could
After
Director

be

happier.
Independence I was appointed
of the Zimbabwe Project (ZP),
never

mandated to assist ex-combatants. When

offices I thought how
presumptuous we were. But comrades soon
started flocking in with their plans and with
their ideas of how we could help.
we

opened

our

In 1981, Lt. Gen. Lookout Masuku,
deputy head of the army, summoned me. A

of 240 disabled men was marooned
Bulawayo’s Lido Hotel. Electricity had
been cut, the water supply was threatened,
the City Council was talking of eviction.
Dumiso Dabengwa accompanied me to
Lido. The plight of the men was shocking.
They wanted land, but there seemed none
group
at

available for them.
donated 3 000

Eventually

acres

my parents
and Vukuzenzele Co-

operative was bom.
Through this event, I made friends with
Dabengwa, Masuku and others who were
be arrested, tried, found innocent
and then detained. I was asked to give
soon to

evidence for them and
Life

1983,

a

agreed.
instantly soured and that March,
ZP Trustee arrived from London,

said Government

thought I

dissidents, and sacked
told by my

me.

was

assisting

She had been

old friend Dzingai Mutumbuka

SAPEM APRIL, 1990

ster

was a

Ushewokunze who said there

was

nothing against me. The matter was finally

ZAPU.

(I was not). Mugabe had asked
Kangai to look into the m&tter, and maybe
Kangai had over-reacted.
I later heard from

friend of mine in the
Prime Minister’s office that there had been
an

a

investigation into the work of ZP which
abandoned "when voices deep in

was

Mashonaland said they were being helped
by ZP". Eventually, in my own good time,
I retired

as

Director at the end of 1987.

Outside the work of ZP, I was, naturally,
involved in the plight of many old friends
like Edward Ndlovu MP, detained after the
1985 elections. Those years of the crashing
of ZAPU were horrendous, the horror underlined by the release from detention of
war-hero Lookout Masuku to die in agony
in Parirenyatwa and then to be buried far
from Heroes Acre. And the strain of these
events told on my husband, Richard Acton,
a senior law officer in our Ministry of Justice. In 1985 he left Zimbabwe for good.
When friends started disappearing, there
seemed

no option but to hunt for them in
private time. It is always terrible when
someone vanishes. It is even more chilling,
somehow, when that person is a Member of
Parliament. One night I heard that MPs
Kembo Mohadi and Stephen Nkomo had
been seen in Gwanda Police Camp. I rang.
"Where did you get that information?" the
officer shouted. "I’m coming to Harare to
detain you!" I laughed, although I was
shaking, said I would be in Gwanda the following week, and wouldn’t he wait for me?
I went, as promised, in fear and trepidation.

my

received a warm welcome and an assurance
that there were no MPs in the cells.
Then my mail started being opened. I ap-

pealed to Minister Mnangagwa who instituted an investigation. This resulted in a
brilliant letter from a senior CIO official
which I still treasure.
/

give

categorical asthis Organisation which has been intercepting or
interfering with your mail, but nevertheless, 1 have taken steps with the
relevant authorities, including the
PTC, to ensure that if there is any unlawful activity going on with regard
to your personal mail... that it must
cease forthwith.
In 1987 the P*rime Minister requested Dr.
can

surance

you a

that it is

not

Nkomo for nominations for seven seats in
Parliament and three in the Senate. Thirty

places had to be filled after the abolition of
the block reserved for whites under the
Lancaster Constitution. My name was one
of those put forward. But then Minister

Shamuyarira announced that no ZAPU
supported. I

nominations would be

watched Parliament

voting for the new
non-constituency MPs. It was a good exercise in humility to see ZANU-PF friends
preferring former Members of the
Rhodesia Front to people like Ruth
Chinamano, Dumiso Dabengwa and
myself. There were 15 ZAPU MPs present.
As I got 16 votes I was able to give every
ZANU-PF MP the benefit of hoping that

he/she

was

the

one

who had disobeyed in-

structions and voted for me.
Beautiful Zimbabwe is growing up and
there is always pain associated with

growth. This could be eased were it possible for the "Presidency" to cherish us all
regardless of status or Party. But people are
again at risk, evidenced by the repugnant
TV advertisement "Vote ZANU and stay
alive".
Our

personal freedom can be asby jealously guarding that of our
fellows. Serving Zimbabwe simply means
own

sured only

loving, helping, protecting and promoting
one

another. You would think that could be

easy.D
5

Labour

Worker mobilisation since

independence

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
Ten years after Uhuru, how has the Zimbabwe labour movement fared? Has it been

ness. Of course, the subsequent instances of
corruption and undemocratic tendencies in

decade of ‘lost opportunities’ or one in
which firm foundations for democratic

1983 and 1984 under the first executive led

a

by Alfired Makwarimba, government intervention to supervise the holding of the
ZCTU’s second congress in 1985, the subsequent resignation of Jeffrey Mutandare
as president in 1989 on allegations of embezzlement are all pointed to as evidence of
the incorrigible tendencies within the
movement. It becomes a short step to the
conclusion that the organised labour movement has betrayed the working class or that

unionism

were laid. The prevaletu orthodoxy has little hesitation in asserting

that the Zimbabwe labour movement has
been weak, corrupt, dependent and factionridden. The national centre, the Zimbabwe

Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU), is
struggling to salve its tarnished credibility and to re-assert its
hegemony over constituent unions. According to this perspective, the 1980s was
claimed to be

‘a wasted decade’ in

so

far

as

the ZCTU is "a toothless

the tasks of

But is this ‘orthodox

the mobilisation of orkers into unions and

both

development of an assertive and competent
union leadership were not achieved.
What are the basis and implications of
this ‘orthodox line’? It argues that the foundations of post-independence trade

officials have

unionism

were tenuous

due to the faction-

ridden character and

al

multiplicity of nationcentres not to speak of chronically weak

craft-based unions. Indeed, the roots of the
crisis in trade unionism at independence
could be traced to the 1960s and 1970s.
This

period in which the ranks of
union leadership were decimated through
repression (primarily detentions) but one
also in which black unions were split politically as affiliates of ZANU and ZAPU.
This debilitating politically inspired
division was compounded by the racially
was a

defined divisions in both union member-

ship and in the stratification of the working
class itself.

The

ideological development of the
labour movement was itself constrained by
its relationship with a liberation movement
in which an articulated programme on the
role of working class in post-independence
Uansformation was conspicuously absent.
It was

as

if it had been sufficient for ZANU

and ZAPU to mobilise the

masses

(predominandy the peasants) around the
6

some commentators

‘pushed’

and government

adequate explanation or even an accurate presentation
of the problems which the Zimbabwe
land question

and the students and intellectuals around the question of dismanding
white supremacy to give way to black advancement. One analyst has, for example,
argued that effectively challenging clientelism and mobilising for workers’
democracy were extremely difficult in
post-independent Zimbabwe because "both
the legacy of populist mobilisation and the
lack of a clear strategy (with respect to the
role of the labour movement) on the part of
the nationalist leadership pose almost insurmountable problems for such struggles". These factors hindered the
democratisation of the old non-racial
unions and blocked the

dismantling of the
essentials of the corporatist labour control
system. The thrust of this argument is that
the nationalist leadership and, after 1980,

Orthodox Line

bulldog".
position’ which

the

political class is partially to blame for

the structural weakness of the labour movement.

It is

an

argument which is lent some

credence in the

light of the initial political
sponsorship of ZCTU itself by government
at independence. These observations do not
weaken the orthodox line that the labour
is

‘inherently weak’ but they do
explain some of the causes for that weak¬
movement

an

labour movement has encountered since in-

dependence? Is everything about the labour
movement ‘gloom’ and ‘doom’ as they
would have
there

are

us

believe? I shall argue that

serious weaknesses within the

or-

thodox line itself, with ‘defeatist’ implications. Firstly, most of the accounts on post-

independence trade unionism focus almost
exclusively on structures — the union
structures. There is an unspoken assumption that these

structures can

provide

evidence on either the strength or weakness

of the unions. There is

no

examination of

the nature of the labour process in which
these structures are embedded. In addition,

the

impression is provided that
working-class are
monolithic homogeneous entities respectively. The struggles to mobilise workers
erroneous

the unions and the

into unions and for the democratisation of
the unions themselves
not

are down-played, if
ignored. We return to these issues

below.
In view of these limitations of the

or-

thodox line, we will here argue for an alternative perspective to explain the drawbacks

experienced in the labour movement but
also to stress the important advances
achieved, which provide a foundation for
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

Table 1:

Sector

Agriculture

Mining
Manufacturing
Electricity and Water
Construction

Employees by Industrial Sector, 1975-1984
(’000)

1975

1980

1984

363,8
62,6
156,0

327,0

271,2

66,2
159,4

54,5

6.9
60,8

6.7
42,2

166,3
7.3
45.3

12.1

12.5

15.7

+3,6

77,3

75,0

80,2

+2.9

Changes in Numbers
Employed (1975-84)
-92,0
-8.1
+

10,3

+0.4

-15,5

Finance, Insurance and
Real Estate
Ehstribution

Restaurants and Hotels

Transport and
Comm unicaiion s
Public Administration

45,3
48,9

Education

Health
Private Domestic
Other Services
Source: CSO

—

45,6

50,1

+4,8

88,9

36,0

71.1
41,9

83,8

+40,0
+47,8

13.5
124,1

15.2
108,0

19,9
98,0

+6,4
-16,1

42,9

43,8

55,2

+12,3

Statistical Yearbook. 1987; 52-53.

Table 2:

Employees by Industrial Sector: 1980-1988
(’000)

Agricul-

Mining

Cure

and

and

Quarry-

Forestry

ing

327,0
211,8

66,2

Manilacturing

strategies for industrial democracy in

the 1990s.

Composition
Firstly, it is useful to take into account
composition and differentiation of the
working class in analyses of the developthe

ment

mal

of unionism. The total size of the forsector

which

I

I

workers is about 1,1 million

represents

about

10%

of

Zimbabwe’s population. Thus, despite the
relatively advanced level of industrialisation (within the African context), Zimbabwe boasts a relatively small working

j class
in a society in which only about 35%
of the

population is urbanised. Within that
1,1 million workers, those engaged in
production-related activities as against
those involved in public administration and
social services have

nificantly within the
in such sectors

not

increased

sig-

past 10 years. Indeed,

commercial

agriculture,
mining, construction and private domestic
service, there have been significant falls,
from the peaks reached in 1975.
as
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Finance

Public

city and

Insurance

Admini-

vate

Water

and Real

stration

Dome-

Pri-

Estate

159,4
53,3
163.9
n.a.
58,7
180,0
Source: CSO: Quarterly Digest of Statistics, June 1989.

their

Electri-

6.7
7.5
8,3

As Table 1

shows, from 1975

to

1984,

agriculture has shed nearly 92 000
woricers, mining about 1 800, construction
some 15 500 and private domestic service
about 16

Stic

12,5
15.4
17,0

100 workers.

ment

41.9
86,3

108,0
97,9

91,4

101,4

of workers have been these services
which are not unionised and

sectors

generally

are

barred from undertaking in-

dustrial action.

By 1988, the

Observations

declining trend in the number of workers in
have been halted but

Several observations may be made relat-

they still had not reverted to their
2). In the manufacturing sector, there was an increase of just
about 11 000 workers over a 10-year
period or roughly 1 010ayear,althoughby
1988 the number had gone up to 180 000
or by 36 000 workers over a
13-year
period. In contrast, the public administra-

ing to these statistics on the sectoral composition of the working class. Firslly, we

these
even

sectors seems to

then

1975 levels (See Table

tion and social services sector have

ex-

panded phenomenally over the same
period. The state and municipal
bureaucracies nearly doubled the size of
their work-forces during the period from
48 900 in 1975

to

and health

than doubled in the size of

more

91 400; and education

during this period.
Thus, the sectors in which there have
been the highest increases in the recruit¬
manpower

saw

that in such

production sectors

as

agriculture, mining and construction, there
has been

a

decline in the numbers of

workers. In

manufacturing, employment

levels have been

more or

less static until

recently. The declining and static levels of
the number of workers raises

questions

about the

trajectory of the industrialisation
and its capacity to absorb more

process
workers. The number of

new

manufactur-

ing, mining and commercial agricultural
enterprises have been limited in the posi-independence period and the common explanation advanced is the paucity of foreign
investment. Meanwhile, unemployment
has continued to grow. Even the
phenomenal post-independence expansion
7

i

of the central and local government
bureaucracies and the social services sector

The

several levels. These included the

has failed to reduce the numbers of the job-

in 1984.

minimum wages and, until the late 1980s,
the discouragement of collective bargain-

less.

Secondly, the structural constraints on
the economy and the swelling of the size of
the reserve army of potential workers have
undermined the bargaining power of
unions. In phases of economic stagnation
or static employment levels, unions
anywhere are not prone to radical activity.
Furthermore, the constricted size of the
economic base means, as we have shown,
that the numbers of workers

employed in
‘traditionally’ better organised heavy industrial sub-sectors are comparatively
small.

Thirdly, the expansion of public sector
employment has not been very significant
in the development of unionism because no
trade unions

are

allowed in the sector.

Moreover, in those parastatals where
unions are permitted to function, almost the
entire range of their operations are designated "essential services" and, therefore,

industrial action legislated against
Fourthly, it is often overlooked how the
proletarianisation process is still partial in
Zimbabwe. A considerable proportion of
workers still have peasant roots in so far as
they still have access to the ownership of
some land in the countryside. A recent survey of union members showed that about
any

66% of those interviewed maintained rural
homes. Thus labour

migration into towns

and return to retirement in the peasant sector at

the end of one’s

a common

working career is still
experience amongst workers.

The oscillation of such workers between

capitalist industrial sector and the
under-developed peasant sector cannot fail
to
have some impact on their
‘consciousness’ as workers and capacity
for effective unionism. State agrarian and
industrialisation policies still have to address themselves to this phenomenort of
‘peasant workers’ as a substantial fraction
of the working class.
Yet in spite of these constraints, the

same survey estimated that unionised
labour doubled from 12% in 1981 to 24%

Although we do not have precise
figures for unionised workers for 1990, the
evidence points to continued increase,
especially in the previously underunionised agri-business and private domestic and services sectors.
Unions continue to grow

headway which its critics tend to downplay.

Thus in
mem

spite of the decline of employsome sectors and marginal

levels hr

increases in some, unions continue to grow

by attracting new membership. Those who
harp on the ‘weakness’ of the labour movement may have an argument but they entirely overlook the firm foundations for organisational strength which have been laid
since 1980. Indeed, the ZCTU now consists
of 29 unions with a membership totalling
about 200 000 workers and with the recent
affiliation to it of the

Organisation of Collective Cooperatives of Zimbabwe (OCeZIM) whose membership is 250 000
"puts the strength of organised labour at
nearly half a million (excluding public service employees) in a country rf 1,1 million
workers". Summing up the general argument we have been advancing above, one
unionist has observed that although "the
problems of relative weakness in organisation and combativity will remain a serious
concern for progressive unionists until the
rationalisation of unions is achieved... the
ZCTU still had been able to develop its own

capacity to advance proposals for policy
options to te government and people". This
was notwithstanding the fact that the local
media had successfully belittled this
achievement.

Paternalistic

Policy

The remainder of this article will attempt
to summarise the major aspects or trends in
relations between the state and unions and

outline

some

of the

challenges which the

unions face in the 1990s

as

Zimbabwe

begins to liberalise its economy and in the
process de-regulates labour controls. It
would not be an exaggeration to say that
state policy towards the labour movement
has largely been based on the ‘orthodox

for example, observed that the number of registered unions

line’ outlined above. It has, therefore, assumed that the labour movement is not only

between 1980 and 1984 had increased

faction-ridden but

by

near

200%.

Expansion of unionisation of
a considerable leap.

workers also showed

S

it concennatcs considerable dis-

context;

powers in the hands of the Minister of Labour. Furthermore, the labour

cretionary

has often complained that it was
fully consulted in the drawing up of national development plans and prices and incomes policies. Finally, the movement
feels left out of existing ‘power structures’
while such organised interests as commovement

incapable of advancing
assumption
became the basis of a paternalistic policy
which was characterised by intervention at
the interests of workers. This

—

mercial farmers, industrialists, women and

youth have been represented in parliament
the unions claim that
they have not been represented. Presumably, paternalism alone cannot explain the uneasy, cool relationship between the state
and party structures,

and unions. We

saw

that the broad

‘populist’ thrust of nationalism did not sueceed in articulating a cohesive ideological
position vis-a-vis the working class. It is,
therefore, not accidental that organised
capitalist interests tend to exert more influence within the state.
From about 1987 onwards, one could

speak of
state

a growing polarisation between
and unions as the contradictions en-

an austerity programme,
by static employment and
wage levels, higher prices and tighter controls on the labour process festered. The
critique by unions of state economic and
social policies therefore gets sharper. The
orientation and performance of labour relations officers is questioned. More recently,

gendered by

characterised

the terms

on

which the state intends to

liberalise the economy is sharply attacked.
At the same time, stoppages over wages

A government survey,

100%; and that of unregistered unions by

ing. The Labour Relation Act (LRA) of
1985 was conceived in this paternalistic

not

the

labour movement has made considerable

setting of

and

working conditions in

dustrial

sectors

a number of inillustrate the sharpening

contradictions within the labour process.

Finally, when the ZCTU Secretary-General
handling of the student demonstrations at the University and
hints at a union response, he is detained.

condetmis the state’s

The limits of what has been termed ‘cor-

paternalism’ are demonstrated.
hardly fit in with a
picture of a ‘weak’ and ‘docile’ labour
porate

These observations

movement

Indeed,

even

the introduction

of minimum wages themselves in 1980 and
the repeal of colonial labour legislation
were a

product of the concerted worker
illustrated by the ap-

demands dramatically
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struggles between employers and workers
will result in various compromises. Versions of co-optive strategies which the slate
has not succeeded in

pushing through

may

yet be attempted by the bourgeoisie in the

created by deregulation. Such
strategies already include employee shareownership schemes to provide a stake of
workers in the firms in which they are
employed. Notwithstanding that such stake
is usually less than 10%, it may lead to the
pacification of certain strata of the working
class. The co-optation of shop-floor
space

workers’ committees is another well-tried

strategy in defusing labour militancy. At the
same time, one should not minimise the

potential capacity of mobilised workers
extract

greater concessions

to

in the form
of higher wages and perks — than they
could through state mediation.
In conclusion, the terrain on which the
—

unions have to wage their struggles in the
1990s is substantially different from that of
the

Employment in the agricultural sector is falling

early 1980s. Structural adjustment
and the deregulation of the

programmes

economy provide both reverses and opportunities. But there is greater clarity — the

proximately 200 strikes which shook the

has been that this shift will rebound

country in 1980 and 1981. The intense
debates on the revision of the Labour Act

in the interests of

and

the parameters of collective bar-

al

more

only the intemalionbut also the national bourgeoisie than in
not

gaining underline the vigorous character of

those of the labour movement. The debate
about the liberalisation strategy has pre-

the contest between the unions and the

dictably been characterised by polemics.

bourgeoisie.

The state insists that the trade-off will be an

over

favourable conditions for it

—

the

deregulation of labour controls, the
repatriation of profits and the phasing out
of minimum wages. Even the possibility of
the creation of export processing zones largely free from domestic labour laws has
been envisaged. The general conclusion
SAPEM APRIL. 1990

It will

require

greater cohesion within unions and

a

strong, clear leadership in the ZCTU. The
1990s ought not be another decade of
"wasted opportunities". But these observations

are a far cry from the ‘orthodox line’
towards unions, a line one of whose unfor-

more

that the

stronger organisational base. One implica-

tors would have led to

tion of this ‘line’ has been to justify the
paternalistic position with respect to the
labour movement. It was never adequate to
explain the weakness of the movement in
terms of personalities or voluntarism.
The virtual ignoring of the developments
in the labour process—particularly its con-

tor

We now consider some of the major challenges to the labour movement in the
1990s. The significant shift in economic
policy in order to lure elusive foreign investment to finance the expansion of the industrial base and so increase employment
and generate more foreign exchange is a
recognition of the need to phase out an ambiguous position on the pros and cons of
foreign capital and of capitalist development. More specifically, it seems to have
been accepted, if belatedly, that further
growth requires considerable infusions of
such capital even if it entails flie creation of

never was.

implications has been to downplay
under-estimate the efforts amongst
workers and within unions to create a

expanded industrial base and services

Challenges

‘socialist state’

sec-

and therefore result in the creation of

jobs. The labour movement retorts
floodgates will be opened to unbridled exploitation of workers. Clearly, to
have pursued the old vacillating economic
policy and attitude towards foreign inves-

diminishing inflows.
that capital implies
relaxation of labour controls and potential
losses of gains already made by the
workers. This is a complex issue. There are
But the concessions

to

several

imponderables and it remains to be
investment will
materialise in spite of the concessions. It
also remains to be seen whether the phasing out — through deregulation — of state
paternalism will now show clearly the
polarised interests of the bourgeoisie and
the working class. This will almost certainly sharpen the contradictions between these
classes; state mediation could give way to
more overt repression.
Alternatively, the
seen

whether the envisaged

tunate
or

tradictions

has been a fundamental
weakness of this position. Focus on the
labour process and not simply on organisational structures would suggest that labour
—

relations in Zimbabwe are a hotly contested
terrain. It was, therefore, premature to
"write off the Zimbabwe labour move-

ment.D

Lloyd M. Sachikonye is
economist

at

a political
the Zimbabwe Institute of

Development Studies
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Economy

The economy

since independence

Debt, drought, deficits and dearth of foreign exchange
Arnold Sibanda
A review of Zimbabwe’s economic per-

formance since
with

independence must start

a statement on

its inheritance at inde-

pendence. The issues involved here are
quite obviously too many. Nevertheless,
just to state them briefly.
At independence, 2^mbabwe inherited
perhaps one of the most unequal economies
in the world, but worsening this, independence was bom with a dramatic set of
constraints designed to prevent a fundamental

restmcturing of this inheritance.

Perhaps the most salient feature of this is
in the

area

of land distribution and the

hitherto

existing reform policy. It is common knowledge that we inherited an unfair
structure of landholding in this country, a
structure

in which the bulk, if not the whole

quired at birth. There was a highly skewed
income distribution pattern (and distribudon of wealth also) which is said to be worsening. In fact, some claim that:
The

with average

ists between the so-called communal lands

and the urban rest of the economy with the
former continuing to suffer an accelerating
environmental

degradation.

mal

white earnings more

employment and because the
were only about 4% of the

population, and formally employed
blacks only about 15%, the whites
could have had a near Californianstyle living standard without raising
the overall per capita GDP much
above that for most other African
countries. (Stoneman)

This pattern

of income distribution, in

which almost 60% of income
broken but frozen

above is not all

about

Zimbabwe’s inheritance and constraints ac¬

10

was not

by the Lancaster House

Agreement and the subsequent policy of
reconciliation. Even in the sphere of wealth
distribution, we can today still hear, calls
for

a

redress of

an

inheritance in which

only 4% of the population owns 90% of the
wealth.

Worsening this scenario was the inproductive assets
which, because of the high degree of
foreign ownership had obvious implicaherited structure of

tions for the balance of payments.
With inheritances of this sort, and the

subsequent policy framework of basically
continuing as before, the popular aspirations of independence have not been met
while the establishment fears of dispossession and disruption have proved baseless.
However, now, at the close of the first independence decade, it is clear that things
change.

What have been
But the

marked

whites

must

Zimbabwe’s Inheritance

were more

than ten times those for blacks on for-

of the arable

prime land fell into the hands
of a tiny white settler farming population
while the bulk of the indigenous citizenry
.crowded and jostled each other in the already degraded reserves today called the
Communal Areas (CAs). This inheritance
was horribly flanked by an independence
constitution in which the landholding pattern could not be touched by a reforming
independence regime outside the willingseller willing-buyer concept, supported
conditionally in half by British funds. This
inheritance, plus the constitutional constraint, no doubt largely explains the slow
progress to date in the field of agricultural
and land reform. It also partly but to a
greater part explains the continued
reproduction of an apparent ‘dual’ system
of economy in which a stark difference ex-

inequalities

than those prevailing in SouthAfrica,

some

of the develop-

date? We begin with macroeconomic issues.
ments to

Sluggish growth
Looking at GDPperformance, a relatively high average growth was sustained in the
post-UDI period up to 1975 (with average
real GDP growth rates of 5-6% per annum).
Between 1973 and 1979, a period of inten-

sified liberation

war

and difficulties result-

ing from the international oil crisis, there
was

stagnation and economic decline (see

Table 1).

opening up of the economy at independence and the favourable weather in
The

1980 and 1981 led to

an

economic boom

with real

growth rates of 10,7% and 9,7%
respectively. This
achievement, which was totally unplanned
for and set against the economic non-war
years, influenced an optimism in which our
transitional plan (the T.N.D.P. 1982/83 to
1984/85) set a target annual growth rate of
8% during that period. However, as we
in these two years

know, the exogenous factors which were
built into any scenario of the Plan itself,
the world recession and the drought in this

not

period, the effects of South African destabilisation, inter alia, militated against
these

expectations. Consequently, the
growth for the first five years of in-

average
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Table 1: Selected Indicators of Zimbabwe’s Economic Performance

(1980 Prices)
Current

Formal

Growth rates

GDP

GNI(p.c.)

factor cost

market prices

Population

employment

Inflation

balance

GDP

GNI p.c.

($m)

($)

(th)

(th)

(%)

($m)

(%)

(%)

1975

3 134

521

6 137

1 050

10,1

1976

3 110

500

6 317

1 033

9,6

-0,8

■4,0

1977

2 886

462

6 503

1 012

7,6

-8,8

-7,2

-7,6

1978

2 864

440

6 694

986

9,9

25,0

-0,8

4,8

1979

2 913

440

6 891

984

13,7

-73,9

1.7

0,0

1980

3 224

478

7 094

1 009

7,0

-156,7

1,7

8,6

1981

3 537

515

7 302

1 037

11,5

^39,3

9,7

7,7

1982

3 588

507

7 517

1 045

10,0

-532,8

1.4

-1.6

1983

3 459

497

7 729

1 033

21,8

454,2

-3,6

-2,0

1984

3 540

483

7 949

1 036

20,5

-101,9

2,3

-2,8

1985

3 808

488

8 175

9,0

-159,2

7.6

1.0

1986

3 897

481

8 406

14,6

15,0

2,3

-1,4

1987

3 908

8 640

12,8

Year

Source: Hifab and Zimconsult, Zimbabwe

of

account

0.3

Country Study and Norwegian aid Review, Oslo, Harare, 1989, p.89.
level in 1982. The situation

have

dependence was 1,6% per annum. Sluggish
growth has continued with the exception of
the good agricultural years of 1985 and
1988 when growth of 8-9% was achieved.
Analysts think that "To attain the average
of 5,1% per annum, GDP growth set as a
target in 1986-1990 Five-Year Plan.growth

period between 1975 and 1986. (It stood at
$521 in 1975 and $481 in 1986.) Thus,
overall, per capita income in the first
decade of independence has been falling.

improved since then but this improvement
was achieved by imposition of heavy
restrictions on imports and tightening of

The Government’s continuous monetary

forex controls. Forex still remains the

policy and direct price controls have kept
inflation controlled. Official inflation for

major shortage and constrains attempts at
output expansion and employment genera-

of around 8% in 1989 and 10% in 1990 will

lower income urban families has

tion.

have to be achieved." However, although
still optimistic about growth prospects, the
Reserve Bank expects the economy to
realise a rate of growth of around only 4%
in 1989.

Falling income
With the

population growth at an
average of 3% per annum, the trends in
GDP mean the income per head has been
declining since 1975 (except for the 2 boom
years of 1980 and 1981). It is noted that in
constant price terms, gross national income
per head, measured in market prices,
dropped by nearly 9% in the eleven-year
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

only gone
beyond 20% in two years (1983 and 1984)
and has generally been under 15%. (See
Table 1.) Although the government purports to keep inflation under control, the
decontrolling of prices will definitely fuel
inflation.
Balance of

payments

Perhaps second only to the problem of
employment expansion, management of
the balance of payments has been a very
worrying issue in the post-independence
period. Indications are that the current account balance moved steadily into deficit
from 1978 onwards, reaching its lowest

seems to

To date, we hear voices of concern that
the Zimbabwe dollar is over-valued, and
must suffer a further significant devalua-

tion. Yet other voices sound that since the
currency

has been officially left to steadily

depreciate,

so that
declined in real terms

1980,

a

effectively it has
by some 50% since

substantial devaluation

now,

together with relaxation of forex allocation
controls, would probably have only very

marginal short-term effects on production.
The schemes introduced by government
to help exporters gain more access to forex
resources appear to have had significant
11

positive effects

on output.

But this under-

lines the continued strong import dependence that the economy continues to suffer

from. The liberalisation

package currently

being assessed will need careful implementation if it is

to

have the

medium- and longer-term

only expected
positive effect on

production.
Over the years,

productive enterprises
have had to compete with other nonproductive demands for the scarce forex
resources. Defence, particularly for vital
transport routes, occasioned by acts of des-

tions of this kind of

Steps to reduce deficit
It must be noted that Government has

taken strong steps to reduce the budget
deficit from the out-turn of 1988/89 of 11%
of GDP to 9% in the 1989/90 budget. Capi-

tal expenditures have been allowed to go up
by 18.5% and the government now expects
that with further reductions in its
ture

expendi-

pattern, the deficit will be brought

down to 6% of GDP

other

by 1991. However,

problems

may be in the making. The
elimination of recurrent expenditure

pendence, the debt service has also grown.

growth may be flanked by reductions in
quality of supply with possible social destabilisation; drought and so forth may
militate against hopes for 1991.

Budget deficit

Foreign debt

tabilisation from down South has caused
strain

on

these

resources

a

while since inde-

The serious colonial imbalances in

ex-

penditure in the social and welfare sphere
could not be ignored by the new government. The post-independence commitment
to social development has ment an increase
in expenditure on education, health, etc.
Thus, recurrent expenditure grew from
33,6%«on Gross National Disposable Income (GNDI) in 1980/81 to 37.8% by
1983/84, and has roughly stabilised at that
level. But revenues did not keep pace because

of the inelastic

tax

developthe
new government sought international assisin the immediate post-war period,

lance.

At the mammoth conference

on

aid

(ZIMCORD), funds to the tune of USS2,1
billion in loans and aid were pledged
though not all disbursed. Perhaps the urof the task persuaded government to
accept any loan, whatever the conditions.
Come 1983, it was clear that the implica¬
gency

timated

terms

to

of future debt

be about 22% in 1989.

The

difficulty faced by the economy
this debt management is
that, the domestic economy was squeezed
in order to honour foreign creditors. This
harmed expansion of output and employment as government chose to tighten forex
resources locally rather than re-negotiate
with creditors to smooth out the ‘hump’.
Perhaps, the lesson of the decade is that
there should be greater willingness to renegotiate unfavourable conditions of lending rather than strangulate the local
economy so dependent on imported inputs.
with respect to

To finance reconstruction and

ment

borrowing were negaservicing and
repayment. Wisely, a' tightening up of the
borrowing regime came into force, accepting loans with lower interest rates, longer
grace jjeriods and long maturities.
This review of the borrowing regime
helped Zimbabwe to avoid a debilitating
foreign debt, typical of many developing
countries. But the earlier borrowing pattern
gave rise to a medium-term debt which was
‘bunched’, its repayment and servicing
structure having a ‘hump’ on it which
peaked in 1987 at about 35% of exports and
has been declining since then and is estive in

base; Government

grew from 29,5% in 1980/81 to
35,8% in 1983/84 and started falling to
about 31,6% where it has stabilised.
Government, over the decade, has run a
revenue

substantial current

budget deficit, borrowing to sustain recurrent expenditures. Adding this borrowing to that for financing
capital expenditure, the budget deficit over
the period rises to some 10% of GNDI (see
Table 2). The government has borrowed
both domestically and externally, but
having learnt the bitter lessons of careless
foreign borrowing, orientation is now more
towards domestic borrowing. But, once national productive enterprises start being
competed by government in local borrowing, strangulation may occur. Luckily, the
excess liquidity in the Zimbabwe money
market has meant that it is not the shortage
of the local currency but of the foreign one,
that has hampered implementation of
projects. The foreign exchange component
is the real

issue, and it is

so

because of the

fundamental

import dependence of the
economy which needs serious attention for
restructuring.
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Tobacco sales

are

rising, but not enough to meet import requirements: at the
auction floors in Harare
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The

long-terir. social costs of economic
be politically unattractive.

contraction may

Public administration, health and educaseen an increase in their share of

tion have
GDP

during the period under review here.

This underscores the priority that was given
achievement of a

more equitable access
social services. However, government
was aware that to sustain these services re-

to
to

quires direction of investment capital to the
major productive sectors — agriculture,
mining and manufacturing.
Agriculture: This sector is still characterised by distinct systems of economic activity dominated on the one hand by largescale commercial farming and on the other,
by communal farming, and state farms;

vironmental

degradation of the CAs
speeded up and thorough land
reform together with revamping of
degraded lands.
Mining: The importance of this sector as
a foreign echange earner cannot be overemphasised. But also, the sector has relatively high total import requirements. And
this, coupled with the fact that dividends
have to be remitted to large Multi-National Companies (MNCs) which own the
majority of major mines, may mean the secdemands

tor

drains the forex

resources

earned

as

well.

Mining’s contribution to GDP and
employment remains modest, if compared
with its macro-economic role

as a

forex

This is

which

developed under
heavy protection, made possible by the
post-UDI very close alliance between state
and captains of industry. Modest growth
rates were achieved in the UDI period.
At independence, there was no departure
from pre-independence policies. Expansion was achieved at independence but perhaps due to unused capacity. Real gross investment

a sector

in this

sector more

between 1979 and

1980

than doubled

—

yet some

analysts believe this was more into replacement rather than expansion. It is in 1981
that investment peaked, but has declined
since.

Again in this sector, government has
moved to decrease the high degree of

small-scale and resettlement scheme farm-

earner.

ing find their place somewhere in between.
The dominant large-scale farming,
employing sophisticated production and
marketing techniques generally achieves
high yields and profits. However, this sector, employing large numbers of people has
experienced declines in it employment
record. Currently employing around
270 000 people, there has been a decline
from a peak of 363 000 in 1975. Thus

exports, yet some, such as coal, iron ore,

product.

trends in this sub-sector need to be

performance has been impressive in one area, that of exports. No
doubt, the Export Revolving Fund, allowing exporters to acquire imported inputs for
production was of help here. So was the additional incentive scheme allowing forex

Attempts by Government to reduce
foreign domination in this sector must be

These schemes have afforded incrca.scs in

reviewed

Most of the minerals

produced

are

phosphates and limestone are raw materials
used in some key Zimbabwean industries.
Thus, mining has key linkages with
manufacturing. In this context, one can
only echo loudly the calls of those who
want to see more

minerals,

more

of local

use

of

our

of local processing of

minerals and of export

our

of the finished

thoroughly and ways found not
only to prevent job losses but to generate

commended and the value of such institu-

employment.

tions

The communal

(CAs) continue to
utilise traditional farming methods, with a
low level of technique. But generally, the
post-independence first decade saw a substantial proportion of crops (particularly
maize and cotton
over 50%) coming to
areas

—

the market from the CAs. This, thanks to

good climate in

some years, improved
Government extension, credit and market-

ing services to these areas. Yet in terms of
moving output to the market, local and
foreign, agriculture has suffered from effects of transport bottlenecks particularly
rail and road. Though said by government
to be improving, actual smoothing out of
this bottleneck may take a longer while to
achieve. Failure to move output from
peasant productive areas may be a lingering disincentive to increase output.
But

than this, the achievements of
both these sub-sectors in agriculture should
more

lead to

complacency. There are important disparities within and between communal and large-scale farming areas which
need to be overcome. The accelerating en¬
not
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the Minerals

foreign ownership by acquiring major
stakes in pharmaceutics, foodstuffs and
soaps, heavy engineering, furniture, clothing, hotel and pulp and paper packaging
sub-sectors.
The sector’s

retentions out of incremental exports.
manufactured exports. These measures
were meant to de-fuse the forex constraint.

tion of Zimbabwe and Zimbabwe

Marketing CorporaMining
Development Corporation cannot be

However, there are calls for an allemalivc
road, that of rapid import liberalisation, fur-

to

under-estimated. However, caution needs
be sounded, the drive to localise or to in-

ther currency devaluation and rapid harmonisation of domestic and international

stitute local control, should not be a vehicle

prices.

salvage unproductive, uncompetitive
and non-strategic mines. This harms the
economy in an overall sense.

liberalisation packages, and is intent on

as

to

Government’s schemes
cess to

tor

forex

resources

increase

ac-

extended to this

sec-

to

also have been commendable, since this
survives by being able to get the re-

sector

quired imported inputs.
Manirfacturing: This is a sector that has
received strong attention as it has been
looked upon to provide the dynamism,
employment expansion and changing of the
structure of Zimbabwe’s economy. By
Third World standards, Zimbabwe would
be considered "industrialised” with

manufacturing’s share of GDP standing
above 25%. It is very diversified with 11
sub-sectors producing some 6 000

separately identified products.

Government is

currently studying the

putting in place a ‘sequenced and selective
liberalisation programme’ soon. The contents of the liberalisation package obvious-

ly remain behind closed doors, but what is
clear is that open, national frank debate on
the issue is fundamental. Governments
have earned

unpopularity which forced out
repressive hands in several of
liberalising counU'ies. Popular participation and identification with programmes is
the only safeguard against ugly faces of
their

repression.Ö
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Land Question

The Promised Land!
Why reform has been slow
Sam

Moyo

The seriousness of the issue of land

schemes at that time covered

some

11% of

reform is undeniable in Zimbabwe where

the former white areas, but for the most part

4 500 white, and a few hundred black,
commercial farmers own half the land

they were situated within the drier regions.

(mostly of prime quality) against five million peasants relegated to mostly inferior
land in the drier, drought-ridden areas. This
division, evolved over the century, through
expropriation and legal segregation in the
land market, was meant also to produce a
"reserve" of cheap black labour for the

mines, manufacturing business, farms and
white-owned homes.
The liberation movements

exploited
hunger among rural peasants to
mobilise against the illegal Ian Smith
regime (1965-79). This fact, combined
land

with the socialist, indeed Marxist-Leninist
rhetoric led many to expect radical
redistribution of land after 1980.

Initially, a plan was produced to resettle
18 000 families over 1980-83 on one million purchased hectares. Official Western
—mainly British—finance was forthcoming for this puipose, under the condition
that it be matched by an identical amount
from Government coffers. However, given
the emergence of a squatter movement, it
was

realised that the intensive resettlement

programme would make little impact on the
overall land hunger problem. The Transi-

tional National Development Plan
published in 1982 adopted a target of
162 000 families to be resettled by 1985.
The ensuing "accelerated resettlement
scheme" was to be financed solely by the
Zimbabwean Government, but this also
meant that supporting services would be

rudimentary.
August 1983 an announcement was
made that new purchases of land would be
frozen. By 1985, the year that the target of
very

In

162 000 resettled families

was

to

have

been

chieved, only 35 000 had actually

been

given
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new

land. The resettlement

popular expectations for rationale reasons
or whether it is group or class influences
which have been compelling. But are the
arguments for substantial redistribution of

Lancaster House

in land

assets

The British brokered Lancaster House

Independence Constitution included a Bill
Rights entrenching property rights,
where land acquisition could only legally
be carried out on a so-called "willing buyerwilling seller" basis. Evidently the sellers
were willing only to let go of the least
productive land, at escalating prices. The
first five-year National Development Plan
(1986-90) set a new resettlement target of
15 000 families per year. But at the start of
1989, a post-independence total of only
of

51 000 families had been resettled, an increase of 16 000 over the figure achieved
in 1985. This

compelling?

Is non-action class-based?

Or is it rather that the arguments are not

convincing, so that explanations of nonaction in terms of interest group or class inso

fluence become

■

plausible? Crucial to
we are dealing with
the benefits and costs of land reform as they
are perceived by the Zimbabwean
authorities. Although a lot has been written
about land reform since independence,
more

the discussion is that

none

of the literature views the issue in

terms

of choice of industrialisation

strategy.

despite the 1986 Land
Acquisition Bill which gave government
right of first refusal on all land sales, and

short-term

defined for the first time what constitutes

however, the issue of land reform is of such

"under-utilised" land,

strategic importance that it should be lifted
from the perspective of its potential condibution to the attainment of the basic longterm development goals that the country

was

indicating some procompulsory acquisition.
By April this year, the stipulation in the

cedures for

Lancaster House constitution that its Bill of

Rights can only be altered with unanimous
consent will no longer apply. Formally, this
will give the government a freer hand. In
anticipation of this, talk about an intensified pace of resettlement has been

Up until now, it has been largely confined within the realm of considerations of

has

set

for itself. This does

suggested that the government "per-

suade" commercial farmers

to

sell unused

land while President

Mugabe promised a
"revolutionary land reform
programme, to redistribute land without inhibitions" although he later said compensation would be paid, and called for a survey
new

to

be made of all utilised and under-utilised

land.
This limited land reform achievement

provokes enquiry into whether the State
acted autonomously in not fulfilling

not

obviate the

need for assessments of economic

rationality in the short-term, but it might
people’s perspectives as to what constitutes an acceptable level of risk.

alter

revived. Senior Minister Joshua Nkomo
has

gains and losses. Surely,

Relatively Slow
One

major difference of opinion to be

found in the literature is between those who

accept that land reform is essentially a

high-cost, low-benefit exercise for the
country and those who maintain that costs
have been

exaggerated and benefits
downplayed.
Surely the costs involved in the resettlement exercise are an important factor in understanding the limitations placed upon it,
as are the uncertainties with respect to how
much commercial farming land is really
SAPEM APRIL. 1990

under-utilised and what the

productive
capacity of the resettlement farmers really
is. However, the strength of economic argumcnts against land reform are often
taken too much for granted. Bratton argues
that land reform did not pass the test of
"economic efficiency", defined as "a positive ratio of expected benefits to known
costs

in the short term". Ifthis is so, one can

only wonder why it came as a suipise to
anybody that the short-term costs of resetdement were high in relation to short-term
benefits. In fact, that is exacdy what would
be expected from any major programme of
structural transformation. In general, the
State often takes upon itself the task of
providing certain goods that carry high initial costs as compared to benefits exacdy
for this reason, and insofar as they are expected to have long-term positive efforts —
as

the government "not (...) contest the spirit
of the agreement, tied in as it was with the
whole complex of aid, trade and investment". Surely the need for capital from
Western countries, the uncertain political
situation in Southern Africa, and the
demonstration around 1975 of the consequences of white flight from neighbouring
Mozambique made the Zimbabwean
government, established in 1980, relative-

ly risk averse.
The degree to which Zimbabwe is constrained in iu choices is, however, a difficult matter

to resolve. At the moment,

finance military intervention in MozambiIn this indirect sense, there are good
reasons, of an international politicaleconomic nature, why the Zimbabwean
Government would want to move cautiously on land reform.
que.

Internal Class Forces
It might be tempting to hold

that the class

of white ctqiitalist farmers has been able, on
(be basis of its control of very important

economic resources, to reassert its

political

and that it is their in“P®" government policies which

the

in Rhodesia when the Rhodesian Iron

and Steel

Company was bought and expanded by the State in the 1940s although
steel production required massive subsidies
for years thereafter. The problem with land
resettlement is thus perhaps to a large exof lack of clear

conceptualisation
long-term expected benefits.
Much economic decision-making in
Zimbabwe is of course dominated by the
Ministry of Finance and the Reserve Bank,
which are responsible for macro-economic
policy and such long-term strategical thinking as there is. The land reform issue has
not been discussed in the light of such content one

of

Rather, the field has been left open
for the commercial farmers to argue that
more redistribution now can only lead to a

cems.

Relegated; five million peasants are crowded in inferior land in the
drought-ridden

areas

loss of foreign exchange earnings.

The perception of risk attached to redistribution
which is prevailing in government circles
might change with a re-conceptualisation

discussion cannot be extended much
beyond saying that the analysis of external

of the benefits of such reform for the future

constraints had

of the national economy. A lack of focus on
the link between industrialisation and

agrarian change has possibly resulted in

analysis of internal political factors,
However, the degree of manoeuvre that the
Zimbabwean Government has vis-a-vis ex-

considerable loss of momentum for land

temal actors is clearly also a function of the

reform and

general well-being of the economy. Thus,
Zimbabwe has for instance been able to

term

a

shift of attention from

long-

sUTiClural t& more immediate balance

of payments concerns.
External Constraints

Stoneman

places great emphasis on the
powers’ ability to constrain
Zimbabwe s policy choice, not only by
entrenching property rights in the Lancaster House constitution, but ensuring that
Western
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resist

some

to be

complemented by

an

of the demands of the IMF and

the World Bank for immediate

explains the slowness of the structural
change in the agricultural sector. As Cliffe
says (1988): "Tliey (white farmers) still
retain q massively influential if not always
decisive voice in day-to-day issues of running the agrarian sector. Their political
clout is still considerable as evidenced by
attacks they mounted on resettlement in
Parliament in 1983 and which
renewed in 1988

by white MPs

.

were
.

.

and

import
liberalisation exactly for the reason that the
country has been able to preserve a positive
balance of payments and thus can do

of their allies among the emerging
black "settler bourgeoisie". Ability to voice

without stabilisation loans. A well

political influence.
Surely a large degree of the influence of
commercial farmers lies in the perception

functioning

is also necessary to
from South Africa and

economy

withstand pressure

some

opposition to resettlement in Parliament is,
however, not sufficient evidence of real

15

on

the part of politicians and bureaucrats of

their

indispensability for the time being.
Changing perceptions of risk might well
reduce the power of the commercial
farmers to stave off

radical land

more

reform.

However, proponents of land reform are
understandably worried about the tendency
for blacks to acquire commercial farms in
growing numbers. On the pattern ofAfrican
class formation by means of political power
and the attainment of bureaucratic
over

office,

300 commercial farms are now owned

by blacks, and whle it is contrary to the
Leadership Code, the Commercial
Farmers’ Union perceive this as political
weight.
In Zimbabwe, most people cannot figure
how Ministers and politicians who have
bought farms managed to acquire the
amount of money necessary, because official salaries are not very high. This suggests
corruption, the level of which is supposed
to be rising in Zimbabwe, although the
political system is probably much more
honest than in most other African countries.
As Stoneman and Cliffe

There has

.

.

.

been

sum
an

attempt to

of the embourgeoisement of the bureaucracy and of
politics, through the imposition of
leadership conditions by ZANU (PF)
on its own personnel in 1984. It is
part of the every day coinage of
political talk that many members of
the Government and Parliament
have

acquired farms andlor busi—

but also that this process

has not so far gone

veryfar within the
bureaucracy— civil servants talk of
keeping Ministers honest and
mined to social change.

com-

Some writers argue that land reform was
slowed down in part

for lack of popular
political pressure to increase it due to the
lack of formal organisation around the land
issue and the possibility that Zimbabwean
peasants may be motivated by concerns
other than a hunger for land! Education is
much treasured among peasants (as a
means of escaping from the rural areas) and
lack of access to inputs into production
often constitutes

as

much of

a

constraint

upon production in the view of the peasants
themselves as does land scarcity. There¬
16

em-

further

improved agricultural services,
trade-off be perceived between
policies and land redistribution.

should

such

a

However, the population pressure in the
communal

areas

is still there and the formal

bureaucratic and interest group organs are

commercial farms to underscore the fact

not

that demand for

pressures are being channelled. The pressure is still sufficiently strong to induce

As late

as

new

land

certainly is there.

1986, the Governor of

Manicaland noted the great number

the

only

ones

through which political

of

both Mugabe and Nkomo to speak on the

squatters in his province — perhaps 6 150

injustice of the present situation.
As long as the institution of electoral
competition is being upheld in some form,
at least some minimal pressure will probably continue to exist for intensified land

families

or

37 000

people and the

conse-

quent need to resettle them. Reports of
eviction of squatters are common place in
Zimbabwe.
Herbst locates the
access

problem of political

of those demanding redistribution of

land in their lack of formal

organisation.

While the National Farmers Association of

Zimbabwe (NFAZ)
the country’s more
munal

nominally represents
than 800 000 comfarmers, the organisation grew out

reform. Indeed, The Financial Gazette
notes that local ZANU (PF) leaders have
been among

babwe, i.e. it is based upon relatively welloff peasants and was historically concerned
with

providing technical advice to memlobbying for certain
Government policies. The NFAZ is rather
inexperienced, under-staffed and underfunded. The general feeling is that the organisation carries little direct political
weight and influence. The other black
farmers’

organisation in the country, the

Zimbabwe National Farmers’ Union

(ZNFU) represents the so-called small(around 9 000
members) and has little political weight as
well, because of its members reputations as

scale commercial farmers

collaborators with the settler

regime.
Anyway, the small-scale commercial
farmers’ interests

are not

in resettlement of

Land Reform and

Although the pressures for land
redistribution from the peasants themselves
may not be overwhelmingly strong and
there are clearly significant political forces

working against radical structural change,
the possibility that the state might, in the future, act in the*direction of significant transfer of assets to peasants should not be discounted. Such action, if it comes about, is

perhaps somewhat unlikely to be due to a
change in the balance of class and interest
group forces in the country. Scepticism on
this score is warranted by several facts, ineluding the possibility that the forces backing reform are indeed being weakened
rather than strengthened as a result of
several processes:
•

•

farmers rather than the

inexperienced for such resetHaving profited from the increased opportunities after 1980, for getting their produce to the market and selling
it at a reasonable price, they are likely to
favour more rather than less emphasis on

against their self interest;
a danger that with the unity be-

There is
tween

landholdings. It is, therefore, uncertain to
of them are interested in
acquiring new land, although the NFAZ officially advocates continued land
redistribution, pleading that the govern-

ZANU and ZAPU

now

apparent-

ly secured and the one-party state within
reach, political incentives on the part of
the Government to comply with peasant
demands for more land may be reduced;

what extent many

tlement.

officials are
buying farms in increasing numbers and

run

organised in the NFAZ have

extensive investments in their present

landless and

Government and party

land redistribution may soon come to

freehold sector.

merit select efficient

Development

Strategies

peasants but in the retention of a large
The farmers

the most active in encouraging
acting as their repre-

squatters and
sentatives.

of the ‘master farmers’ movement in Zim-

bers rather than

up;

check... the process

nesses

fore, when the Government shifted

phasis from land redistribution to supplying better agricultural services and more
education, it could do so without risking
much in political terms.
However, there is enough "squatting" on

•

Continued economic crisis may cement
the current cautious attitude of Government

officials into outright inertia.

To break out of the

impasse, the
analysed in a
broader perspective than so far undertaken
within Zimbabwe. The country is clearly at
current

issue of land reform must be
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is

a

need for

more

substantial currency

devaluation.
The Zimbabwe Debate
What

within

might the role of land reform be
a new

industrialisation strategy

which

supplements import-substitution
with export promotion? In the Zimbabwean
debate, some of those who present themselves as clearly ia favour of land rcdistribution have tended to offer such structural

change as an alternative to an export-led
growth strategy. Taking a pessimistic view
of the potential for substantially increased
exports leading to significant economic

growth, they offer redistribution of assets
as part of the solution to the problem of insufficient internal demand. According to
Stoneman:

Greatly increased production for the
world market would

Acquisitive tendency:

a

few blacks

are joining

the ranks of the landed

seem to

be

a

somewhat

paradoxical policy for a
whose main characteristic
problem is the low consumption
among its own people. A radical
structural tranrformation, at present
only talked about, would need to
replace the uncertain external
demand by greater internal demand,
so providing alternative sources of
growth through turning widespread
felt needs to 'effective' demand.
country

a

cross-roads in terms of choice of develop-

capitalist nature of
and current political
practices, the issue of land reform in ZimGiven

the

strategy for the future. Not only is it
at a cross-roads, but the Government has al-

Zimbabwe’s economy

ready indicated the broad liberalised direc-

babwe is best discussed in the context of

tion in which it

choice of industrialisation strategy on the
basis of an essentially capitalist organisa-

ment

now

wishes the country to

go-

tion of production.

South Korea and Taiwan

context

All too

frequently in Zimbabwe, when

land redistribution has at all been discussed
in terms of broad economic strategy, the
issue has been its relationship to the goal of
"socialism". However, whether or not

socialism is still
wean

on

the agenda for Zimbab-

policy-makers is at best unclear. It

might be better to analyse land reform in
terms of the possible effects of a greater
redistribution of assets upon the mixed
economy that Zimbabwe has and seems
rather likely to keep in the foreseeable futore. Furthermore, there is nothing necessarily "socialist" about land redistribution
as such. Of course, greater equality is an
important concern of anyone on the political left. Nevertheless, it should be kept in
mind that the successful reformers

South Korea and Taiwan

—

redistribution of ownership

—

undertook the

from landlords
to peasants under rightwing regimes and
with much support from the United States.
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An important fact in this

is that there is

a

clear realisation in

import-substitution industrialisation (ISI) strategy pursued by the
country since the white minority’s
Zimbabwe that the

Unilateral Declaration of

Independence

(UDI) in 1965 has had its successes in the

largely exhausted for the
being. The question has thus arisen

past but has been
time

which

new

direction to follow. The

government’s policy — supported to a considerable extent by the country’s important
interest groups — has been to carefully expand "non-traditional" exports through
various export subsidies (an export revolving fund being a major device).
At the same time, the tendency is to hold
on to the strong protective device of a
foreign exchange allocation system in
order to preserve the present industrial
structure to the greatest extent possible.
However, continued economic liberalisation is

issue — the recent
debate focusing upon how to attract new
foreign investment and whether or not there
a

permanent

It is almost strange that as yet none of the
participants in the Zimbabwean debate
seem to

have noted that two of the four very

models of successful

export-led in-

dustrialisation. South Korea and Taiwan,
are

also among the

foremost examples of

successful redistribution of land in the

capitalist part of the world.
If successful, an export-led industrialisation strategy may have considerable advantage not only in terms of aggregate
growth and foreign exchange earnings, but
also as far as increased employment and a
more egalitarian distribution of income is
concerned. The latter two effects tend to

simultaneously widen the internal market
for manufactured goods.
The four Asian Non-Industrialised

Countries (South Korea, Singapore,
Taiwan and Hong Kong) have had great
success

in absorbing surplus

labour, and

wages have risen fast — in South
more than 7% annually between

Korea by
1965 and
17

1983. Thus a gradually larger share of
manufacturing and total value-added has
accrued to workers

so that income distribution has tended to become more egalitarian,

ensuring the continual widening of the internal market for manufactured goods.

sector as well. It is improbable that the
egalitarian and internal market-expanding
effect of export growth could have been so
pronounced had not the opportunity cost of
labour been increased through redistribution and development in the rural areas.

Lessons from Asia

However, in Taiwan and South Korea,
the

Conclusion
We need to stress that not all aspects of
the NIC experience can or should be emu-

considered and discussed in Zimbabwe.

converted tenants into owner-operators.

These

This had

•

profound effect on income distribution (distributions of income in South
Korea and Taiwan are among the most
equal in the world), transformed the rural
areas
with the help of a host of agricultural support policies — "into a well
developed and important market for nonfarm goods and services" and increased the
supply-price of labour in the manufacturing
—

a

lated. E(nt the broad lessons with respect to
the consequences of land reform upon the
to

•

of an export-led strategy

in leading
rapid (and even) development should be

success

export-led industrialisation strategy

thus have great multiplier effects if undertaken on the basis of a prior substantial

redistribution of assets, and investments
into productive agricultural infrastructure.
An

export-led growth strategy in a situa-

tion of gross unequal distribution of assets

egalitarian results of export-led inare closely tied to the consequences of the prior radical redistribution
of assets in land. The agrarian reforms undertaken in the late 1940s and early 1950s
largely wiped out a class of landlords and
dustriahsation

An
can

are:

the

widening of an internal market
simultaneously with export promotion,
so that the industrialisation
strategy is
really two-pronged;
the mopping up of considerable surplus
labour through the creation of better opportunities in the agricultural sector, so
that wages in industry rise faster.

might in certain ways intensify rather than
modify that inequality. In Zimbabwe, opportunities for the export of a range of
agricultural products have increased in the
1980s, yet, according to the commercial
farmers themselves, employment on commercial farms has dereased from 335 000
in 1979 to 270 000 in 1986, due in large

part to the introduction of minimum wages
after independence. If so, this shows that
there is little room for increased wages and

higher levels of employment from future
export growth success in the large-scale
commercial farming sector. This is worrisome where
above

unemployment is estimated

25%.n

CRESTA OASISYOUR PEACEFUL HAVEN IN HARARE
A friendly welcome awaits you at the Cresta Oasis — Harare’s only
three star hotel closest to the city centre. Nestling in attractive
garden settings, only a short walk from Harare’s city and business
centre. Cresta Oasis is the ideal place for holiday makers and
businessmen alike.
The Cresta Oasis bedrooms are softly furnished with wall-to-wall

carpeting, television, telephone, radio and en-suite bathroom. The
residents lounge offers guests total privacy and relaxatioa An
attractive garden with a secluded, sparkling swimming pool adds to
the relaxed atmosphere that envelops the Cresta Oasis.
The Summerhouse Restaurant offers food lovers both a la carte
and table d’hote menus where the emphasis is on good food and
value for money. The cocktail bar is a favourite venue for relaxation.
The Cresta Oasis specialises in organising functions and

conferences, seminars and special occasions. Two function rooms
cater for functions involving 5 to 100 people.
Cresta Oasis offers you an ideal value for money venue. Book a
break or a conference at the Cresta Oasis — you won’t regret it

(yesta
pfrsmal hosts
124 Baker Avenue. P.O. Box 1541, Harare Telephone 704217 Telex 22099 ZW "OASIS'
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Gender Issues

The condition of women
Has it

improved?

Kwanele Ona Jirira
If one
babwe

were to

ask most

women

today (regardless of

what their

most

immediate

in Zim-

race or

class)

concerns are,

most will

probably say economics. Politics
always take a backbench. There will,
however, be pockets of women in-between
who will probably say both economics and
politics are inter-twined like Siamese twins.
will

Indeed! Times are hard for many a-work-

ing and non-working woman. Today, the
average woman thinks of the bare essentials to keep her day going: food; housing;
rates; school fees; clothing; transport

lot

more

still remain to be

given their

Women

When the nation

fought for freedom, it
was for both the men and the women. Oppression and inequality should not be concems for women only but must also include
the men for they too are, to a large extent,

Women are not a homogeneous grouping. There are different concerns that affect
different women: working class versus
non-working class; peasants versus non-

also victims of

peasants; professional versus

a

system which still has to

be

completely transformed. Zimbabwe is
a capitalist society and capitalist laws
and structures still dictate people’s day-today struggles. Labour still confronts capistill

a

decade of inde-

pendence in April 1990. March 1990 is also
the year

for the country’s Third General
Election, the first two having been held in
1980 and 1985 respectively. In all these
elections, women have played and continue
to play a very significant role.
The liberation war gave rise to the new
state of Zimbabwe. A nation woke up in the
early dawn of its independence and
embraced the soil with joy. At night, the
victorious nation danced the night away
and got drunk on jive simanje manje and
mbaqanga only to wake up to the sweet
smell of fringipanis. And women were a
part of it all.
lot to celebrate. The

and

war

fighting
alongside each other for their birthright: the
land and its resources, waiting for the day
when their bullets would begin to flower,
ushering forth a new vibrant society where
gender

women

be the

of excelaptitude was to be the
yardstick. The war was a bitter and
protracted one. Blood was spilled from
both men and women and it was red, the
was not to
Icnce but where

colour of freedom.

measure

Today, while the

country remembers some heroes, a whole
SAPEM APRIL, 1990
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other, there

are

issues that

cut across all
common

that women must unite collective-

ly and devise a programme of common ac-

Zimbabwe celebrates

a

white versus black women etc. But, beyond
these "veils" that distinguish us from each

concerns

with bills! bills! bills!

Yes, there is

non-profes-

sional; urban versus rural; ex-combatants
versus non-combatants; poor versus rich;

these barriers. It is around these

needs; health care etc. etc. etc. In other
words, her life is an endless maze laced

years saw men

Different Concerns for Different

deserving accolades.

Oppression and inequality
should not be concerns for
only but also include
men for they too are, to a large
extent, also victims of a system
women

which

still

has

to

be

completely transformed

tion.
Women in Zimbabwe constitute about
51% of the national

population and nearly

80% of them reside in the rural

areas

with

agricultural production as the main productive activity.
The Minister of Finance, Economic

Planning and Development, Bernard Chidzero,

said in 1989 that:

Womens contribution to the national

tal. The issues of democracy are

still keenly debated in various quarters of the nation.
We are indeed living in very exciting times.
Women must thus search for "spaces"
within this environment to struggle for
meaningful programmes aimed at improving their loL The Minister of Cooperative
and Community Development Joyce
Mujuru has observed elsewhere that:
There

were

still sections in

our

society that still considered women to
be 'property ofthe men But this perception has to change if women are
to realise their aspirations.
.

development process has historically
remained untapped. Women were
deprived of an access to resources
and a slight involvement in the
development process: both as participants or as beneficiaries.
The curious thing to note, however, is the
simple fact that the honourable Ministerstrongly believes that women’s potential is so "untapped" and that it requires to
be fired-up, why then is it that his Ministry
has seen it fit to annually reduce the financial vote in the Ministry charged with
Women’s Affairs (i.e. prior to its transfer to
the President’s office in the Ministry of
Political Affairs)? In fact, what does this
new restructuring mean? How is it
going to
operate in the Ministry? Has it now become
19

party function and jiot a government
body? The distinction is important to make.
Why the shift? Is it a progressive one in
terms of organising women into a cohesive
power group. Or is it a form of check and
balance to curb the newly emerging
"power" of women in the political arena?
The employment of women is not a
recent phenomenon. In fact, the family is
the basic economic unit in the history of
a

society. Central to this unit are women who
producers and distributors

have been both

in the food chain

.

.

.

not to

mention their

equally crucial role in the reproductive
sphere. Women’s demands for equality
should be looked at

as

demand for their

birthright, not as appendages to men, but as
productive units in their own right. After
their liberation

war

contributions, there

turning back for women. They too
wanted a huge chunk of the national pie. It
is within this framework that the Ministry
was no

of Women’s Affairs and

Some

•

The

key actors in the chimurenga wars of independence, have many reasons to give
thanks.

Regulations of 1985

abolish all forms of discrimination

against women on the grounds of race,
tribe, place of origin, political opinion,
colour or creed in relation to job, adveror

aboli-

tion of jobs, wage determination, choice
of persons in job training programmes,

advancement, transfer, promotion and
retrenchment.
The Minimum

Wages Act: which placed

minimum scales of remuneration for

•

20

a

•

years.
The Matrimonial Causes Act of 1985
divorce.

In the past decade, Zimbabwean women,

•

and after the fixed date

improves women’s property rights in

Legal Front

tisement, recruitment, creation

on

shall attain the legal age of
majority on attaining the age of eighteen

to train women in economic skills and

The Labour

that

person

other

production activities such as income-generating projects (IGPs).

Legal Age of Majority Act of 1982

states

•

•

profession previously domianted by

job. This was an argument for "comparable worth" payment

•

The

have broken into

men

Community

Development was set-up immediately after
independence to:
work with other government and nongovernmental organisations;
to promote the status of women via consciousness raising; and
•

women

people in the unskilled category of
workers (most working women fall
within this category).
The Equal Pay Act: which abolishes the
pay structure which paid women less
than their male counterparts given the
same qualifications and doing the same

On paper,

the law is a superb piece of
legal protection for women but in reality,
things are quite different Women are still
being discriminated against in industry for
example via strategies such as giving
women tasks that could clearly be classified as unskilled and low paying
(Chimanikire). Women are by and large
still to be found in certain selective industries such

textiles and clothing,

food
processing and canneries. Women are also
occupationally segregated from the men at
the shop floor level in some industries for
no apparent "productivity" reason. Companies also rarely readily train women,
as

citing what they term the "pregnancy
pause" as the single most important constraint in hiring or promoting women. (Jassat

and Jirira)

Rape incidences are also on the increase.
meted out, however, does not fit
the crime. Rapists must suffer the full wrath
of the law. Much more stringent penalties
The justice

should be established so as

severely deter
learn of the
establishment of a rape referral centre: The
Musasa Project located at the New Africa
the criminals. It is

House
This is

on

a

to

great joy to

Union Avenue here in Harare.

step in the right direction. We need

many more

such centres.
The

Child

a

care

Economy

and most household chores

fall within the purview

of what is viewed as
continuing

"women’s work". It is this

sexual division of labour that has manacled
and

marginalised women from being
productive beings in their own right. But,
unfortunately at home and at the workplace, women’s labour is continuously
being under-valorised. There is a general
tendency to remunerate women less than
their male counterparts. Because of the 24hour demands

on

women,

little wonder,

there is little time for them to be

fruitfully
engaged in political and economic activities (though some would argue that
Women’s Leaguers do have the time since,
they are almost always to be found at political occasions). We are arguing here for the
need to encourage women to participate
much more actively in politics
as
decision-makers and not only as "political
cheer-leaders" to men playing the game of
politics.
...
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Women in Zimbabwe form

12% of the

total labour force. There are about 16,3%

industry. In 1982 alone, about

women

in

90 000

women were

Organise and do not
agonise! Thank goodness, the ZCTU is
now already doing that

Union Women:

engaged in what is

The number has increased over the

years. Most women working in the "formal" sector are to be found working in tex-

food processing and cancasual or seasonal
basis receiving the lowest wages. These
types of industry are also characterised by
poor provision of benefits such as medical
and pension benefits. Women in industry
are poorly represented. A study done in the
Quarterly Employment Survey (1986)

tiles and clothing,

neries

on a

temporary,

reveals that:

Only 8% of all adult women work in
the "formal" sector of the economy
and form about 16% ofall employees
in this sector. This has been a constant

fact between the years 1975of 16% is

1984. This constant share

livelihood in the agrarian sector not to

mention the onslaughts caused by
such

as

Education

Women form about 56% of peasant

farmers and

they do so in the most arid,

marginal areas of the country’s
ecological zones IV and V. Already there is
over-crowding in the communal areas,
poor

women

need land

as

well: "We

disasters

drought.

Agriculture

generally referred to as the "informal" sector.

out a

are too

crowded. Some of our sisters have no land
all. They want some land so that they can
help themselves." (ZWB)

at

agriculture, there are several confacing the farming women: inadequate inputs; inadequate extension services; lack of land rights; poor marketing
channels; inadequate credit facilities. The
In

straints

list is inexhaustible. The formation of

such as pre-cooperatives,
co-operatives and savings clubs are all
strategies to alleviate the plight of women.
Those women working in the formal
women’s groups

Though the educational base has been
widened and

schools built, there is

more

high drop-out rate and women form
the highest figure. Reasons range from
pregnancies to family household chores
still

a

which puts more pressure on

school-going

girls than boys. The press in Zimbabwe has
repeatedly reported on "Child labour",
especially in the commercial farming sector. Strategies are needed to reduce the
drop-out level of girls.
Health
There has been

quite a positive developprimary health care, both pre- and
post-natal i.e. mother-child health care
in

ment

programmes

in both the urban and rural

through community health workers.
Water and sanitation services still lag behind though quite a lot of boreholes and

areas

made up

primarily from increased
employment offemales in the Educa-

blair toilets have been constructed in

tion and Health sectors whereas in

of improvements, however, still need to be
executed in the rural areas and commercial

the other sectors,

the share offemale

employment has actually fallen.
Education and Health sectors, it
be

must

which

highlighted, are sectors
are generally among the ones

with the lowest increases in wages
over

the 1980-83

period.

At Work

various places throughout the country.

Though the educational base
has been widened and more

there is still a
high drop-out rate and
women form the highest
figure
schools built,

A lot

farms. The Structural AdjustmentProgrammes

(S APs) have also drilled a big hole into

many-a-family’s standard of living. The
first casualties of IMF/World Bank-im-

posed structural conditionalities on the

and children.
institutes its
austerity programme, social services are
the first to suffer
the major beneficiaries
the women
When the government

economy are

—

join Trade Unions and
Workers’ Committees if concrete changes
in their favour are to successfully
materialise. There is great need to consolidate such labour provisions as maternity and breast-feeding for there are some
Women need to

industries who make it hard for women to

and post-natal leave. Breast-feeding is the most commonly abused
provision. It is most interesting to note that
some time last year, the Minister of Public
Service tried to withdraw this right (maternity) from civil service women. Minister
Mujuru had to intervene so as to have this
infringement withdrawn. What lessons this
would have given the private sector had it
gone through, is cause for worry. The lestake pre-

son

demonstrates to

constant
ton

women

the need for

vigilance in the face of such wan-

abuse of government

SAPEM APRIL, 1990

policy. Trade

of social services
children. When

agricultural sector are employed in plantations or estates either picking cotton, tea,
legumes etc. for the food processing, canneries, textile and clothing multi-national
companies engaged in agri-business in
Zimbabwe. They are also amongst the
longest worked, temporarily or seasonally
employed and lowest paid. 76% of female
labour is also to be found in the agricultural
sector. A short trip to most of Zimbabwe’s
agricultural estates will reveal a large
female population "working" the land not
to mention the increasing cases of child
labour! The resettlement schemes have settied many women, some married some not.
The right to a piece of land has become a

central argument

for many-a-woman eking

are

one

usually

women

thus views the

and

impact

of these SAPs, one must view them within
the context of the

impoverishment of
hasty for one to make
a safe analysis that cases of malnutrition
exist throughout Zimbabwe. This is shameful in a place where agricultural production
yields food crops which see their way into
foreign lands. We must pause to think about
households. It is not

the

implications of a nutritionally poor
mental incompetence.

progeny:

The current international environment is

a right-wing swing and
this trend does not auger well for women.
That is more reason for women to begin to

moving towards

worry and organise themselves to stem the
tide of this fast gaining right-wing backlash
on

many a

social programme, especially
21

considering that women have most to
Not to mention the children.

lose.

The Arts
There has been a surge on

theatrical

the literary and

with many women in the
forefront. Women have realised that the arts
scenes

promising channel to bring their conthe general public. We now witness
the mushrooming of female writers and
theatrical groups, all, one way or the other,
attempting to address the female plight.
They are to be highly praised. Let us hope
are a

cents to

this thrust is the

"abolish once and for all the oppression and
exploitation of women in Zimbabwe". The
following resolutions were consequently
agreed upon by the League as the basis of
achieving women’s equality:
All pronouncements previously made
by the Government in relation to its
commitment to the uplifting of the overall status of

either lead their

bands

as

Government
•

well who

part of a
of performing artistes. They, too,
must be viewed as professionals in their
own right. Several of them have already put
Zimbabwe in the international spotlight
with their musical ambassadorship.
own

or are

group

of
women entrepreneurs. A casual glance
reveals that, given the proper incentives,
they too, are capable of excelling as much
as men. Women have begun to realise that
they too have it in them to acquire the
necessary business acumen to make corporate decisions using such language as
profit margins, production functions;
market potential; production differentiation

a recent

emergence

can

be

now

be sup-

so

that the

to

be im-

seen

plementing its stated policies.
Special measures should immediately
be taken in order to bring pressure on
policy-makers, employers and all agencies,private and public, that have power,
to introduce changes that can enhance

•

•

are

policy as put out by the
Party and the country’s constitution,
must spell out the need to develop

women

to

from the constraints im-

workers.

actively hindered
participation in national
development should be removed.
Changes should be made in the legal
position of women in relation to ownership of property and land rights. Credit
facilities should be provided and the
women’s

•

terms

eased

to

enable

women to

pur-

chase
•

inputs for agricultural production.
Primary health care and child-spacing
education and the prevention and control of diseases must be intensified to the

•

use

by training local people in

of health literature.

Drugs used by pregnant mothers should
given free or subsidised and
protected wells and boreholes should be
provided near homes.
either be

•

Effective labour and social laws must be
introduced in order

to

protect women

from male chauvinism at work.
There is

now a

Unified ZANU-PF and

PF-ZAPU Women’s

League as a result of
Unity Accord of December 1987. The
of this Unified League is "Towards a

cry

the Presidential Directive should be con-

Unified Mammoth Monolithic Women’s

tinned for the advancement of women in

League".

order to redress past and present imbalances and the number of women

From

senior civil servants should be increased

only one voice (sic!), the voice of the
majority in this country.

less than 20% with immediate ef-

The

the

now on, women

will speak with

Whether this desire for

fielding of candidates for local

government elections should be on a 5050 basis to reflect and represent a true

a

monolithic

Women’s League

has come to fruition is
thing. It is quite hard to truly believe
that the women’s league does speak in one

one

picture of ratio of sexes in the country.

voice. Witness the events of the Women’s

in

Congress on the second day when some
women protested at what they felt was a virtual "foistering" of certain undesirable personalities to strategic league posts and the
outcries of "Hatitambwe iyoyo!". The

There should also be

more women

Parliament.
•

as

traditional, legal

population and that there were few
women in decision-making positions,

feet.
wean

mothers and

and social that have

include ‘sex’as

system.
Since women constitute 51% of the

to not

•

as

All barriers, cultural,

the

posed by a patriarchal-cum-capitalist

Politics

22

dual role
•

Application of socialist programmes
and the passing of relevant legislation
especially the amendment of the Conground for discriminating
against a person should be speeded up to

•

employment sector, it is requested that
the Government clearly states its policy
on the employment of women.
Employment legislation must be
reviewed to provide favourable conditions for women, bearing in mind their

•

invalid,

There are, however, several constraints,
some of them being credit availability,

politics began long time ago.
"Mbuya" Nehanda is an early example of
an active woman in Zimbabwe’s political
history — the early chimurenga wars of
1896. The 1950s saw women taking a more
active role in the nationalist struggles and
they have continued to do so since.
At a Women’s League Conference in
1984, the League called on the Party to

Bearing in mind that past colonial
educational systems did not prepare
women for meaningful roles in the

communities

free

Women’s active involvement in Zimbab-

•

women.

stitution of Zimbabwe

it should also be

overcome

introduced.

concerned.

The national

exploitation in all spheres of life

and how to

delay.

Customary law should be written down
to avoid misinterpretation so that it
upholds the principles of the Legal Age
of Majority Act as far as ownership of
property, custody and guardianship of
children and inheritance

etc.

negative male attitudes, looking down on
enterprising women and general inexperience. But with proper education and
training workshops, many women are becoming more and more capable. Many
women’s organisations with a bent on enhancing women’s entrepreneurial
capabilities are also emerging.

should

women’s overall status without
•

Business Women
There has been

women

ported by concrete action,

beginning of female

few female musicians

their

•

creativity. More support and publicity need
to be given to such budding talent There
are a

conscientises women about the nature of

A curriculum that teaches

self-reliance in

daily

boys and girls

common needs
should be introduced. Education which

President had to concede to the demands of
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

Whether this "dissent"
has died is another thing altogether. All I am
trying to bring to the fore is the simple fact
that it is hard to truly believe that the
Unified Women’s League is a Unified
Mammoth and Monolithic League! There is
a need, however, to create an environment
for a common platform.
There were, however, significant
demands that were put forward. These are:
Direct representation on all policymaking organs. No surrogates in the
shape of men, no matter how benevolent
and ideologically attuned, can underthe league members.

•

stand what it is to be a woman;
•

The enactment

by

our

Parliament of the

long awaited Intestate Succession Bill in
order to put an end to the predation and
avarice of relatives where the male

spouse had died without leaving a will.
African Customary Law must be ousted
in this

regard;

A constitutional amendment

•

discrimination

on

abolishing

the grounds

of

sex

question is: has it now? What do
political women intend to do about it? Already, the primary elections have netted
The

somewhere around thirteen female parliamentarians
out of the expected 120
...

in the

newly constituted unicameral house.
no longer be a senate. There are

There will

still

some seats to

be nominated, how many

of those will be women? How many
women

will be

in the new Cabinet? How many am-

bassadors? Already, we have an

all-male

governorship for the provinces. There has
been no female governor. Will there be
more

female District

ministrators? These

Provincial Adindeed worrisome

or

are

questions to ponder over.
The official political lines define

oppression in mainly economic
and national liberation language. The question is to go beyond that; even the personal
is political.
Why is it that the Party does not address
itself to say cases of increased molestations, rapes, incest, sexual harassment.
women’s

though such discrimination was
sanctioned by African Customary Law;

even

•

representatives
positions within the Party
from

without unsolicited interference
our
•

male comrades; and

Wider and

more

meaningful roles in all
of

economic and development organs
the State (public and private).

Already these demands raise problems.
Let

us

ference

take item 4. There is direct interas to

which

and
household work overload as

domestic

violence

of
forms
There is a "blurred" line between
the paay ends and where the
oppression?

women

what post.
where

Women’s

*s

League begins. In other words, in

and this raises the conU'adiction of the

League demanding some kind of
Witness the "Presidency" interfering in which women should be elected

autonomy.

the Women’s League
Congress in late 1989 and hence the
women’s outcry on the second day of the
to

hold which posts at

Women’s Congress.
It is crucial to bring to the fore the fact
that the Women’s League at times does
realise its

own

shortcomings.

We need not shout slogans saying

shall overcome’ any more.
overcome.

The future has
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'we

We must

arrived.

today we see them clamouring for national recognition via the forma-

of life. Hence,

tion of "war veterans" associations.

Even ex-combatants have to eatfood.

They have to look for work in the
mainstream economy
just like
everyone else.
.

.

.

pill to swallow but the truth
hardly be ignored. Men in
Zimbabwe use women to attain their politiIt is

a

bitter

of the matter can

cal ambitions. Women are the

cheer-leaders"

as

"hoisted" several
fluence and

it

were.

men to

"political

Women have

positions of in-

glory.

Whatever "small" victories women in

Zimbabwe have won, it was not done as a

They have struggled for all their
gains. Power Concedes nothing without a
struggle,never has, never will. Zimbabwean women have, unfortunately to learn
the bitter lesson of real politics. Organise,
favour.

Women and National

domestic violence and household work
overload

as

Maybe it is very
son

oppression?
important to learn the les-

forms of women’s

that:

the

change in productive relations

shift in gender
relations, and equal opportunities in
productive work does not ensure
gender equality.
does not guarantee a

The

case

of female ex-combatanis is a

Development

The issue of women and national

development is a national issue. Women
are not only an issue for theMinistry of
Cooperative and Community Development, the Ministry of Political Affairs
charged with women’s affairs, or Ministfy
of Justice. All government structures
should have gender concerns integrated

policy programmes. It is
the realm of economics that the
women’s plight has to be addressed, but (as
Batezat and Mwalo have said) on all realms
and at all levels. That is why when we analyse the issue of women’s oppression and
subordination, the issues of the sexual
into their overall
not

certain instances, there is a conflict of the
two

Unfortunately, there were no structures
created to buffer them from the adversaries
out.

long one yet!

Why is it that the Party does
not address itself to cases of
increased molestations, rapes,
incest, sexual harassment,

should hold

woman

their "demobilisation" funds have long run

Mobilise and Network. The road ahead is a

Freedom to elect women

directly to

dependence. But they are now stranded for

only

on

division of labour become cental concerns

especially within household relations of
production.
a lot to celebrate for they
struggled for all that they have

Women have

have

achieved
more

so

far. However, more, much

work needs to be done and women

the torch until they can
tuly sing Freedom’s song.D

alone must carry

example. There are a lot of women
fought in the war for Zimbabwe’s in¬

classic
who
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Culture

Cultural

development

A decade of potential

culture thrown away?

Chenjerai Hove
or

While it may be easy to assess economic
material development during any period

of time, it is not easy to

quantify cultural
expression. Culture is everything, including politics, history, religion, everything
that

we

create a

tell

or

do not tell ourselves

multitude of myths

as we

and images of

ourselves.
Zimbabwe emerged from a war of libera-

features a conglomeration of
the dancers selected from the various eth-

full of zeal and energy,

nic groups of the country,

and these artistes
supposed to work out regional dances
to perfection, with all the performers
having to master several dances from the

to their lack of expert

are

able theaffe groups. Even with their vast
dreams of re-creating Zimbabwe’s theatre

whole country.

cause

Dance Troupe

As has happened with many such national dance groups the world over, the regional

tion, which in many ways, is a crucial

dances have been

nation’s culture. The soldier wielding a gun is expressing himself
culturally just as the musician stands on the
stage to express the soul’s anguish. A
people’s extreme anger, war, is an important piece of that people’s cultural
landscape.

cases, to

aspect of the new

Isolated from world cultural influences

choreographed in many
beyond recognition. But this experiment is well worth it, fOT, the dance patterns and styles of the various regions tend
to vanish if left at village level.
For

dancer to

a

decades before independence in
1980, Zimbabwe has, during the past nine
years, experimented variously in cultural
activities. After ten years, we can at least

dilution of the

make some assessment of the failure or sue-

best.

fOT many

cess

of cultural expression and

original. Consequently,
leading dancers have abandoned
the National Dance Troupe to start their
own which specialises in dances they know
numerous

cultural

programmes.

The Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture
is the

driving force behind any official culdevelopment, while the will of the
various other individual and group efforts
tural

account for the directions unofficial

Mbira expert,

Stella Chiweshe,
group after abandoning the National Dance Company
dream. Gweshe, with his youthful group,
Boterekwa, has taken to entertaining
tourists at the artificial ‘Afiican Village’
outside Harare. As it was at the beginning,
flourishes with her

culture

has taken. From my observations of the
Zimbabwean scene, both the formal and the

informal cultural programmes are as cm-

the dream of

remains

a

own

National Dance company

only an illusion.

Talk of a National Theatre

Company has

cial, in any description of the cultural

remained

landscape of a nation. In cultural work,
what you have on the official cultural menu
is not necessarily what you will eat at the

Numerous scattered theatre groups which
could have been a nucleus for such a

cultural table.

mere

With the establishment of the National

Troupe a few years after Independence, many mini-imitations of this nationDance

al

experiment have mushroomed, especial-

ly in the capital, Harare. The National
24

another

elusive

theatrical formation have

are

hampered

support in running vi-

aesthetic, they have had a hard time be-

they are generally viewed as backyard theatre.
So far, major theatre productions of national significance have come through the

personal initiative of actors Dominic
Kanaventi and Walter Mparutsa. The two
actors, despite financial problems, have
produced numerous Athol Fugard plays. It
is sad that no major African dramas have
been staged by these skilled actors. Who
can sponsor them when those in an
economic position to do so look to London
and New York for their models? So, they
will remain wasted, ignored, neglected to
the end.
If the affairs of

a

nation’s culture, ten

might be too short a time to make
judgements. But I believe ten years
are enough to create a trend, a movement
towards some goal, some tradition. But
with the recent apparent dismantling of the
Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture, and
the return of the Culture Department to the
Ministry of Education, it seems the
Government directly confirmed the failure
years
harsh

Mere Words?

A

Two Cultures

perform Muchongoyo

(Eastern Province), Shangara (Midlands)
and Jerusarema (Central Province) in a
single performance cannot but lead to a

they

by lack of basic financial support, adding

dream.

of its

own

cultural programmes.

What with

mini-budget for Culture, almost all of
which goes towards sustaining the
bureaucratic machinery of cultural adthe

ministrators.
Zimbabwean Whites Are Not

Europeans

struggled for
come

Meanwhile, Reps and its sister theatre

fiem the Ministry of Youth, Sports andCul-

groups in the National Theau-e Organisation tragically continue to aspire to stage

existence. No initiative has

ture.

So far,

community theatre groups have
not produced anything to make an impression on the country’s theatre scene. Though

the best of the theatres of London. This

yearning for London is surely based on
assumptions, at an immense

false cultural
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Readers, Not Literary Prizes
With both the Commonwealth Literature
Prize (Africa

Region) and Noma Award for
publishing in Africa coming to Zimbabwe
in 1989, the temptation to celebrate is very
high. But I don’t think literary achievements are best-judged by literary prizes. I
think the best

judges for literary achievethere buying literary
works, having dialogue with writers and
ment are readers out

creating

a national reading mood. So far,
the national reading mood seems bent on

reading the latest ‘Mills and Boon’ there is
borrow from

to

friend. And

a

our

bookstores have shelves which look like
bookstores elsewhere

—

definitely outside

Africa.
In literature, there have appeared new
faces, new literary voices, many of whose

works

heard before

Independence but
published then. These include
most of the young writers active on the
literary scene today. Names like Musa
Zimunya, Bertha Msora, Kristina Rungano. Freedom Nyamubaya (an ex-combatant poetess), Chenjerai Hove, Isheunesu
Mazorodze and Gonzo Msengezi are
among the discoveries of the late 70s and
were

could not be

80s.
From this crop of writers as well as the
names such as Solomon Mutswairo,

old

Lawrence Vambe, Charles

Mungoshi,
Stanley
Nyamufukudza and Stanlake Samkange,
new critical literary works expressing the
anguish of failed post-Independence expectations have trickled into the
Dambudzo

Elusive dream: attempts to

form

a

national dance company have flopped

Marechera,

bookstores.
In Search of

Writers

cost.

Zimbabwean Whites have to learn to

be Africans, not to view themselves as

views, other perspectives. Many such incidents have occurred, in theatre, media and
of national affairs.

aspiring Europeans.
The Bulawayo-based group Amakhosi’s
controversial stage play, ‘Workshop

other

Negative’, took the national stage by storm.
Even the then Minister of Youth, Sport and

Zimbabwe’s cultural officers will go down
in the cultural history of Zimbabwe as men

Culture, David Karimanzira, would not be

and

left out among

the theatre critics. He
chipped in furious remarks and barred the
group from touring outside the country. The
ugly head of bureaucratic censorship surfaced, generating intense debate and ten-

of a

sion.

or are we so

Zimbabwean culture
with

a

seems

endowed

high degree of intolerance of other

SAPEM APRIL, 1990

It

areas

seems

service

who threw away the best part
decade of potential culture. What can

women

they do when hardly a single African
country, despite the rich and diverse culture, has a cultural attaché anywhere in our
embassies? Do we have no culture to export
to

be

New Conscience

overcoming the
days, the cultural
drought which excluded Zimbabwean
concentrate on

isolation of the UDI

writers from the main events in African

Zimbabwe is happy giving lipto
cultural programmes.

ashamed of it that

a

we

vanquished by other cultures?

decide

literature in the sixties and seventies. New

literary voices are shaping a new social
conscience for the new era. The liberation
cultural

experience seems to come
only as glimpses in Zimbabwean
literary works. But one day the great works
of the war will come, maybe after many
years, as has happened in Nigeria after the
war as a

out

civil

war

of the sixties.

But the state of

literary criticism seems
lag behind, leaving many local works unstudied seriously by local critics. The
University continues to follow the tradito

25

tional path

of literary criticism manifested

elsewhere many times over. As a new litera-

sprouts, critics are like the gardeners
who water the seeds of the new movement.
ture

Without serious

literary gardeners, a
nation’s literature stagnates just as a
nation’s politics decays if deprived of open
debate.

theatre

neglect It seems neglect
element of
Zimbabwe’s national cultural make-up.
The nation has watched the artistes making
solitary efforts along the way, with archaic
is

as

—

becoming

a strong

instruments and
venues

any

performing at uninspiring

where it would be a miracle to show

artistic achievements.

Radio 3, the pop music channel, continues to ignore local musicians. Foreign—
not even

African

—

music continues to be

by legislating that a cerplayed on nation-

tain percentage of music
al radio ‘must’ be local?

It is

only when

musicians perform
that we realise they are
important, they are famous. They have to
our

outside the country

be famous elsewhere before Zimbabwe

had to go out in order for them to be famous
at home. With this experience, I feel

tempted to ask; Are we so blind that we cannot see

the achievements of

Zimbabwe is

country of sculpture.
Foreigners to this country have the mythbased belief that, given any Zimbabwean
stone

a

and you come back later to collect a

beautiful
tradition

piece of sculpture; The sculpture
is based on the wood carving
which is hundreds of years old.

tradition

babweans. The little that gets onto the air-

But not all Zimbabweans

waves seems to have gotten there by the
backdoor of our broadcasters’ minds. How

Zimbabwean

else could

to

force broadcasters

to

play

our own

people?

poured into the hearts and minds of Zim-

we

as

nation

recognises them as such. The
Bhundu Boys, Thomas Mapfumo, The
Four Brothers, Stella Chiweshe, they all
a

Zimbabwe’s music has suffered the same
fate

local music than

can carve stone

and wood, as per

achieve

a

tourist myth. Successful
sculptors have worked hard

certain level of excellence.

Money Takes Over Sculpture

Sadly, tourists have taken over the direction of Zimbabwe’s cultural expression in

sculpture because of their buying

power.

Real emotional and historical expression is
becoming hard to come by among our

sculptors. Most of them carve what they
can sell, usually with the assistance of
private galleries and workshops. Once
again, the laws of market forces have
diverted us from our genuine self. Only a
few sculptors carve to express their intense
visions and souls. These
from a bad age.

are

the survivors

At this stage of Zimbabwe’s cultural
development, the country cannot afford
another cultural drought. Today, the
drought is being made by Zimbabwe’s lack

of

a

visible cultural

policy. Most of the

money allocated to culture goes to the cultural bureaucrats, not the artists who actual-

ly need it. Bureaucracy cripples the arts,
draining them of the internal dynamic
which makes for assertiveness and

vigour.D

TYPESETTING
SAPEM has

introduced to you,

the public, typesetting done
time-saving as well as cost-saving DESKTOP PUBLISHER.
now

DESKTOP PUBLISHING allows

us to

produce camera-ready

on our

copy to you

the

customer.

We offer you

speedy service as well as very competitive prices.

Try us by calling DICK MASALA on 700352/3
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TEN YEARS OF REGIONAL COOPERATION

SADCC Tenth

Anniversary

Following is the speech made by Dr Quett Masire, President of the Republic ofBotswana and Chairman ofSADCC on
the Tenth Anniversary Commemorative Summit on 1 April, 1990, Lusaka, Zambia
We

are

memorate

gathered here today to comand celebrate the 10th Anniver-

of the founding of our organisation,
Exactly ten years ago today, in
this capital city of Lusaka, Heads of State
and Government of our countries signed
the Lusaka Declaration, signalling the
launching of our common struggle toward
sary

SADCC.

economic liberation.
I wish to take this

Laboratory, the Export Pre-Financing
Revolving Funds, to mention just a few.
We have confounded the cynics and the
malignors, who argued that SADCC was
viable without South Africa; that we
different from each other, and had
such divergent interests that our profesnot

were so

sions of

unity and common interests were
than just a thin veneer.
We have together, resisted and survived,
as intact nations and a united region, the
onslaught of armed bandits and the aggression of apartheid South Africa. We have
no more

opportunity to thank

you President Kaunda, the Party UNIP, and
its Government, and the people of this sister

Republic of Zambia, for the warm reception and hospitality accorded us.
Through the Lusaka Declaration, we
committed ourselves to extend

our

To President

Nujoma and your delegation,
welcome to the family.
Nelson Mandela and other political
prisoners are free, and the process towards
a negotiated solution to the problems of
South Africa seems to be getting under way.
Whilst appreciating the initial steps taken
towards negotiations in South Africa, we
must not lose our guard. In fact, we must
maintain all the measures in place, to
promote the process of change. I, therefore,
urge that we remain steadfast in our opposition to apartheid. We very much look forward to the day a democratic South Africa
will join our ranks, in the struggle for equitable and balanced regional development,
we

say

the eleventh member of SADCC.

cooperation from the political to the
economic sphere. As we observe the coming of age of our Organisation, and therefore, also the maturing of our cooperation,
let us briefly look back at the past ten years,
and review the progress we have made, the
failings we may have incurred, draw some

as

lessons from them, and focus our attention
to the future, the next ten years and beyond.

Julius Nyerere, the troika that, with our dear

Our Organisation has made commendable progress over its short life; progress
that is being recognised and appreciated far
our borders, by both our wellwishers and detractors. It is not necessary
for me to recount all the things we have

beyond

done

together through SADCC, because
However, allow me to
congratulate ourselves
for the greatest achievement of all, the consoUdation of our unity, and its translation
into common purpose and action. Common
action which we can demonstrate through

you all know them.
observe that we can

the Beira

Corridor, the Mwembeshi Satel-

lite Earth Station, the Matopos Sorghum
and Millet Research Station, the SADCC

Early Warning System for Food Security,
the Livingstone to Kasane Power Interconnector, the Blantyre City Woodlots, the
Mananga Agricultural Management
Centre, the Regional Geochronology
SAPEM APRIL. 1990

On this occasion of commemoration, we
must remember

the forebearers of SADCC.

Those great visionaries who sowed the
seeds of regional cooperation. We must

remember and exalt Presidents Seretse
Khama and Samora Machel, and Mwalimu
KK here, conceived the idea whose realisation we celebrate today.

Allow
shared strong solidarity with, and in our
modest ways, extended practical support to

the

people of Angola and Mozambique, as
they confronted a brutal foreign aggressor.
Our collective actions, in support of the
people of Namibia and South Africa,
through our organisations, the Frontline
States and SADCC, were very instrumental in delivering our region to the happier
times we are now enjoying or about to
enjoy.
Today, we are gathered here, not only to
celebrate the 10th Anniversary of SADCC,
but also to welcome into our midst the tenth
member of
we

our

descended

with

our

Organisation. Last week,
upon Windhoek to share

Namibian brothers and sisters, the

joy of attainment of sovereign nationhood.

me to

which will need

also
our

highlight some areas
closer attention in fu-

Our cooperation has found expression
mostly through the implementation of
specific projects. We have not yet extended
our cooperation to engage our economies
as a whole: and many of our national intore.

stitutions have, so far, remained outside the
ambit of our collective activities. Regional

cooperation should enhance national
development efforts. The two should be
mutually supportive if they are to have
maximum effect We, therefore, need to
take measures to increasingly integrate our

regional programmes and activities into the
regular functions of our national systems.
I hope we can put in place practical arrangements to move our nations and
economies closer together, through the increased interaction of our peoples; and
27

command. But, of course, in the curof our economies, operating in

closely coordinated planning and decisionmaking, as they relate especially to overall
economic management, investment and
trade; food production and nutrition;
population and human resources develop-

at our

ment; natural resources and the environ-

However,

ment; and our positions on regional and intemal issues. In other words. Your Excel-

has to be

lencies, I

am

decade of

our

suggesting that the second
Organisation should see us
focus particular attention on the second objective of S ADCC... "to forge links toward
equitable regional integration". The purposeful pursuit of this objective will also
realise for us, SADCC’s first objective
"the reduction of dependence".
One of SAEKUC’s cardinal objectives is
to "mobilise resources for the implementation of state, inter-state and regional
projects". Our Annual Progress Report for
the past year 1988/89, reflects that, of the
total of US$2,5 billion secured for projects
in our Programme of Action, 76% of it is
from our cooperating partners, and the

rent status

the hostile environment of the last two

is

no

doubt that

one

of SADCC’s main

achievements in the last

years, has been
generating intemational understanding and material support for
our common causes. However, the longterm development of our region has to be
rooted in our own capacities and resources.
Herein lies our second challenge in the
second decade of our Organisation.
ten

its effectiveness in

Increased self-reliance must, therefore,
remain
to

a

goal for which we must continue
industry and creativity

strive with all the

individual countries, and for

decades, international support will con-

us, as

tinue to be critical

regional Organisation, SADCC, must be
very clear. I hope and trust that we in
Southern Africa will rise to this challenge.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all my colleagues. Heads of States
and Governments, for the honour you have
given me personally, and my country, to
steer this ship, SADCC, in the capacity of

even

to

our

progress.

that international support

provided in such a form, and be
applied in such a manner as to strengthen
our national and regional capabilities for
sustainable development.

Chairman. If we have knocked
we

on

our

rocks, if

broke the mast, it was all in an effort to

avoid

a ship-wreck, and to stay on course,
through stormy seas. We have sailed
through, and the waters are getting calmer.

...

balance, US$657 million, is our own. There

seeking strength and wealth
through partnerships in regional groupings.
The implications of these developments for
ones, are

Your support and advice have been a great
of strength for me, as I have en-

source

deavoured to lead our Organisation

ing to

your

accord-

wishes.

I wish to extend our gratitude to our

As

we celebrate ten yeas of successful
cooperation, we need to look ahead to the
challenges facing our individual countries
and our Organisation. The world is undergoing radical changes. Perestroika in the
USSR; and changes in Eastern Europe; the
Single European Market; the North

American Free Trade Area, and the
Rim Countries

are

Pacific

all factors which

are

radically transforming the world community. The one clear message that emerges from these changes is that the world is

getting smaller and more inter-dependent.
Countries, even powerful and developed

Min-

isters, both on Council and in the Sectoral
Committees, and the Senior Officials, for

directing and supervising the practical
work of our Organisation in a purposeful
manner, with homily and amity.
Our regional institutions, the Secretariat
and the Sector Coordinating Units, deserve
high commendations. We all know the circumstances under which they perform;
small staff complements and limited financial and material

resources.

Yet

they serve

diligently and efficiently. They must feel
a great sense of achievement, on this 10th
Anniversary of SADCC, for it is they who
us

made it for

us.O

ANNOUNCEMENT

SAFES PUBLICATIONS
The SAPEIS Trust is

pleased to

announce

the launching of a publications project

on

Southern

Africa.
We accept

for consideration for possible publication, manuscripts or monographs (including
MSc, MA, Ph.D dissertations) on Southern Africa in the social sciences, arts and culture.
For further details, contact:
The General Editor

SAFES Trust

PO.BoxMP 111
Mount Pleasant
Harare
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ESAMI Celebrates its 10th
The past

should be

a

lesson and the future

a

Anniversary
challenge

Adapted from a speech made by Salim Ahmed Salim, OAU Secretary-General,
of ESAMI, Arusha, Tanzania, on 28 February, 1990

development, especially employpromotion, generation and employment planning.
The employment situation in Africa,
which was already serious in the mid1970s, has now reached crisis proportions.
In the mid-1970s, Africa’s urban unemployment rate was estimated at about
10%, almost double the rates in Latin
resources

ment

America and Asia, and, as such, the highest
in the world. However, the alarming and

crisis proportion of the current employment
situation in Africa is all
the

ment rates

This
cal

anniversary is being held

at a criti-

conjuncture in Africa’s socio-economic

history. The region has gone through one of
its

worst

economic crises with its attendant

manifest, given
unemployranging between 20% and 30%.

current

A recent International Labour Organisation

study has shown that as many as 7 million
sector jobs have been lost since

ex-

pcrienccd a fall of 10% per year since 1980.
The productivity of labour has declined on
the average by 1,5% per year in Africa
during the 80s compared to an average increa.se

of 1,2% and 2,5% in the Western

developed countries and Asia, respectively.
The combination of such unfavourable
trends has led to a growing impoverishmeni
in the

region to the point that it is currently
estimated that over half of the population in
Africa live below the poverty datum line.
This economic crisis has literally wiped out
and reversed the gains which had been
made in meeting basic needs of the populalion in the

such

as

area

of essential social services,

education, nutrition, health and

housing. Today,
are

over 165 million people
illiterate. It is against such a bleak

socio-economic background that this anniversary should examine issues of human
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

dividual and collective actions of Member
Slates towards self-reliant and self-sustain-

ing development of the continent.
With the adoption of the Lagos Plan
of
Action and The Final Act, the economic

regional isalion of Africa has become an esof its implementation
programme. This economic regionalisation
sential aspect
was

conceived

as an

effective step and

inaccelerating and intensifying
economic cooperation and integration at
continental level. The regional economic
groupings such as SADCC, PTA, ECCAS,
ECOWAS and the Maghreb Union, constitute the basis and pillars of the envisaged
African Economic Community. These subregional groupings have specific objectives
strument for

and

1980.

But to make any meaning, efforts of
these groupings ought to be linked to the ullimate objective of the African Economic

Cooperation

our

countries. Some countries have

the occasion of the 10th Anniversary

modem

adverse

impact on the living standards of
people. Incomes have plummeticd to
alarming levels. By the end of 1987, the
average per capita income in the African
region was 20% less than its level in 1980.
Real wages have dropped sharply in most

too

estimates of urban

on

A most

encouraging phenomenon is the
growing realisation by African countries of
the inadequacy of individual approaches to
development. The majority of African
counuies have a fragile economic base; ten
of them have
than

one

a

national population of less

million while fifteen

locked. All African countries
the

are

now

land-

realise

imperative need of coming together. So

sU'ong is the need for cooperation, in fact,
that there is now a proliferation of common
African institutions

set up for the purpose.
According to the World Bank study;
Beyond Adjustment Toward Sustainable
Growth With Equity in Sub-Saharan Africa
of November 1989, there are, today, over
200 African organi.salions engaged in
cooperation and integration, 80% of which
arc inicr-govemmcntal, that is,
organisalions created and financed by Member

Suites.

Quite apart from the institutional
aspects, there is a political basis for such

cooperation. The Organi.saiion of African
Unity adopted the Lagos Plan of Action. It
is

a

framework for the harmoni.saiion of in¬

most

of them have done well.

Community. The OAU Heads of Stale and
Government committed themselves, individually and collectively, to establish "by
the year 2000", an African Economic Community to ensure the economic, social and
cultural integration of the continent as a
whole. For that purpose, they mandated the
OAU to coordinate the drawing up of a
Draft Treaty. Since then, preparatory work
has been done to identify and clarify the
outline, contents, concept, dimensions and
scope of the envisaged community.
In this initial

have

come to

tents and

scope

Community

phase,

a

few conclusions

light. First, the concept, conof the African Economic

pre-suppose certain fun-

damcnial considerations. They pre-sup-

the pooling of a number of economic
factors, the elaboration of economic objeelives, the existence of a free trade area, a
Customs Union, then, a Common Market
pose

with free

of persons, goods, scrcapital and an Economic Union.
The concept of a community further implies the existence of a unified monetary
movement

vices and

29

and the harmonisation of the
economic, social and cultural policies of
the Member States. It should also foster the
uninhibited development of man and strive
to enhance his fulfilment within the African
system

economic environment. It is, therefore,

off from the present nonintegrated set up and move on gradually to

necessary to start

a

Free Trade Area, a

Common Market

the priority sectors, the countries will also have to agree to
work closely along all the stages.
Secondly, the community should be
African. In other words, the grouping or the
restructuring of the proposed African

definition of the stages and

economies should not result in the promotion

or

terests

defence of foreigners or foreign inon the continent to the detriment of

the over-riding

interests of the African

people and States that would constitute this
community. The community should, therefore, aim at strengthening cooperation and
solidarity among all Member States by encouraging South-South cooperation and integration so as to accelerate the pace
towards the achievement of individual and
collective self-reliance of its members.

Thirdly, we should aim at creating an integrated and integrating community which
is rooted in key sectors, such as transport
and technology, trade, money and finance
with a high integrating capacity. It should
also promote

production, trade liberalisaconstitute a

tion, marketing of goods and
distinct cultural

entity.

Fourthly, the envisaged community must

supra-national organisation, vested
take up the major
political and economic challenges on be-

be

a

with sufficient powers to

half of all Member States. Member States
will be expected to surrender some or a part

sovereignty in favour of the Community in some areas of collective interest,

of their

considered to be of

priority and strategic

importance. The extent and nature of these

shall be negotiated collectively.
Fifthly, the establishment of the African

powers

Economic Community is a

long process

leading Africa towards an indigenous, self-

self-sustaining development. Its
require
political will, methodical and patient work
as well as realistic and gradual approach

reliant and

successful establishment will
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an

indicative calendar

guide the actions of Member States.
How then do all these sub-regional
groupings and the concept of an African
Economic Community relate to the human
resource development and how do we, in
the OAU, see their inter-play in the
dynamics of the development of Africa?

to

Customs Union, then

culminating in an
Economic Community. Consequently, not
only would there be the need for clear

a

defined in terms of

resource

"value resource" or development

or

facing

all African countries and the urgent need to

and employment

are

endowed with natural

bases, it is the human resource facwhich is the key catalyst in the produc-

and interplay of each of the natural resource endowtion of wealth. The management
ments

with the human resource sustains the

process of development. The establishment
and operation of an effective management

system

which integrates the planning,

development and utilisation of the natural

tive utilisation of the continent’s vast reserresources.

important to note that whereas all

It is

countries

one

voir of human

be used to enhance

whole.

of the key conditions for
sustained growth and socio-economic
development in Africa in the 1990s and
beyond, will be the development and effec-

promotion,

can

growth and development as a

economic

tor

accelerate development

which

resource

resource

Utilisation
Given the serious economic crisis

factor is the initiator, conductor,

manipulator and creator of "capital stock"

resources

The Lagos Plan

endowment with human resour-

its human resources, full mobilisation and

top of the scale, as the
manipulator of other dormant resources,
should constitute a priority pre-occupation

effective utilisation of the labour force for

of

ces

of Action states: "Africa’s greatest asset is

our governments if they are to institute
efficient production, distribution and con-

development and social progress
should be a major instrument of development." Africa’s Priority Programme for
Economic Recovery (APPER) 1986-90, of
the OAU, which was adopted by the Heads
of State and Governments in 1985, states
explicitly that the attainment of the
development objectives depends, in the
final analysis, on the development of
human resources. Consequently, one of our
major objectives and pre-occupations at the

national

sumption of goods and services.
This pre-occupation will be meaningful
if there is

in

or

utilised. Failure
inability of any government of economic

system to ensure that these pre-conditions
are realised and sustained will perpetuate
the ironical African

yet poor

of Africa’s human resour-

with me that U’aining is
the key to human resource development. 1
You will agree

development
for the
people and by the people. In order to appreciate the macro-relationship between
the human resources factor and developThe raison d'etre of all

convinced that there are immense advantages to be gained from uaining at
regional level. The organisation of training
programmes on a regional basis is pitr-

am

it cannot be over-emphasised that the

development asset of any
its human resources and that the
ultimate objective of any development effort is to meet the needs of the country’s
population. In other words, the population,
as the producer and consumer of goods and
services, should be the means and the end,
the agent, subject and object of development as well as the beneficiary. The level
of development of any country can be concretely assessed in terms of the extent of
ability to meet the basic needs of the
population as a whole. Also, the human

dichotomy of a "rich

continent".
Training

development.

should be that it is of the people,

ment,

systematic control over the

diversified and efficiently

importance of improving human resources
planning in Africa so as to accelerate the
full participation

a

flow, type and size of a given resource. In
addition, there ought be a system and institutional arrangement to ensure that the
resource base is well developed, highly

OAU is to sensitise African countries to the

ces

at the

greatest potential
country is

■

ticularly appropriate when each of several
countries linked by language and culture
and forming a specific geographical group
requires a number of specialists too small
to warrant the setting up of a national inslitute or programme. Here, 1 have in mind
the economies of scale. In the first place,
the grouping together of a large number of
participants means that it is possible to

provide better instruction and training
facilities and more highly qualified training
staff at reduced cost,
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

Secondly, participants of different
nationalities find, in the other African
countries, a social climate similar to the one

they are accustomed to and suffer less from
the frequent disorientation so common
when training in highly industrialised
countries.

Moreover, from the professional point of
view, the scale and characteristics of the social
of

phenomena they observe, and the types
problem they study are much more

relevant

to

them than would be the

case

in

industrialised country whose problems
are different and whose
prescriptions for
solutions has little bearing to the situation
an

prevailing in Africa.
Because of the features their countries
have in common, participants find, in their
contacts with one

another, that their inter-

regional productivity organisations

as a

nucleus to the establishment of an African

Productivity Organisation. It has also been
suggested that existing institutions such as
ESAMI could- be expanded to include

productivity issues in their programmes. I
note the happy coincidence that ESAMI
currently offers a full range of advisory services to government, parastatal and private
sector organisations in,
among other things,
human resource development,
planning
and management, operations and
production management.

Agriculture
Human resources policies do not operate
in

a vacuum.
They are implemented within
social and economic setting. Agriculture
should be the centre of human resources

a

ests are

sufficiently similar to provide a
basis for a constant exchange of views. In
this sense, their outlook is
greatly
broadened by the comparisons they draw
between differing national experiences. In
continent such as ours where lack of communication structures is still a major im-

oneness.

The Universities of

Makerere, Dar-es-Salaam, Nairobi and
other institutions

brought people together.
They provided opportunities for interaction
and fostered understanding and built lasting bonds of friendship within East Africa.
These bonds have continued to be the

strong glue that has held East Africa
together even after the collapse of the Com-

munity.
Human resource development is intrinsically linked to productivity and employcreation. The lack of manpower and
management development, education and
ment

training are some of the root causes of poor
economic performance and under-developin Africa. To tackle this problem,
recommendations have been made to exment

plore the establishment of sub-regional
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

or

reorient future action and

resources

in favour of

integrated farming systems
self-sufficiency in food and energy production; improvement of training for
women; improvement of women's organisational capacity in farming activities;

impact of joint-training institutions

of

to

provements,

be immeasurable and

sense

framework

aimed

tance.

a

development that will

agriculture and food production and sound
price systems for agricultural products. The
strategies also imply technological im-

the field of management development at
the operative level, is of particular
impor-

a powerful
catalyst to cooperation. East Africa is a
living example of that power. The training
in common institutions, in East Africa, instilled in many people common values and

various

strengthen national capacity for food
production. Priority should, therefore, be
given to the developmenL of rural skills
especially for food production, maintenance of agricultural
machinery and
equipment. The development of infrastructure based on a self-help and
participatory
approach, is another priority, particularly in
building rural farm roads and access roads,
small-scale irrigation and water conservation schemes.In this process of
harnessing
rural human resources and applying them
to development, the
pivotal role that
women play,
especially in food production,
must be recognised and
encouraged. The
Lagos Plan of Action provides the right

the allocation of

pediment to contact, creating institutions
that foster continuous exchange of ideas,
information, expertise and experience in

The

to

strategies at national, sub-regional,
regional and international levels for the
overall development and advancement of
women. These
strategies in the field of food
and agriculture include the adoption of an
integrated approach and a reorientation in

a

can

attention to the rural sector and

aspects of rural

development planning and utilisation beof its dominant position in the
economic structure of our continent. In
cause

that, agriculture is in

a constant state

of

challenge to meet the expanding claims on
it and, in particular, to satisfy the food needs
of a growing population. Further compounding the challenge are the increasing-

at

access to productive factors such as land,
capital and water; improved managerial
skills for women. I am pleased to state that
in recognition of the role of women in
development, the OAU recently estab-

lished a unit to monitor and
coordinate the activities of
Africa.

available

development.

estimated total

policies should be designed as an
integral part of a total development effort
in agriculture and agriculture-related activities and thus expand employment opportunities, improve standards of living of
the people as well as boost economic
growth. Among the measures that could
boost food production is devoting greater
resources

in

Alarming

ly grave problems of rural-urban migration
and unemployment which are a human
resource policy related phenomena and
conditioned by the pattern of agricultural
It is necessary, therefore, that human

eventually
women

The

shortage of skills and knowledge
to socio-economic
development
activities in Africa is alarming. Out of an
population of 555 million,
only about 200 000 people hold postgraduate degrees. Moreover, 94,8 million
are
under-employed in addition to 20,1 million others who are totally unemployed.
This results in low productivity, low incomes and low contributions of these
people to
development. The lack of appropriate skills
due to the absence of appropriate education
policies has resulted in a greater resort to
31

recruitment from outside the region espe-

As

technical

ment

cially for the managerial and

positions. This situation has not significantly changed since independence. In addition, the misallocation of available human
resources, notably in public services, limits

contributions to
efficiency. These and other unfavourable
individual and aggregate

factors such as the low remuneration
an

adverse political

ment at

levels,

and economic environ-

times have contributed to intensify-

ing the brain-drain from the continent. This
trend should be reversed without delay.
In the

area

of human resources planning

efforts should aim at
strengthening the data and information
base for manpower planning, development

and programmes,

and utilisation. We should also
to

endeavour

develop appropriate concepts, tools and

personnel for education planning; employment planning and productivity planning as
well as to integrate human resources planning into the overall development planning
process.
Efforts should also be

redoubled to

realign human resources development
policies and practices along the objective
of increasing the degree of internal control
over the continent’s human resources base
through both quantitative and qualitative
improvements and providing more opportunities for education and training.

regards the utilisation and manageneed to

In concluding my remarks, I wish to
point out that I am a strong believer in the

productivity levels through ap-

role and value of Africa’s human resources.

of human resources, there is

monitor

propriate policies and machineries, and to
strengthen the employment planning
capabilities. It should also be stressed that,
for greater efficiency, human resources
policies should be designed and implemented at sectoral level. This calls for the
establishment of sectoral human resources

planning and programming units.
Finally, there is much room for regional
and sub-regional cooperation notably in the
following areas: strengthening of
specialised institutions in priority areas
such as science and technology, industrial
development and national resources
development; sharing of qualified personnel through cooperation arrangements and
obviating the need for external recruitment;
initiation of Joint research and study
programmes;

exchange of experience and

adoption of common strategies in the

field

of human resources management.
We

owe

it to

Posterity

It is the continent’s most precious and abun-

the key to the socioeconomic advancement of Africa. The

dant asset. It is

Lagos Plan ofAction, APPER and UN-APPERED as well as a myriad of resolutions

progressively underscored the role of
the overall socioeconomic development of the continent.
We realise that only through developing the
knowledge base, the intellect, the skills and
attitudes as well as imparting the work ethic
to the majority of African peoples, can
Africa equip herself with the capabilities to

have

human resources in

embark upon

The past

As we enter the 1990s, we should not for-

get that the 1980s have been appropriately
described as the "lost decade in development" for Africa. It, therefore, behoves us

it to posterity to
economic ooperation
and integration on our continent.

self-sustaining and integrated

development. Africa’s very survival
depends a great deal on developing and
mobilising its human resources to exploit
the abundantly available natural resources.
Although Africa’s immediate socioeconomic landscape looks bleak and desolate, we must not loose heart but cast our
eyes to the prospects in the distant horizon.

should be a lesson and the future

challenge and we should draw inspiration
from our faith in the destiny of Africa. It is

a

our common

lot to make recourse

into the

last redoubts of Africa’s latent energy, draw

all to realise that we owe

the necessary

work hard to promote

courage to reverse
our

strength, determination and
the trend as well as set

continent on the right course to

recovery, progress

and

development.^

Management; Key to Africa’s
Development in the 1990s
Tenth Anniversary of the
Hill, Arusha, Tanzania, 28th

Speech by Dr Kasuka Simwinji Mutukwa on the occasion of the commemoration of the
founding of the Eastern and Southern African Management Institute (ESAMI) Njiro
February, 1990
gathered here at ESAMI Headquarters today to mark the Tenth Anniversary of the Eastern and Southern African
We

are

Management Institute. It was exactly 10
years ago today that many representatives
of countries of Eastern and Southern Africa
founded ESAMI as an

expanded inter-

governmental regional organisation.

According to the Agreement among
Member States, the centre was
for several reasons: First,

the

established

it was out of the

recognition that institutional capacity for
Management is a pre-requisite for sus-

Secondly, that the
magnitude of the task of management
development "calls for concerted efforts of
regional co-operation in developing and
tainable development.

utilising appropriate training, research

and

consultancy programmes and facilities.
Thirdly, that only such co-operative endeavours would ensure optimum
in

utilisation

that were available
the States of Eastern and Southern

of the

scarce resources

Africa.

objective for the esorganisation was to im-

Hence, the principal
tablishment of this

SAPEM APRIL, 1990
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the management effectiveness and
performance of public and private institutions in the region. For the past decade,
therefore, ESAMI has strived to meet this
objective. The continued existence of a
regional institution and its growth is indeed
a landmark development.
Therefore, this Anniversary is of special
significance. For ESAMI, this is not only a
day of celebrating success in regional cooperation. It is also a call for reflection to
assess success and constraints in order to
prove

prepare ESAMI for the challenges of the
1990s. It is also a call for rededication to

major regional
for human resources develop-

the ideal of consolidating a

institution
ment

and institutional building.

call upon
policy-makers in to renew their commitment of according high priority to
This is indeed an occasion to

the

Management as a key to

highlighting the foregone because we feel
there is a danger that Africa’s authentic
self-reliant development strategies are
being hampered by certain ill-conceived
foreign initiatives relating to institution
building. In Africa, let us set our own agenda in the areas of management

and institu-

development. Our friends from
abroad will then be invited to help us and

Yet

have proved to be as competent as their foreign counterparts. In certain cases, local experts areeven more com-

petent given their knowledge of the
counuies and of the management culture of

region. For the 1990s, therefore, we call
a declaration at the highest levels of
leadership in our countries to significantly

the

for

increase the role

of African management

exf)crtise and institutions to play the leading position in the implementation of
strategies for sustainable development.
Such a declaration of action should also establish close working

relationships among

major inter-governmental specialised
region.
This approach would eliminate duplication of scarce resources and hence be more
cost effective. We are making this call in
the hope of reviving the spirit of the Lagos

all

institutions in our

Plan of Action with

its heavy emphasis on

self-reliant development for Africa.

We are

far

On

a

as

it relates to opportunities

shopping".

serious note, however, ESAMI as

Africa to be the only

counter-productive for
continent which is still
open to some dangerous developmental experiments by outside policy-makers and in-

best the
managerial culture and its environments. ESAMI, therefore, uses referenceof
local expertise and indigenous training
materials. Thus, on balance, the effective-

stitutions.

ness

vice

versa.

It is

Over the decade, ESAMI has established
capabilities to provide Action Oriented
African based short-term managerial
programmes in core areas of management

development.

an

African institution understands

of our programmes
countries cannot be in doubt.

for African

by chance, therefore, that today,
this region can look
back with satisfaction, self-praise and even
It is not

African countries of

self-glorification for our achievements. We
have consolidated an African regional institution which has helped train and re-train
nearly 30 000 managers and officials in
Governments, parastatals and the private
of management
development. We have no reason to
apologise for our successes irv Africa as our
traditional humility often seems to compel
us to do. / believe strongly that where there
is good news arising from success in Africa,
for once we should not be shy about it. It’s
sector

in all core fields

our power to reverse the scenarios
of doom and despair which appear to have

within

been imposed on

this continent for decades.

long can Africa continue to be
viewed as the "dark continent", we ask?
On this commemorative occasion, it is

For how

of African expertise and

African experts

as

for "cultural

African

sustainable

management development institutions.

view in

tional

development. This occasion should also be
utilised to call upon our leaders to accord
the highest priority to Human Resources
development, utilisation and deployment
since human resources are the mostimportant resource available to all our countries.
On reflection, we have noticed that the
data seems to indicate that there has been a
tendency for some African institutions to
look abroad to foreign institutions to undertake major management consultancy assignments in Africa. This has been done at
the expense

as compared to similar ones offered
by institutions abroad are three to five times
lower. In fairness, some of our colleagues
would argue that training abroad provides
other cultural dimensions. We respect this

vices

ESAMI has a proven record of offering
quality in-service training research and
consultancy services for middle to top
management. Its concentration has been on

key functional and

sectoral needs of

and on problem solving for
improved performance at personal and organisational levels. With an all African
professional staff of 40 plus nearly 100 associated Resource Persons drawn from
within and outside the region. Eastern and
Southern African countries have indeed
created an institutional capacity for
management development.
The ESAMI of today is a public institution which runs on entrepreneurial lines.
That is why ESAMI is unique in being one
of the few regional institutions in Africa
which is largely self-financing meeting its
management

recurrent costs

It is also

from

user

fees.

important that 1 should mention
of ESAMI’s ser¬

here the fact that the cost

fitting to pay tribute to all those who have
been associated with, worked and continue
to strive for the success of ESAMI as a

regional institution. Whereas some will be
cited today, there are many out there who
deserve citation but for time, space and
records, we crave for pardon for any omissions.

ESAMI
scratch. It

as

it is

now was

not

started from

originated from the old East

African Community Institute set up in
1974. The institute had been established as

inter-governmental institution designed
provide specialised top-level management training, research and consultancy
services. Thus, ESAMI came into being
following the collapse of the community as
an expanded institution to serve the 18
countries of Eastern and Southern Africa
including Namibia which will be independent soon. As you may be aware.

an

to

33
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ESAMI has been involved alongside other
institutions in providing training for

Namibians in the

of management in
anticipation of the country’s independence.
area

We look forward to continue
working with
the new Slate as a part of our pan-African
technical mission.
Allow

me to

point

out that

during this

decade of the 1990s, when apartheid finally succumbs, we expect ESAMI’s services
to be further
expanded to embrace the
whole of Southern Africa

beyond the Lim-

popo to Cape Town and the industries
Johannesburg.

of

At this

juncture, we all pay a particular
debt of gratitude to the vision of the founding fathers of this institution. In particular,
a debt of gratitude
goes to the Governments
of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania (former
Community partners) who desisted from
dividing the Institute upon the collapse of
the Community. There were
strong pressures to this end. However,
pan-African
ideals of regional co-operation prevailed.
These continue to assist with the growth of
ESAMI today. The agreement between
these countries to open the institute to
joint

new framework for the establishment of
ESAMI as it is today.

It is

significant indeed that the member-

bers to 10. All the 18 countries are,

Special recognition about ESAMI’s
development must also be reserved for the

however, closely associated with ESAMI
and they are using the Institute Services in
another. Several of these have
expressed interest in becoming members.
The presence of representatives of most of
one

way or

these countries from the region;
coupled
with messages from all over the world and
the participation of representatives of
regional and international organisations
and several directors of National
ment

Institutes all

give

Manage-

confidence that
The future of even
closer association is dawning on the
we are on

us

the right track.

the

yardstick for ESAMI’s recruitment policy
from all countries of the region. Successive
Chairmen of the Board have guided
Management in the perilous tasks of
regional co-operation. These leaders of institutional growth were Mr William
Wamalwa from Kenya, Dr Ibbo Mandaza
from Zimbabwe and now Ndugu Bernard
Mulokozi from the United Republic of Tanzania.

Special mention should also be made of
the role played by Professor
Adebayo
Adedeji, the Executive Secretary of the
United Nations Economic Commission for
Africa (UNECA), who worked as the committed Africanist that he is, to provide the

34

one

growth and

of the strongest virtues I have
in all the staff from the most

most eminent professional. I
take this opportunity to thank all of

ganisation. I look forward

to

their

tinned commitment to our common
of contributing to our region’s

or-

concause

development

in the 1990s.

Several evaluations and assessments of
ESAMI’s contribution have been made by
horizon. ESAMI

only become stronger
given all these positive indicators.
can

tinue

as

and dedicated to the Institute’s

high performance. We worked together for
months to produce our first Corporate Plan
(1989-1992) as the road map to the future.
We are united in
fostering a team spirit of
wanting ESAMI to succeed with its Corporate ideals. Commitment to ESAMI’s

them for this commitment and for their
sup-

ESAMI with its insistence

merit

developmental oriented entrepreneurial

port when we had to turn-around the

In this regard, we thank all member
Governments and organisations which con-

on

we have today.
The present ESAMI staff constitute a
new breed
ofAfrican professionals who are

want to

uphold both the professional
(non-politicised) and regional character of
to

foundations for the ESAMI

junior to the

support ESAMI by facilitating its operations and providing some basic resources in
the form of subventions and
guarantees.

continued

Government has been exemplary
for ESAMI.

ESAMI staff, both past and present led
by
its two predecessors Mr J.
Oyugi and
Professor John Okumu. They both laid the

ideals is

to

The Board of Governors of ESAMI has

as a

in its support

come to admire

unique event in Africa’s quest to build its
regional institutions. Above all, we

Management is encouraged by this
strengthened confidence in ESAMI.

happy; and let us say publicly here that Tanzania

own

thank the Governments which continue

cannot succeed if there is interference and nationalistic demands. We are

ship of ESAMI has grown in the past three
years from the original 6 founding mem-

ownership to serve 18 countries was indeed
a

anywhere

to

support ESAMI and we wish to

take this

opportunity to request them to
continue to support the continued growth
of ESAMI. These are the Governments of
Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Seychelles, Comoros,
Djibouti and the UN Council for Namibia.
A special debt of gratitude goes to the
host country, the Government of the United
Republic of Tanzania, not only for hosting
us; but also for allowing into their country
thousands of participants from all over the
region and abroad who come to ESAMI.
Above all, the Government of Tanzania,
which is known for its firm commitment to

regional co-operation, has continued to
uphold ESAMI’s regional character. History shows that regional organisations

graduates of ESAMI (participants), clientele, donors and agencies. Government representatives and from within. They all state
overall that ESAMI has not been found

wanting in its suitability as a professional
practical oriented Regional Management
Development Centre. Messages received
on this occasion all bear
testimony to the
establishment of

management developcapacity at ESAMI. We are gratified
ESAMI has come of age at the tender
a

ment

that
age

of 10!!!!!!

This Institution has been honoured in
1989 by the World Bank in its publication

entitled "Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis
to Sustainable Growth" when it cited our

organisation as one of two successful
regional institutions with appropriate
capacities in Sub-Saharan Africa.
As

early

as

1984,

an

Inter-Agency Mis-

Sion of Donors classified ESAMI as a
"Centre of Excellence" for Management

Development in Africa which should be
fully supported. Again in 1989, ESAMI’s
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

for training in recent

capability was honoured by the intemational donor community (notably UNDP and
CIDA), by making it one of the 3 institutions in Africa which are authorised to execute donor-funded projects (out of 400)
directly without outside supervision. The
UNDP citation stated: "ESAMI, as a

creased their support

institution, having gained
experience is now uniquely
placed and qualified to undertake on its
own, execution of project implementa-

headquarters and in the

management
considerable

tion."
To meet the new

challenges and

demands of the 1990s, ESAMI

is expand-

ing its facilities. Thus, last year (1989), a
foundation stone for the first phase of the

expansion of ESAMI was laid by His Excellency President Mwinyi with funding
from the EEC. We do expect, therefore, to
have a new complex erected in the coming
year to house 5 new training rooms, a new

African

years.
In respect of those

have not yet
crease

donor agencies which

done so, we appeal for an in-

in assistance to support

from countries of the

participants

region to attend

held both here at the
countries of the
region. We also appeal to them to establish
a system of communicating their planned
assistance on management development
for officials and personnel from Governments, parastatals and private sectors to attend ESAMI’s cost-effective in-service
programmes. We wish to underscore the
fact that in supporting ESAMI, donors do
support a wider regional framework because ESAMI services a population of over

ESAMI programmes

175 million

library, a new printing room and an audiovisuals centre for developing indigenous
training materials and publications for
ESAMI. This is a welcome development in

realise its institutional

ESAMI has a future because of the grow-

goals and its corporate programme of
modernising training aids fully. The new
facilities will also advance our goal of selfsufficiency in producing promotional and
basic training materials using most modem
technologies that are adapted to Africa’s
needs. The EEC is also committed to

ing awareness of the importance of
management development among African

ESAMI’S quest to

provide
will

a

help

number of staff houses and this
further in our efforts to attain

us

full financial viability.
In the
our

light of the support received from
I would like to utilise

donor partners,

this occasion to show our

appreciation to

following donor agencies whose commitment to ESAMI’s development has
been demonstrated over the years. These
are the United Nations Development

the

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA); the
European Economic Community (EEC);

Programme (UNDP), the

the Commonwealth

Fund for Technical Co-

operation (CFTC); the Government of the
Netherlands; the Overseas Development
Agency (ODA); United States Agency for
International Development (USAID); the
World Bank and several other bilateral
donors. Several of our

Anniversary docu-

organisations. I have highlighted mainly those who have been with
us for a long time and those that have in¬
ments

list these
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reviewing

Governments,

our

parastatals and the business

community and supporting
institutions. There is

ticipants last year. This represents an
growth rate of 10% per annum.

average

As per our

international

growing emphasis in

today’s Africa, regarding the vital role that
efficient and effective managers play for
increasing productivity, and the delivery of
cost-effective services. Indeed, the current
economic crisis in which several African
countries find themselves should create op-

portunities for reflecting on what went
wrong. This week’s symposium will focus
on this important subject. It calls for

Corporate Plan (1989-1992),

moving away from pure training to
offering comprehensive management
development programmes. The strategy
not only provides skills but also links the
trainees directly to the organisational
needs. It also facilitates follow-up on the
results of the training. This approach will
augment the re-tfaining programme. It also

we are

opportunities for ESAMI graduates

offers

people.

relationships with
donor countries and agencies, it is our view
that timely external assistance would be
most helpful if it is made auxiliary and supportive but not primary. This view supports
our concept of self-reliance.
In

It is wholly
managed and African run.
In facing the future, ESAMI plans to
grow in relation to the challenges ahead.
Our growth target is expected to reach
3 000 participants per year from 1990/1 as
compared to our intake of 2 500 par-

vironment of the countries.

and alumni to attend advanced courses.
We

expanding the Faculty Skills

are

Development programme to train trainers
to meet the identified needs for trained
U'ainers of our national training institutions.
This programme wilt equip
Government, parastatals and

trainers from
private train-

ing institutions with the requisite training
skills to assume responsibility for basic
training at the country level. In so doing,
ESAMI and other institutions shall evolve
capacities to offer additional specialised
sectoral programmes.
Because of the

identified urgent needs of

the transport sector

and its importance for

development of inter-African trade,
ESAMI is launching the ESAMI Transport
Sector Management Centre. We are looking forward to continued support from
Governments of the region to enable the
Centre meet its

goals and objectives.

management audits

Priority shall be accorded to areas

that simply obtaining

Maintenance

since we now know
aid may create a debt
trap for example. We are also becoming
more aware that there is no guarantee that
outside technical assistance is a panacea
that will solve Africa’s problems

in the long

Management, Motor Vehicle Management
safety as well as the development of
Transport policies for decision-makers. We
extend a hand of friendship to SATCC and

and its

though in the beginning this assistance may have contributed.
The evaluations of ESAMI in its first
decade show that ESAMI has the capacity

the ECA in this endeavour.

towards
managerial solutions to the present
economic and social crisis in Africa if given
the chance. This is so because ESAMI is
today one of the largest inter-govcmmental
organisations of its kind in Africa. It has attracted professionals who know the en-

Cadre in

run even

to

contribute even

more

of Road

Management; Aviation

For the 1990s,

ESAMI will offer many

programmes for top level officials in Government and the Managerial
more new

on

parastatals and the private sector

management and

entrepreneurial

development. Top level officials will not be
trained in a traditional sense, but rather we

opportunities for them to reflect
policy analysis; on Issues of Human and
Institutional Development and Manage-

shall open
on
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ment and on the appreciation of new technologies especially computers. Special

programmes will also be available

tailor-made

ones to meet

even as

the needs of new

major group but one that has
given equal opportunities to
manage African institutions. One of the
women as a

not

been

reasons some

African institutions

are not

managers.
ES AMI plans to establish a
fully-fledged

developing is because they tend to exclude

Consultancy Services Department

and yet women are statistically the majority
of most populations. It is only
logical that

the much needed

to offer

consultancy services to

Governments and parastatals.

Consultancy

is expected to become an important
revenue earner for the ESAMI of the 1990s
in line with our policy of financial self-suf-

ficiency and viability.
In order to

tional

strengthen ESAMI’s internaposition further, we are launching an

ambitious Research and Publications
programme. This will reflect in

publishing
regularly, research findings of our consultants

in the form of management books, c^

women

from

managerial responsibilities

this fact be

recognised by offering special
programmes for women managers and
promoting full yivolvement of women in
development. ESAMI took the lead by introducing this programme nearly a decade
ago and today it is being expanded fully to
inject the Women In Development (WID)
dimension in its programmes. We also call
upon the donor community to support
ESAMI’s initiative in its programmes for
women. Our goal is to have women con-

studies, monographs and working papers
regrettable that the record of pub-

etc. It is

lications in Africa is

not

growing to say the

least.
I am pleased to announce in this
regard
that our honoured guest. His Excellency the

Secretary General of the OAU, Salim A.

so as to

make all Government institutions

pleased in this regard to announce the
launching of an ESAMI Promotion Video

stitute at least 50% of participants in all

entitled "What is ESAMI" which will be
shown on televisions in many countries of

programmes within the
from the present 33%.

commemorative week.
Our

representative offices in the member
states will also be augmented to ensure that
they serve the clients on a continuous basis
at close range. We
hope no one shall have
any excuses for not u.sing what your institution has given you on your door steps.
In all our programmes, special
emphasis
will be placed on catering for the needs of

I

development and growth of Africa.
Africa should have its own Harvards,
Oxfords and RIPAs which have been

designed

to respond to Africa’s specific
needs. It is high time we in Africa realised
that foreign institutions have not been set
up to meet our specific needs as Africans.
Can you imagine an Institute of

Studies

set

up

Strategic
in Europe being built to meet

Africa’s needs? This would be

a

contradic-

tion in terms.

By the same token, if Africa
wants to develop, Africa must invest and
use its own institutions that are
of high
quality. How do we in Africa expect to
develop our own institutions while at the
same time
giving prominence and
preference to other peoples’ institutions?
We in Africa should be proud of our suewe are

now
>

ther

African institutions, will fail if go.emments do not utilise it fully.

and persons who wish to use its services
know about it better than ever before. I am

during this

increasingly

evident that the services offered by ESAMI
in the areas of management are now
prcrequisites for sustainable socio-economic

breaking through. ESAMI, like

intensify its marketing blitz

Eastern and Southern Africa

more relevant and
cost-effective in comparison to training
abroad as it has already been established.
For the future, it has become

cessful institutions because

Salim, will launch for us on this occasion a
new magazine known as
Management
Development Forum, dealing specifically
with this important subject of management.
ESAMI will

suited. ESAMI is both

In

conclusion, allow

coming 3
me to

our

years

place

on

record the verdict of the various African
and international professional evaluations
to

the effect that Africa has built

tional

an

institu-

capacity in ESAMI. ESAMI has

of age at 10 so say many assessors.
What remains is for Governments, parasla-

come

tals and the private sector to utilise ESAMI

fully to execute programmes and projects
for which its eminently qualified and

As we enter the 1990s, we appea' to
policy-makes in the region to again ref cct
on how well the
inter-govemmcntal insiitutions they have set up are being utilised by
their countries and by other intergovernmental bodies. This is particulaily

critical but sensitive in the areas of manag
ment and human resources
devclopmen

make

strategic commitments to use African
institutions and African experts in the first
instance. This is a key factor in developing
institutions as lessons of the past decade
have shown. In ESAMI lies an institutional

capacity that can contribute to this
region’s development. Let us work together
to continue to support and
strengthen
ESAMI to meet the challenges ahead.□

LETTERS

I The Editor invites letters from the general readership of SAPEM. Letters should have the full
I name and address of the writer but pseudonyms will be used if required. Length of letters
I should be about three hundred words. Letters should be sent to: The Editor, SAPEM, P.O. Box

I
I
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.

We request our Governments and users to
make open declarations of their needs anc

i

MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.
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ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

Markets of World

Agriculture in Shambles

Dani Wadada Nahudere
It would appear

order

that as the present world

grinds to a halt, the historically inproblem of agriculture is becoming

herited
one

of the factors that contribute to its

demise.

Historically, industry benefitted at the
expense of agriculture, and, to the same extent, the new capitalist class benefitted at
the expense of the former agricultural classes
the serf peasants and colonial
peasants. The landlord class made a compromise with the new industrial class and
—

payment, was the means by

excluded

dustrial

trade.

monopoly

over

which this incolonial lands was

achieved outside Britain. This is how

agriculture subsidised European
industrial development.
These historical facts

because they go a

are

long

recounted here

way

in throwing

light on the plight of African agriculture in
the markets of the world dominated by the
same industrial structure of Europe and,
now, USA and Japan. In the last issue, we

However, the demands of protected

They have engaged in
protectionist policies in
dustrialists, who, in order to fight back at
agriculture while preaching
the protected feudal farming class, called
for "free trade" in com. They sought the alto the poor countries the holy
liance of the working class on the ground
"word** of **free trade'*
that they, too, would benefit by the changes
the interests of the Cobden-led in-

they would have cheap food. In

fact, the indusU'ialists were only interested
in

keeping wages down in order to raise the
of profit.

The

leading economic theoritician for

examined how attempts
countries to bolster up

by Third World
earnings of key

for the nationalisation of land in order to

primary products through commodity
agreements in order to counterveil this industrial monopoly have been foiled. This
defeat of Third World agriculture has been
achieved under the same ideological
phrases such as "free trade" and "market
forces". But these are precisely the rules

deny this monopoly to the landed class, im-

Western industrial countries have refused

plying thus that the monopoly in land

to obey in their own agricultural policies.
They have engaged in protectionist policies
in agriculture while preaching to the poor
countries the holy "word" of "free trade".

the industrial class of the time,

David

Ricardo, nevertheless saw danger in this
relative monopoly of the landed class
which
to

they exercised through their power

absolute and differential rents. He called

should pass to the industrial classes. When
this could not happen, they supported
was here that the power
of the landlord class at home could be

colonisation for it

by free-of-rent production of
raw materials and food products.
The granting of land to colonial settlers

counterveiled

peppercorn rent and free lands, as well as
the direct exploitation of the colonial

at

producers on their, own lands without rrent
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based

on free competition preach to the
capitalists of Africa about the value
of "free markets", they do not practise in
their own homestead what they preach
overseas. They act like the Philistines and

weak

Saducees that Christ is said to have thrown

of the House of His Father for preaching one thing and doing dirty U'ade in the
places of prayer!
In this respect, the European bourgeoisie
are the most sleek and deceptive. European

agriculture under the Treaty of Rome has
been guided by a common agricultural
policy based on protectionism to European
farmers. This is achieved at the expense of
high internal food prices within the
European Economic Community (EEC)
and lower work market prices for its
agricultural products, which re-inforces
low

rate

Monopoly *

Thus, while the real capitalists who pride
themselves in their "success" in efficiency

out

agriculture under the feudal Corn and
Navigation Laws in Britain soon harmed

because

Undermining

colonial

converted their rents-in-kind into money
rent.

agriculture from the rules of free

But it

was

the Third World countries in the

immediate post-war period who had asked
for free U'ade under the General Agreement
Trade and Tariffs and limited

protection
of "infant industfy", but these appeals were
rejected by the industrial countries which
on

free of rent
Third World agriculproducts. The latter undermines

—

tural

—

agricultural production in Africa, increases
her indebtedness and leads to her

being
food-import dependent on Europe and the
USA.
Protectionism
The 1989

budgetary support to agriculprotectionism in the EEC amounted to
£18 billion to purchase agricultural
surpluses which could not be consumed.
This huge amount was for storage of the
surpluses and to subsidise the exports of the
surpluses so that they are cheap on world
markets. To meet this cost, each family of
four in Europe had to pay £5,91 a week. But
tural

this is not the entire cost. As consumers,

they had to pay a further £10,03 for their
food above free

market prices a week.
high intemal food policy hits the poorer families
more since they have to spend 25% of their

own

This amounted to £42 billion. This
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incomes on food compared to only 14% for
the richer ones. The poor Greeks have to

spend 36% of their income on food.
Despite these high internal prices,
agricultural incomes have been stagnant
and farm workers in Europe remain among
the poorly paid. The result has been that between 1960 and 1985, the EEC lost 1 300
farm jobs every day. Today’s farm labour
stands at 40% of what it

was

in 1960.

Similafly, small farms are affected because
the subsidies iffe worked out on the basis of

price per unit of output This favours the
large and richer farmers who are estimated
to

receive 75% of the subsidies. The richer

farmers

are a small minority (25% of the
total). Thus, while free trade is preached for
the poor ofEurope and the poor of the Third
World, the big rich farmers operate on the

basis of "socialism" with

state

support and

subsidy!
What About Free America?

US agriculture operates on the same
basis

the

European system of subsidy to
the rich farmers. Budget support to agricultural production has increased from
as

US$8,8 bUlion in 1980 to US$26 bUlion in
1986, which was US$433 per family of
four, up firom US$70 per family in 1981.

prices, thus giving a subsidy to the exporting monopolies as well.

Export Subsidies in EEC and USA
In 1986, fw cereals alone, the EEC paid
"export refunds" amounting to £1,1 billion.
By 1988, this had risen to US$2 billion. As

result, beef exports doubled between
1988 and 1989. Even for sugar, the EEC
paid US$5(X) million in the 12 months ending June 1989 in order to offload its beet
sugar surpluses onto Third World markets.
a

This undermined the sugar commodity
agreement, which as we saw in the last

issue, has also been under pressure. These
export refunds have had the effect of push-

In

completely free market
situation, few Africanfarmers
a

would be able to compete

against the high-tech
agriculture of the US and
EEC monopolies

ing down wwld commodity prices by an es-

labour has also moved towards the cities

creating the need for social assistance there.
Wendell Berry, a writer on US agriculture,

instance, have disrupted the beef exports of
Botswana, Mali and Burkina Faso, all of
whom export beef to the neighbouring

has noted:

countries. This form of dumping

Both EEC and US agricultural policies
undermine African agriculture. Having

saddled itself with these artificially created
surpluses, EEC has turned to granting what

they call "export refund" to the exporters of
the surpluses to overseas markets in order
to bridge the gap between the EEC high intemal prices and the lower world market

It can be seen here that the protectionist
agricultural policies of the US and the EEC
creates a

"Catch-22" situation for the Third

World.

Africa in particular is the worst affected.

By subsidising food products

on world
markets, the EEC and USA induce African

countries

import cheaper products from
surpluses and this undermines their
agricultural production. Development
which is supposed to take place on the basis
of expanded exports is shown to be incapable of being achieved in these circumstances. Foreign exchange cannot be
expanded and since food production cannot
be encouraged by economic means, Africa
becomes not only food-import dependent,
but also aid-dependent for its survival.
Debt-bondage becomes a new form of control and exploitation under these new conto

their

ditions.

Negotiations
moves

exploit the issue of "free trade" in the
Uruguan Round of talks under the General
Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) to
"liberalise" the trade regime becomes of interest. This is particularly so to many Third

timated 16%. The EEC beef subsidies, for

a

is, in fact,

contradiction of GATT rules.

The US

on

US$2 billion

her part,

to

in 1986, paid out
subsidise the export of US

rice worth US$5(X) million; US$4 billion to
subsidise wheat exports worth US$2 bil-

hon; and US$6 billion

to

subsidise maize

exports worth US$2 billion (hail free

trade!). This affected,

World countries which find themselves in

these situations. The US wants to phase out
all

governmental interventions in world

agriculture by the year 2000. This "zero opnon" is, in fact, directed against the EEC
Common Agricultural Policy under which
the EEC applies its support to its agriculture. The US argument has appeal because
it is said to be aimed at removing the
US$275 billion which is borne by consumers and tax payers in the industrial
counnies in agricultural subsidies.
The US argues that the Third World

among other
countries, Zimbabwean maize exports in
1987 which had to be piled up fcx lack of
markets making countries such as Mozambique and Botswana in the region become
food-import dependent on the US. In West
Africa, during the same period, US wheat
was selling at US$149 per tonne below US
production cost and US$80 per tonne lower
than West African production cost. In 1985,

countries. A coalition of Third World
countries called the Cairns group, sup-

the US had lowered rice

ported by

prices on world
markets from US$8 per hundred-weight to
US$4 and this had forced Thailand, the

countries will be the main beneficiaries of
the

package since the removal of barriers
provide markets for competitive
agricultural producers in the Third World
would

some developed food exporting
countries have supported the US position in
these talks since

benefit
38

to

Worst Affected

It is for this reason that recent US

capital in agriculture (into machinery, insecticides and fertilisers) as low paid farm

viously produced advantages to the
corporate economy. The absent
farmers have had to be replaced by
machinery, petroleum, chemicals,
credit and other expensive goods and
services from the 'agri-business'
economy. But these short-term advantages all imply long-term disadvantage to both countryside and city.

prices and increase production in order

pay her debts. TTiis too had the additional
effect of lowering prices on world markets.

to

This has intensified the concentration of

The farm-to-city migration has ob-

world’s largest rice exporter, to lower her

they think they would

by thes^ measures.
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The

big Third World producers and ex-

porters would, in fact, gain and they include
countries like

Argentina, Brazil and
no grounds for sup-

Thailand. But there are

had enabled the EEC to support

developby reducing price support to its own
farmers in real terms and new techniques,
such

"payment-in-kind", were introduced. These policies had the effect of
reducing agricultural production and exports in the US even further. Increasing

land values. These vast

world

on

farmers’

prices

on a

relatively higher level

than before, which in turn, reduced world

prices in terms of the US dollar and made
price support in the US more expensive to
the US government.
The US had reacted to these

ments

Africa stands to gain from an
internationally balanced deal
that pays particular attention
to the weaker

countries

posing that African countries will benefit
from this move. In a completely free market
situation, few African farmers would be
able to compete

against the high-tech
agriculture of the US and EEC monopolies.
Hence the importance of commodity agreements to protect the weaker producers
whose technical and ecological conditions
cannot enable

Solidarity

prices which resulted had again the
result of reducing the EEC budgetary expenditure although it also led to higher support prices and exports. But now that the
value of the dollar has declined against the

position whilst attracting
some Third World producers is, in fact, a
device intended to split Third World
solidarity, or what remains of it, and create
block of countries which would

help it

confront the EEC. Moreover, no one can be
sure that this new US position would be

respected by its monopolies which could
adopt new forms of protectionism outside
any institutional challenge. Already, the US
is using its domestic legislation, such as the
Super 301 law, to force foreign competitors
to play ball according to US wishes.
What in fact makes the US take this position? It is clear that it is doing so from a
position of temporary favourable conditions which prevail against Europe. The
monopolistic battles go back to 1980. As
the value of the US dollar began to rise, US
exports declined. This had reduced the cost
of EEC support to its agriculture in terms
of the European Currency Units (ECUs). It
also had led to a decline in export subsidies
and budgetary expenditure. This develop-

mine the world economy.

sums

have gone

into the pockets

of the landlord class which
works closely with agri-business. The
financial markets, which have speculated
these land values, have made their own

‘killing’.
Thus, the fundamental issues of world

agriculture are to be resolved by abolishing
the monopoly power of industry over

ECU, the situation has been reversed, lead-

ing to high budgetary support to the EEC
farmers with pressures to reduce them. US
agriculture has become competitive again
and this is why it is pushing the case for
"free trade".
Real Issues
In any case,

the real issues of world
agriculture and industry are not conceived
with "free trade".

But the US

a

as

them to withstand "free com-

petition" of the giant food agri-businesses.

old agricultural

monopoly in rent to underThe modern
agricultural monopoly bourgeoisie enjoy
the benefits of ground rent through
monetary values. What has been happening
in US agriculture is that, as state subsidies
to agri-business have increased, and this
financial support has gone more to this social class, they have used it to capitalise

ment

World markets in

agriculture
and industry can no longer
operate on the basis of 'free
trade"

Monopoly competition is
with oligopolistic conin between. The real

the order of the day
ditions prevailing

problem is the historical monopoly of industry over agriculture — which at one
time was viewed as progress. This monopoly is now having a real negative impact on
small farming communities, farm labourers
and the farming ecology worldwide, which
are also affecting the industrial sectors.
Today, this industrial monopoly is compounded by a highly extractive financial
sector in the form of high interest rates
which are increasingly subordinating industrial production as well — to the detriment of basic agricultural production.
What is said above can be witnessed by
recent developments in US agriculture itself which, as we saw above, is highly inlegrated into the world economy. Exchange
rates and currency values are very crucial
to profitabilities and state interventions, not
to speak of transnational corporate actions.
We

see

rates

here that the extraneous interest

and currency

agriculture and making the two sectors
produce more closely. It also means the
abolishing of capital in the form of usury
over production, as well as the abolition of
monopoly over capital goods which should
be made more available to oppressed communities. This also requires the establishment of

new

international institutions

that

respond to the needs of small communities at the grass-roots and to the environmental needs of humanity.
Therefore, before Africa falls into this

populist trap of the US, it should consider
the above developments. Africa stands to
gain from an internationally balanced deal
that pays particular attention to the weaker
countries, to ecological issues which are ignored by the US and other bigger exporters.
World markets in agriculture and industry
can no longer operate on the basis of "free
trade"0

values are merging with
Dani Wadada Nabudere is

a

professor

in international law at the International

People’s College, Helsing0r, Denmark
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DEBATES
Debate

No past, no
Zambia’s

on

the

One-Party System in Zambia

future

experience with the one-party system

Mahia Eric Kashimani
Since

independence

on

24th October,

1964, to date, the image of the majority of
Zambians has shifted from the great optimism of the immediate post-inde-

pendence era to one of immense gloom and
pessimism. The ‘national’ independence
which the ‘founding fathers won in 1964
ushered in the dawn of a new age for the
country and its people. But with the declaration of the one-party participatory
democracy on 13th December, 1972, and
the insurmountable problems that were
brought to bear on the people, there was a
shift in the country’s image. In the minds of
many Zambians, Zambia is characterised
as a country in crisis, a country caught in an
inevitable downward spiral. Famine,
poverty, ignorance, hunger, disease and
declining agricultural production have
rapidly become the most conspicuous symbols of existence for the majority of Zambians. All these things are taking place
under a one-party participatory democracy,
The purpose

of this discussion

attainment of ‘national’

Controversy
The one-party state

in Africa has always
African
advocates always defend it on the grounds
been

a source

of controversy. Its

that it is consistent with traditional political

institutions in Africa and that it is a guarantee for political unity in
building.

an age

of nation-

40

the blissful past in

for most Africa in the 1960s and 1970s,

one-j>arty, one leader became

According tO the philosophy
fU*.* jnpnirp/1 thp

‘fnun/lino

^
®
fathers’, the attainment of
‘national’

independence
i

r»»

/>

was

»

^ return tO the ollSSful past in
which African Society Was
pYnInitntinn

nntl

characterised by COnsenSUS
national Unity

paper,

therefore, is to give an economic, social and

political assessment of Zambia from 1972
to 1989 under the one-party regime. I was
inspired to undertake such a project by the
political avalanche that is sweeping Eastern
Europe, clamouring for a multi-party systern and the pro-democracy movement in
China which was nipped in the bud by
Chinese military machine on June 4,1989.
The raison d’etre of the paper really is to
assess whether there is still justification for
one-party rule in Zambia, taking into account what is happening in Eastern Europe.
In looking at the issue, I will first discuss
the historical explanations for a one-party
state in Africa immediately after independence and then narrow the discussion to
Zambia for purposes of the discussion.

independence was
which African
society was devoid of exploitation and
characterised by consensus and national
unity. From this type of thinking developed
not only the view that unity was the basis
for attaining freedom but also that multipartyism was inherently given to disunity
and political instability. And so it was that
a return to

Their liberal critics have always rejected
this view and consider it

as an excuse

for

totalitarianism. They, instead, recommend
multi-party system of the West as the
embodiment of democratic principles,

Current developments in Eastern Europe
^ events in China which led to the
massacre of pro-democracy
student demonstrators would appear to vindicate them.

the currency.

But the Nkrumah and Nyererian thesis
for one-party state was proved not only
workable but also mythical and romantic;
divorced from reality. What is true is that

during Nyerere’s reign in Tanzania from independence to his retirement in 1985, oneworking, but this

party rule was seen to be

should be attributed less to the historical

validity of the one-party state than to
Nyerere’s own style of enlightened leadership and the fact that a Tanzania that was
predominantly peasant in character, found
itself most receptive to the paternalism of a
‘father figure’, the Mwalimu. This view
seems to be confirmed by the whispering
campaign in Zanzibar and Pemba islands to
dissolve the Union and Nyerere’s admission

on

his retirement in 1985 that one-

party rule was a blunder. The pursuit of a
one-party state on the part of the petit hourgeoisie who were heir to state power at the
independence in Africa was an attempt to silence and arrest a democratisaprocess

that began in the nationalist

Africa, the concept of one-party rule

struggles. It is in this historical context that
we should perceive the move to one-party

spearheaded by Kwame Nkrumah, the
late President of Ghana and Julius Nyerere,
theretiredFYesidentoftheUnitedRepublic
Tanzania. According to the philosophy
inspired these founding fathers , the

participatory democracy in Zambia in
1972. The petit bourgeoisie, who were
given the reins of political power at independence in Africa, sought to protect their
interests and privileged positions. When

In
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these leaders

were secure

in their positions,

That

•

by being honest to the cause of the
we would, through effec-

they started using the newly acquired state

common man,

power to promote personal accumulation,
accumulation which was geared towards

and government organisation,
paralyse and wipe out any opposition,
thereby bringing about the birth of a one-

personal agrandisement It was competition for this type of access which propeUed
most African governments towards oneMonopoly
Zambia legally became a one-party participatory democracy on 13 December,
1972, thereby granting the United National Independence Party (UNIP) monopoly
of political power by making it the only
legal party in Zambia. To grasp the significance of this development, the establishment of the one-party state has to be
placed within the context of the general

malaise. Zambia became

Zambian political

politically independent in 1964 with a
dominant UNIP and
African National

a

weak but resilient

Congress (ANC). The

dominant position enjoyed by UNIP is very

understanding of post-independence political developments in Zamour

bia.
Between 1964 and 1971, UNIP had

proved itself less and less equipped to handle the challenges of political development.
Party sectionalism and fratricidal competition within the party was increasingly becoming a source of embarrassment to the
young nation.
The apparent organisational weakness of
the ANC had convinced many UNIP
leaders and supporters that the ANC would
die a ‘natural death’. Inspite of considerable pressure from some over-zealous
UNIP leaders to ban the ANC and establish

one-party state. President Kaunda as
leader of UNIP insisted on ‘voluntarism’.

a

This

was

based

on

the

assumption that

UNIP would snowball both in size and

while the ANC would simply
atrophy and fade away from the Zambian
political arena.
At the August 1%7 UNIP General Conference, the President restated a number of
principles with regard to the establishment

power

of a one-party state.

He stated among other

things:
•

That

further and declare that even
comes about, we should stiU
not legislate against the formation of opposition parties because we might be
bottling the fee-lings of certain people no

We go

matter

in favour of

a

one-party

how few.

Pursuant to their

assumption of

‘voluntarism’, UNIP leaders and supporters relied

heavily

upon

tactics of posi-

party central committee by each province
corresponded to the number of party
regions it contained had given Northern
politicians an electoral advantage i.e. 5 out
of 11 central committee positions. In 1971,
there was a change from the 1%7 arrangement. The central committee of May 1971,
contained at least 2 persons from each
Ifrovince. The measure proved controversial and was profoundly resented by the
Bemba-speaking faction within UNEP. The
redistribution of votes within the party cost
the Bemba faction electoral advantage.
Since government was

and supporters that their political and
economic interests could be better served

stitution that controlled and dis-

through UNIP, hence the slogan: ‘It pays to
belong to UNIP! ’ However, neither blandishment

nor

other tactics convinced the

ANC of the virtues of dissolution. Instead

‘natural death’, the ANC steadily gained support. In the 1968 general elections, UNIP was unable to win the necesof dying a

for its stated goal of estabthrough the ballot
box. Instead, it was the ANC that won more
seats in former UNIP strongholds such as

sary support

lishing

a one-party state

the Western Province. The main factor

responsible for this was factionalism within
UNIP itself. The factional conflict reached

serious proportions at the fateful UNIP
Mulungushi in
August, 1967.
Conflicts within UNIP gave the United
Party (UP), a small party which had been
formed by Nalumino Mundia (former Min-

very

General Conference at

ister of Local Government in the inde-

pendence cabinet) in 1966, a position of
political significance. As a result of
polarisation of sectional forces in the
country, the UP’s strength grew in the
Western Province and along the line-ofrail. Its ability to mobilise political support
on the Copperbelt led to bloody clashes
with UNIP militants which led to its

proscription in 1968. Thereafter, UP
leaders directed their followers to join the
ANC. Thus, though the ANC was not effective between 1964 and 1968, its effecdve-

began to increase between 1968 and

Basically, the UP was a product of the
-growing disenchantment and relative
That we do not believe in legislating
deprivation felt by many political leaders
of Lozi origin within UNIP over what they
against opposition.
regarded as Bemba domination of the party.
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of 1967 whereby the

tive inducement to convince ANC leaders

ness

we are

state.

•

party state.
•

when this

party state.

crucial to

tive party

The arrangement

number of votes cast in the elections to the

1973.

tributed

economic

the only in-

sufficient political and
sanction posi-

resources to

negatively diff^erential acof private consumption
incomes, status and large-scale capital investments, many Bemba-speaking leaders in UNIP viewed with
profound concern their steadily
declining power base within the
party and by implication their
progress in Zambia.
Their response was to withdraw from
lively

or

cumulation

UNIP and form their

own party, the United
Progressive Party (UPP). Members of this
new party felt disadvantaged in the competition for limited national resources.

The transformation of one of the factions
an opposition party (UPF^ in 1971,
posed a major threat to the survival of UNIP

into

itself. Pressures within UNIP to declare a

one-party state mounted. In response to the
chorus of one-party state from some zealots
in UNIP, President Kaunda appointed a
Commission of Inquiry ‘to consider and

changes in the Constitution of
Republic of Zambia to pave way for a
one-party state’. The leader of the Commis-

recommend
the

sion

was

Mainza Chona. Towards the end

of 1972, the Chona Commission

submitted

its recommendations to the govemmenL

Once the UNIP-led government discovered
was unable to cope with the dimensions of internal system conflict as well as
the scope and nature of the demand-loads

that it

imposed on it, the choice of a one-party
state by means of a legislative fiat appeared
an irresistible option among UNIP leaders.
To save the unity of UNIP, Kaunda declared
41

Zambia

one-party participatory

a

democracy on 13 th December, 1972, outlawing not only the ANC but also future initiatives aimed at establishing opposition
parties. Whereas the introduction of a oneparty state in

Ghana during the time of

Nkrumah

aimed at controlling the op-

was

position party existing outside the ruling
Convention People’s Party (CPP), its purpose in Zambia was to contain opposition
within UNIP.
On establishment of a one-party state on

1972, Mainza Chona who
for
followers of the opposition parties:
13th December,

was

the Vice-President had this to say

The government felt

Realities

in the nation's

that the introduction of a
participatory democracy in 1972
was not dictated by the desire for national
unity but by the desire for personal accumulation and protection of privileged
positions by the’1964 clique’ is confirmed
by the rejection of the democratic recomThe argument

of Zambia's geo-political posiAfrica these recommendations could not be impleview

one-party

tion in Southern

mented without

Zambia's security

found from bitter

mendations of the Chona Commission that

•

under the Executive President.

tribalism and
no

now

scoundrels have

refuge in one-party participatory

democracy. We havefixed them, they
are

now

like monkeys

to

having only

The decision

leaders to abandon their party

join UNIP in 1972 had
nothing to do with any lofty
ideals such as national unity
or patriotism, but rather, with
individual self-interest in a

to

situation

one tree.

that won the independence election in 1964 were put in a
position where they could manipulate state
power neither for the class as a whole nor
for society, but mainly for personal benefit.
These leaders of 1964 merely inherited
The leaders of the party

people did not identify. Therefore, the
represented by these leaders from the

•

•

of the ANC and UNIP which culminated in
the ’historic Chona declaration’

of 1972

sultation with the President; and to ap-

of

conspiracy between power
hungry ANC leaders and UNIP against the
supporters of the ANC who were not asked

was an act

point the Attorney-General of the
Republic from amongst Members of
Parliament in consultation with the

the issue of the ’unity
accord’ with UNIP. The decision of the
for their views

on

ANC leaders to abandon their party to join
UNIP in 1972 had nothing to do with any

lofty ideals such as national unity or
patriotism, but rather, with individual selfinterest in

a

situation in which oppor-

tunities for

personal accumulation are
closely tied to membership in a single party
and its government.
42

Secretary-General of the party
appointed from among members of
the Centra] Committee subject to the approval of the National Council.
That the Prime Minister should appoint
Ministers and Deputy Ministers in con-

That the

be

entrenched in society as a

unity agreement between the leaders

contentious issue with regard

the Commission recommended that "the

President’s

term

of office be 5 years and

eligible for a second 5-year term
after which he should not be eligible for a
period of at least 5 years". The government
rejected the suggestion and decided that
that he be

there should be
a

man

no

or woman

country in the
The most

party state

limitation
can

how often
his or her

on

serve

Office of President.

significant aspect of the one-

constitution promulgated in

May 1973, was the concentration of power
in the hands of the President of the Party.
This concentration of power

heralded the

subordination of all other organs such as the

Legislature and the Judiciary. This snong
constitutional and power position of the
personally the broad outline of
major national policies or to make important decisions. This view is confirmed by
the fact that many policies and decisions
promulgated by the party are usually made
by the President himself to the party’s

determine

ly.

whole.
The

which

a more

the tenure of the Office of the President,

President enabled him in actual fact to

state

outset was not

in

opportunities for personal
accumulation are closely tied
to membership in a single
party and its governments

colonial institutions with which the mass of
the

of the ANC

and sovereignty.

ing her and therefore the implementation of the one-party participatory
democracy as well as Humanism,
together with the attendant
problems, require a unified command

paved the way for the one-party state. The
commission recommended among other
things that;
The Prime Minister be appointed from
among members of Parliament subject
to the approval of the National Assemb-

ex-

perience that the multi-party system
encouraged indiscipline as crooks
jumped from one party to another
spreading dissension by false
rumour. They also encouraged

detriment to

Zambia has many enemies surround-

On
Zambia had

that at this stage

development and in

President.
•

That all

qualified Zambian citizens be

free to stand for Parliamentary elections.
•

That the Prime Minister and his

Cabinet

resign during the period of Parliamentary elections.

should

The government

recommendations

rejected all the above

on

the grounds that;

policy-making body, the National Council
in the form of ’opening addresses’.
Another aspect of the one-party constitution was the incorporation in the Constitution of the ideology of humanism. Although
since 1967, the use of ideology as an instrument of political rule and the strategy for
social and economic development had been
an important feature of President Kaunda’s
approach towards development, its application has hitherto remained outside the
confines of the constitutional structure.
However, by specifically incorporating
Humanism in the preamble of the one-party

constitution, the aim was to legalise PresiSAP EM APRIL, 1990

dent Kaunda’s

thoughts and prescriptions

for Zambia and to institutionalise

of the
guiding compass of the
people as a whole. But Humanism, like its
counterpart in Tanzania, Ujamaa, has
proved to be theoretically unfounded and
practically unwoikable. Far from guiding
the social, economic, cultural and political
development of Zambia, Humanism represents metaphysical idealism which has no
Humanism
new

as

the official ideology

system and a

relevance to the real world. Zambia’s

Humanism stems from the Christian con-

cept of the brotherhood of mankind.

A very
dangerous aspect of Humanism and one
which it shares with Ujamaa is its rejection
of the class struggle which ultimately leads
it to compromise with exploitation. As long
as there are exploiter and exploited classes,
there

can

be

no

brotherhood of

man or

humanism. Those who are in doubt can ask
the South African Boer for his

trade union movement and the

those who concocted it have

Even the

ideology and this should explain why
lamentably
failed to apply it to the Zambian situation.
What compounds everything is that

book:

The cardinal function

of ideology in
society is primarily to articulate

a

Before 1973, Parliament was a forum for

tion.

People’s Participation
From 1964 to 1972 when Zambia

herself with

a

prided
multi-party democracy, both

UNIP and the ANC leaders worked round
the clock in their bid to win the support of
many Zambians. The two parties competed
with each other to promote political awareness among the public. With
tion of a one-party state in

the introduc1972, which

UNIP the monopoly of power, everything changed. Illiteracy had severely
restricted public knowledge of national
politics. After 1972, UNIP became more
gave

Far from

guiding the social,

economic,

cultural and

political development of
Humanism

represents metaphysical

plans and goals
for state and society. For any ideology to be reasonably effective, to
release popular energies and direct
them towards specific social objeclives, the idea must be manageable in

idealism

use at

all the discussions

and reviews must be conducted not

only among the articulators i.e. those
persons with a vested interest in the
acceptance of the ideas, but among
disinterested observers using objeclive methods

of analysis.

If what is contained in the above quota-

anything to go by in terms of
people’s expectations from an ideology,
then Humanism in Zambia does not qualify
tion is
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1973, Members of Parliament

were ex-

pected to remain openly in support of party
policies. Mr Grey Zulu, Secretary-General
of UNIP, seriously warned and reminded
sembly to refrain from criticising the party

economic behaviour and to translate

practical

major debates and decisions on national issues. Under the one-party system, Parliament has been forced to play the role of a
‘discussion club’ rather than a potential
challenge to the government. Members of
Parliament wishing to voice their criticism
of blatantly corrupt practices of those in
leadership are made to sound like
petitioners pleading for merciful consideration than people’s representatives advancing the claims of their constituents. Since

back-benchers of Zambia’s National As-

Zambia,

practice, consistent and relevant and
must be perceived by the opinion and
action of the leaders throughout the
country in approximately the sense
intended. For an ideology to be
relevant, the ideas must be subjected
to wide-ranging and continuous discussion and review. To be of any

media.

‘sacred’ religion which no person can ques-

Humanism in Zambia is considered

guidelines for social, political and
these into concrete

mass

highest institution of learning, the
University of Zambia, which is supposed to
be a centre of critical and independent
thought, have been cowed into submission.

opinion.

Writing on the function of ideology in
society, H. L. Bretton had this to say in his

a

as an

which has not

relevance to the real world

active at election time. As

a

result of that,

few people were involved in political
activities beyond voting. The apathy of the
people towards the leaders’ calls for more
efforts in ‘nation-building’ is illustrated by
very

the low turn-out of voters in the first elec-

tion under the second

republic in 1973. In

that year, out of 1,7 million registered
voters in the whole country, only 39,8%
cast

their votes. The low turn-out was the

salient feature of
latest

there

subsequent elections, the
being in October, 1988. Although
are various explanations for the low

voter turn-out

in the elections since 1973,

also be explained by the

declining
capability of UNIP as the sole political
party to mobilise the people, not only for
election purposes, but also for the tasks of
national development.
At a very early stage during the second
republic, UNIP which reigned supreme
over all other state organs, co-opted the
this

can

and its

policies. This was echoed by the
according to him the "Members of Parliament are there to implement
policies formulated by the party otherwise
they are clipping their own wings and those
President and

of their children". Members of Parliament
who refused to toe the party line have been
shown the exit since 1973 through the

the Central Commitdoing, the Zambian people have
been denied the chance of being represented by knowledgeable people.
Since 1964, positions of leadership in the
party and its government have been
dominated, to a considerable extent, by the
same people or their close relatives, and
these personalities are predominantly
members of the Apamwamba class while
the working class and poor peasants have
limited access to political leadership. The
only time when the lowly placed in society
become ‘politically active’ is during meetings of the National Council where they
perform the functions of hand-clapping and
ululating to accompany every speech.
Since positions of leadership have come
to be dominated by the same individuals,
the two vices of corruption and nepotism
have become part of the daily vocabulary
of many Zambians under the second
republic. Speaking about nepotism in Zambia, former Bahati Member of Parliament

process of ‘vetting’ by
tee.

By

so

and a former senior civil servant, Mr Valen-

tine

Kayope, had this to say:
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It is not

uncommon to

observe that

only those civil servants who can
count on the strong backing of
powerful ethnic politicians have the
chance (rf upward mobility in the
republic.
The most serious attempt to dramatise
the ethnic factor in politics in Zambia under
wa^ that which was
Member of Parliament for
Mwansabombwe, currently Minister of

republic

the second
made

by

a

State in the Prime Minister’s Office, Mr

Chanshi, during a Parliamentary

Peter

Thursday, 1st December, 1977.
According to Mr Chanshi:

debate

on

To get a job in
to

be

a

Zulu,

Zambia today, one has
a

Phiri,

a

Tembo

or a

Banda. It does not matter what you
know but who you

know and how

powerful they are. One has to look at
the Party Secretary-General, the
Secretary to the Cabinet, Chairman
of the Public Service Commission to
know who is running the country.
Buoyant Economy

and

resulted in the

and the

many

foreign debt weighing heavily on them
deprived masses clamouring for
more, the leadership started resorting to

pre-independence noises and repeated calls
for national unity. Inspite of the buoyant
economy that our ‘founding fathers’ inherited, not much development took place.
progressive economists have
rightly argued that the 'progress’
African countries have registered
since independence was no more
than a normal development which
would have taken place in any case,
with or without independence. As
long as people are alive and not
dead, they will always strive to improve their living conditions one way
or another. This, of course, is not to
justify colonial rule. What the
economists are saying is that our independence should not be assessed
by what we have achieved, which is
Some

in

positions of leadership
have come to be dominated by

nation inherited

the

At the time of our political independence

1964, the ‘founding fathers’ of the new
one of the buoyant
economies in British colonial Africa. This
buoyant economy which was based
precariously on copper enabled the new
political leaders to embark on development
projects to meet the expectations of the

people who gave them the mandate to rule.
Between 1964 and 1970, the new leaders

obligation to build schools,
hospitals, a few macadamised roads and a
few sky-scrapers that disfigure our cities
along the line of rail. It was also during this
period when the University of Zambia and
a few institutions of higher learning were
put up. All these things were done in the
genuine belief that the State was the prime
mover in all development efforts. It should
were

under

same

individuals, the two

of corruption and
nepotism have become part of
the daily vocabulary of many
vices

Zambians under the second

republic

development

projects were undertaken when opposition
parties were still tolerated and projects
were partly undertaken in an effort to win

people’s support at the polls.
African
drought of 1968-75 and the oil crisis of
1973, the much-talked about development
miracle of the independence government
disappeared. With the financial squeeze on
With the onset of the great

former selves due to lack of financial
resources.

As

standards

are

result of this, educational

a

falling in institutions of

higher learning which have of late become
IMF casualties. To demonstrate the gravity
of the situation, the poetic words of Professor Shivji on the changed atmosphere at the
University of Dar-es-Salaam should suffice:
Once upon a
lecture

time, academics in full

rooms sat

cmd discussed and

passed resolutions protesting against
injustices and exploiters. Once, students would stamp the corridors of
faculties protesting at shoddy work of
their lecturers;

now

they collude in

the latter’s absenteeism from

lecture

Once upon a

time, academics
wrote and 'fought’ passionately in
the classroom for a cause; now they

rooms.

write nameless and colour-

have

to

less

consultancy reports for cash

while all
Who

can

fights have evaporated.

blame them? One has to live

and fendfor

his family.

frustration, despair and
apathy not only at the University of Zambia, but in all institutions of learning. The
There is

now

situation is much

worse at our two

univer-

sides where academic discourse no

longer

exists. This is confirmed by the fact that
even the famous Wednesday Department of

History Seminars lack quorums. Why
educadon has been left to the mercy of IMF

an

also be noted that all these
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Since

suffering, and misery of
Zambians. Public institutions such as
schools, colleges, hospitals and the university have been relegated to shadows of their

not

much but rather by

what could
considering the
enthusiasm at independence

have been achieved
mass

which could have been directed

restructuring our economy
setting it on the road to independent development.
towards
and

Since the 1970s when the

political

accepted IMF and World Bank
prescriptions, the Zambian economy was
caught up in an inevitable downward spiral,
the economy since then has been characterised by stagnation and failure. The stagnation of the economy partly as a result of
mismanagement on the part of those
charged with the task of managing it has

leaders

conditionalities boggles one’s mind because the policy-makers acknowledged the

importance of good education to national
development. Wridng to his children, the
President had this warning for them with
regard to educadon:
It has taken the world

realise that the

true

a

long time to

wealth of any na-

tion resides in the trained rrunds of its

people. It is not too much to say that
any nation or people which does not
value trained intelligence is doomed.
Confronted with the economic squeeze

foreign debt weighing heavily on them,
policy-makers have always acted
sporadically in a desperate attempt to come

and
the
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to grips with the problems instead of devising a long-term plan based on well researched propositions. Because of their
desperate behaviour in crisis situations,
they have always tended to respond defensively to the ensuing problems in a manner
that has proved to exacerbate the already

case

of Zambia, it is the contention of this

country, policy-makers become increasing-

that, the ‘unity accord’ between
UNIP, the ruling party which had by then
lost credibility, and the ANC which was
devoid of ideological direction, was a conspiracy against the Zambian people who
were, on that fateful day in Choma, denied
the right to elect a party of their free choice
into power. The ANC leaders wanted to
have access to both political and economic
power which they coveted but could not
win an outright election victory due to their
inherent organisational weakness. UNIP
leaders on the other hand accepted to work

ly isolated from the reality they live in,

with the ANC leaders because their

which forces them into actions which

monopoly of

precarious situation. They make a havoc of
the economy by meddling in economic affairs of the country with all the meticulousness of a bull in a China shop. Because of
their failure to provide a lasting solution to
the economic malaise

irrational and

afflicting the

are

damaging to the country and

paper,

more

power
than assured.

in the coalition

was

people.
Due to economic

hardships the people

have become frustrated and this should

ex-

class. This class, like everywhere else
where the one-party state system is prac-

Used, is discredited for its poliUcal and
economic bankruptcy and the transparent

corrupUon of its advocates. Thus far the
overall negative aspects of a one-party state
in Zambia since 1972

are more

than suffi-

cient evidence that this

political system is
out of step with the realities of our country.
It is the contention of this paper that it is'
only multi-party systems which can
guarantee genuine democracy in an atmosphere of free discussion of national issues.
The national leaders should rise to the chal-

lenge of re-examining their position on the
contentious issue of legalising opposition
political parties. They should not blind
themselves to the political happenings in
Eastern Europe as the possibility of such
upheavals engulfing Zambia at one time
cannot be completely ruled out.
The Zambian people are now politically
mature and as such they are no longer satistied and interested in superficial explanations for their backwardness because they

plain why of late they don’t respond effectively to the leaders’ ‘calls for nationbuilding’. To evoke duty from a people saddied with poverty, ignorance and disease is
tantamount to making democracy stand on
its head. So, when inarticulate people,
frustrated and impotent in the face of their
leadership’s incapability to provide them
with the very basic necessities of life, say
that colonialism was better, they are
probably not saying that they were much
freer then. It is an unsophisticated manner
of saying that the masses are not yet satisfied even twenty-five years after our independence. But as long as poverty, hunger

Political systems everywhere
can best be judged by their

judged by their impact on the ruled. In
Zambia, although the leaders have to some
extent made some progress in tackling
some of the problems which faced it in
1964, the seventeen years of one-party participatory democracy have made very little
or no impact on the ordinary Zambian. The
impact has been felt by the ordinary Zam-

should not have done, and for leaving undone what their duty obliges them to do.

and disease continue to afflict

90% of

bian in terms of the social and economic

one-party rule who cannot draw a

population, the people af-

problems he has had to endure. It is acknowledged by almost everyone that Zambia has continued to enjoy peace and national unity. But at the same time, we

the Zambian

flicted will be inclined

colonialism

was

to

over

believe that

far much better than sham

independence.
Out of

Step

impact on the ruled.

know that their leaders invent

Political systems everywhere can best be

should be mindful of the fact that in

ethical

reasons

and

justifications for doing what they

Leaders conduct their

daily business under
of an amalgam
of half-baked political sloganeering, crude
demagogy and sham-anti-imperialism.
the threadbare moral

In

case

cover

this academic exercise incurs dis-

favour from over-zealous supporters

of
dividing

line between destuctive and constructive

criticism, the advice of the President

on

constructive criticism should suffice here.

a na-

Writing an introduction to his book.
Humanism in Zambia: And a Guide to its

tion, national unity, peace, civil and politi-

The paper has given a clear exposition of
the reasons why most newly independent

Implementation Part JI, the President has

cal rights are all

meaningless if the majority

this to say:

of the citizens

are

African countries opted for a one-party rule

food, shelter, clothing and medical

shortly after independence. It was competi-

facilities. The absence of these basic

tion between different individuals of the

sities has led

nationalist

political

struggles for the monopoly of
the estabin Africa.

power which led to
lishment of one-party regimes

And these leaders who declared their
countries one-party states were defending
the rights and privileges of the first generation of leaders to enjoy the fruits of independence without being molested by the
masses who gave them the mandate. In the
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without basics such

as

neces-

political commentators
to question the celebrated achievements of
Zambia under the one-party regime.
The view of this paper is that the oneparty state in Zambia like its counterparts
anywhere in the world has no future in the
same way that it has no past to romanticise.
In Zambia, like everywhere else, the oneparty state has proved to be a mechanism
for defending privileged access by a small
some

The purpose

of any exercise aimed at
self inspection is not to hide facts or
to gloss over what might be unpleasant or even painful to individuals

or to

the nation

It is rather designed to

as a

give

whole.

us an op-

portunity to acknowledge where we
have gone wrong and to make a fresh
start.d
Mabia Eric Kahimani is

a

Lecturer in

History at the University of Zambia
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INTERVIEW

Itinerary

—

Edward Shevardnadze, Soviet

South of the Sahara

Foreign Minister in a Novosti Interview

Q: Sovietforeign policy has mostly been
focused on Europe and Soviet-US relations
of late. Then came the unexpected announcement of your nine-day tour of
African states. What is your reasoning?

aspect to them at that time as well as a striv-

ing to squeeze those relations into a certain
theoretical framework. Reality, however,
has proved far more comphcated than any
formulas.

Having eventually admitted this, we are
overcoming ideological
stereotypes and asserting new criteria in

A: I have been

planning a tour of African
countries for a long time now. We always
thought that such a visit was necessary due
to Africa’s major importance and the role
and place of Africa nations in the global
community, the Non-Aligned Movement
and the efforts to solve an array of very
serious global regional problems.
Although the Soviet Union has longstanding friendly ties with many African
countries, no Soviet Foreign Minister has
ever

united in

r

our

doing,

fruit both of the heroic effort of its
and international action based

The supremacy

of general humanitarian
principles of the new political thinking make it possible to build equal
relations uncomplicated by any supervalues and the

on

people

the

new

meetings in Namibia, for we will stay there
less than 48 hours.

evidence of the increased effectiveness of
the United Nations. It is such an outstand-

ing event that

a corresponding Soviet representation at the celebrations in Windhoek

is essential.

The UN

Secretary-General is to join the
high-ranking envoys of many countries, ineluding my counterparts from a number of
European states and the US. As is usual on
such occasions, one can expect intense
diplomatic interaction to touch on some isoutside the continent of Africa as well.

very tight schedule
to fit in all the ceremonies and numerous
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on a

cause

a

transition

happen swiftly and smoothly, be-

cannot

it affects someone’s sentiments and

habits. But it is the only productive attitude,

Over the

following seven
make visits to six countries

days, I will
Angola,
2^ambia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Tanzania and Nigeria. We would like to invite
—

the leaders of these states to compare our
views of the key issues of the day and our

approaches to them; to discuss the fast
changing situation in the South of Africa
and consider prospects for bilateral reladons.

political thinking. It is also convincing

We will have to be

we

fluous circumstances. Such

be stressed that Namibia’s freedom is the

so

do cherish the traditional trust,
but avoid dogmatic stereotypes and cliches,
which have by no means ever helped in appreaching each other’s specific problems.

visited them.

The proclamation of Namibia’s independence on March 21, will close the last
page of Africa’s colonial histc«y.
Namibia’s independence crowns the
anti-colonial struggle of African nations, in
which they have always had the support,
solidarity and help of the Soviet Union. In
Namibia, we have long established close
contacts with SWAPO, now in power following UN-supervised elections. It should

sues

relations with African nations. In

and

have felt that

we

our

relations have al-

ready become much freer and far more efficient.
One

positive thing is that

we no

longer

try to lecture anybody or pretend to have
the sole

right to the absolute truth.

The Soviet Union continues to maintain

good relations with Angola, Ethiopia,
Mozambique, Congo, Guinea, Mali, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and other
countries which are traditionally close to it.
We are extending our foreign policy
horizons: our dialogue with Senegal, Cote

Q: Have Soviet-African ties been influenced by perestroika and the effort to
free international relations of the bonds of
ideology? What is their current state, espedally of the Soviet Union’s relations with
the countries ofAfrica's south?

Africa have led the battle against apartheid.

A: When in 1960 seventeen former

Under the circumstances, we have established solidarity and a vigorous interaction

African colonies

won

independent states

freedom and became

one

after another, the

Soviet Union welcomed and

supported the

process of decolonisation in Africa, and established friendly, reladons with a number
of them. But there

was a

d’Ivoire and

some

other states has livened

up.

The "Frontline" States of Southern

in the interest of peace
the governments

in the region with
of Angola, Mozambique,

Zambia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and
Botswana. We intend to preserve

these spe-

cial reladons.

strong ideological
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Today, the crucial event in the South of
of the new state.
Sincerely congratulating the Namibian
people, whose dream has finally come true,
and paying tribute to their unshakeable will
and striving for freedom, 1 want to say that
the Soviet Union is ready to establish
diplomatic relations and broad, mutually
advantageous cooperation with Namibia.
Africa is the emergence

Q: The proclamation ofNamibia’s independence exemplifies a succesrful political
settlement ofregional conflicts. What is the
Soviet stance on the conflict situations in
Angola and Mozambique? What are Soviet
diplomats doing to settle them, and the conflicts in Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa?

north of that country,

where hostilities

are

country constructive assistance in its tran-

raging. 1 recently discussed these matters in
detail with Tesfaye Dinka, Ethiopia’s Minister of Foreign Affairs. On the whole, our
views coincided on the possible ways to
settle the Eritrean problem by political

sition to democracy. Such assistance could
be multilateral,

means.

tacts with African countries for the sake of
rapprochement with the United States and
Western Europe ?

We shall

inspect whatever decisions the
conflicting parties come to. But they should
take it into Cbnsideration that practically, all
members of the world community, the
Soviet Union among them, suppwt unconditional preservation of Ethiopia s territorial integrity.
The settlement of Ethiopian domestic
problems and those of the neighbotttHig
Sudan and Somalia, would improve the
whole of the situation in the Horn of Africa.

A: The Namibian experience did,

in fact,
clearly show that the most involved issues
should and could be solved by political
means. Provided the parties concerned and
the global community share the same goal
and do not attempt to prevent the nation involvcd from making its own free choice.
After last June’s

are sure

that there is

no

else, to elaborate the formula for
tional accord at the negotiating table.

one

But the

na-

neighbouring, and other
a

real stake in An-

golan normalisation, can help them to move
on to negotiations and create an atmosphere
1

conducive to talks. The Soviet Union is ac-

tively working for this goal.
Tensions also persist in Mozambique.
Though its leadership is willing to come to
a political settlement, the armed opposition
evades direct dialogue and goes on with its
subversion.
We think that President Chissano of

Mozambique has advanced

a realistic
for talks. It is now up to the opposition leaders to respond.
The dramatic developments in Ethiopia
are aggravated by the threat of famine in the

programme
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fairs. The Soviet Union is

such developments

willing to assist
in the Horn of Africa.

A: The contemporary world is not
several mutually exclusive clusters, like

Eggt, West, Nwth and South. But on the
whole our rapprochement with Western
Bundle and the United States does not
that

mean

we

are

alienated from the

developing world,in particular, from
Afirica. We ate not increasing either the
geographical, political or spiritual distance.
We remain what

of evolution
It is
come

we

we are

and follow the line

have chosen.

only natural that in the drive to overthe aftermath of the Cold War and

confrontation, which spoils international
relations, the Soviet Union cooperates first
and foremost with the Western countries.

Q: Much has been said lately about a
possible change in the Soviet stance with
respect to South Africa. Any comment?

This is natural and doesn’t need

A: The

developments of the last several

months confirmed that South Africa is

making

progress toward abolishing apartheid and arranging a dialogue between all

explaining.

But such interaction does not require an end

friendly relations with the Third

to our

World. We

alternative to

political settlement and national reconcilialion in Angola. The only way to peace is
through a ceasefire and a transition to
negotiations. It is up to Angolans, and no

countries, which have

non-interference in each other’s home af-

Gbadolite under-

standings, we hoped for rapid progress on
the Angolan settlement, but UNITA blocked the initiative by the action that followed.
We

Regional normalisation can be attained
only on the basis of strict observance of the
principles demanding respect for
sovereignty and territorial integrity and

Q: What do you say about the allegadons that the Soviet Union ignores its con-

good as our word, as
people of integrity, this is essential to us.
are as

Normalised East-West relations with

an

end to

political forces active in the country. The
Soviet Union responded favourably to the
decision of the de Klerk government to lift
the ban on opposition organisations ac-

political and military confrontation
between them would benefit the developing countries. If the East-West confrontation persists, it is hardly possible to expect
global efforts, which many African
countries desperately need to get out of the

tivities. The release of Nelson Mandela and

severe

other political

them

a

concerted action counteracts this crisis, it
could develop into a worldwide disaster.

prisoners can be described as
victory for reason. True, all this was largely possible, thanks to pressure from
South Africa’s Mass Democratic Movement

and the resolute stance of the world

community.
It is too early to say that this process has
become irreversible. Despite global denunciations, the apartheid system still survives. So we support the opinion that it will
be reasonable to keep the international
pressure on

Pretoria.

On the whole, we greet the change in
South Africa and are willing to give that

economic crisis that has afflicted

on

the

Today,

eve

of the 21st Century. Unless

have

new guidelines for our
resolving this mammoth
problem. The entire practice of Soviet
cooperation with the Third World is being
revised to free it of its ideological flavour.
Partnership shall benefit both sides and
help must be effective — this is axiomatic

we

contribution

to

in current world economic contacts. The future

belongs to progressive

new

forms of

cooperation.^
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POLICY DIALOGUE

Zambia Introduces Two-tier

Rate
Petros

System

Muyunda

Zambia is still

of whether

grappling with the notion

or not a

fiscal and financial

policy

can be used as an
stimulate economic growth.

mainly directed at the consumers.
Subsequent changes made to the exchange

shift relative

prices in favour of producers rather thai
consumers.

Consumer subsidy was affected through
three main instruments: a controlled fixed

exchange rate, administrative allocation of

foreign exchange and price controls. By
reducing the cost of production through a
controlled exchange rate, it justified price
controls so that the inherent subsidy could
be passed on to the consumers. Administrative allocation ensured that industries

producing essential commodities were
favoured in the disbursement of foreign exchange or so it was argued.
This system became unattainable when
Zambia’s external terms of trade
deteriorated and the external debt soured.
This resulted in

a

situation where a control-

exchange rate and price controls maintained high consumption levels without a
led

corresponding improvement
resource
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on

the

base. Devaluation of the currency

subsequent

years

did little to

this trend.

instrument to

were

reflected attempts to

in 1976 and
reverse

Auctioning systyem

This has been

exemplified by the introduction of a new
two-tier exchange rate system which, it is
argued, will stimulate export production
and attract foreign investment
The argument of the IMF/World Bank
has been that Zambia’s exchange rate did
not reflect relative prices. Consequently,
the country has gone through phases of
devaluation and appreciation of its currency in order to try and strike a balance between production and pricing.
In the initial phase, the exchange rate that
obtained was closely tied to the
government’s policy of subsidies which

rate

Exchange

It became imperative then to affect changes in the exchange rate that would weigh
the terms of trade in favour of producers

rather than

consumers as

a means

of

stimulating production. In this regard, it
was felt that the exchange rate and prices

The whole idea sounded

plausible but in
practice created imbalances in the economy
which were inconsistent with a policy of
economic structural adjustment. Since a
controlled exchange rate is a form of subsidy, it was logical that it operates with
price controls. Decontrol of the exchange
rate had to similarly be implemented with
a simultaneous decontrol of prices on essential goods.
But this

Since

controlled

exchange
rate is aform of subsidy, it was
logical that it operates with
price controls. De-control of
the exchange rate had to
similarly be implemented with
a simultaneous de-control of
prices on essential goods
a

goods be determined by their market

value which entailed the removal of
trols

on

The

con-

both

prices and the exchange rate.
auctioning system that was intro-

duced in 1986

was meant to

achieve this

aim. The system, it was argued, would permit the rational allocation of foreign ex-

change by removing the element of corruption associated with administrative allocation that

was

diverting

resources to un-

areas. It was also felt that the
mechanism would make the

planned for
new

availability of foreign exchange timely to
manufacturers and producers and would
shift economic

activity to these

more

productive sectors of the economy as these
would prove to be profitable as prices
would reflect relative scarcity.

be the

case.

The

se-

quence and timing of price decontrol instead accounted for the emergence of a

flourishing black market (non-existent
before) and to shortages of essential commodities in the shops because the subsidy
was affected through price differentials between producer and consumer prices and
between cost of production and consumer
prices. Instead of decontrolling all prices,
the government itemised 21 essential commodities on which liberalisation of prices
was to be gradual rather than abrupt. The
result

of

was not to

black marketeers

was

were

able to

buy these goods cheaply then resell them at

higher prices as demand dictated, leading
to severe shortages of those very commodities on which price controls were
maintained.
Massive devaluation

Ironically, instead of creating a
atmosphere conducive to investment and instead of shifting resources
fix)m consumption and trade to production,
the auction system resulted in a massive
devaluation of the Kwacha and opened the
doorwide for the importation of non-essen tials leaving little foreign exchange for importation of productive assets.
favourable

Several factors accounted for this

development in which merchant rather than
producer capital came to hold sway in the
economy. For one thing, the stabilisation of
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

the

exchange rate depended entirely on the
which demand (which could have
been suppressed under administrative controls) could be met. Unfortunately, little
foreign exchange was available from
foreign donors (US$202 million in 1986 as
compared to US$346,5 million in 1980). As
the pressure for Kwacha cover rose due to
an unstable exchange rate, there was the
tendency for businessmen to import
finished products that promised a quick
return, rather than invest in production in

sumed, though, that the greater price of im-

Two-tier exchange rate

extent to

which the returns

were

slow

due to

competition from
foreign imports.
For another, the decision
ment to

or

more

uncertain

superior

by the govern-

liberalise interest rates to make the

of borrowing prohibitive to those borrowing for consumption merely fuelled in-

The introduction of a two-tier
rate

government to avoid the auction experience and advances the view that
austerity measures were better brought
about piece-meal rather than suddenly in
order to cushion their impact on the population. The experience of the auctioning
period apart, price developments since
June 30 of last year would lend credence to
a more cautious approach.
In June last year, the government began
putting in place measures that have culminated in the introduction of the two-tier

system of foreign exchange. Then adjustments

consistent with

cost

nation, for various other

reasons

a

policy of dis-

liberalised interest rates did not act as a dis-

borrowing which increased
1986. By

from 11,4% in 1985 to 49,9% in

pushing the cost of borrowing to the
government and the private sector, high interest rates reinforced inflationary pressures already induced by the devaluation of
the Kwacha and decontrol of prices on most
goods.
The resulting imbalances in the economy
created an atmosphere of uncertainty in the
business community, led to social unrest
and the abandonment of the entire scheme

The

failure of the auction
system
to
achieve a
transformation in terms of
trade

circulation

to

ment

according to priority in governplans, a fixed exchange rate and price

controls

were

reverted to.

The failure of the auction system to
achieve a transformation in the terms of

trade from circulation to production and the

failure to stabilise the exchange rate maybe
an

indication that the whole

informed

or

policy was illthat the system was not given

sufficient time to mature. However, reversion to the controlled exchange rate meant

reinforcing the old economic mould in support of consumption in the face of declining productivity and a deteriorating socioinfrastructure, caused among other things,
by the withdrawal of donor aid from 1987
onwards when the government abandoned
the auctioning system and severed ties with
the IMF, the foreign debt burden and low
prices of copper on the world market.
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

level of inflation would be contained to
90%

by the end of 1989. Inflation at the end
of the year was 115%.
The structure of the two-tier exchange
system seems to have been devised to

avoid such

a

dramatic rise in the

price of

commodities. In this, there is the official
window whose exchange rate is pegged to
a

basket of currencies

to as

commonly referred
Special Drawing Rights (SDRs). Un-

like the market rate which has been fixed at

production and the failure to
stabilise the exchange rate
maybe an indication that the
whole policy was ill-informed
or

K40 per US$ 1,

the official exchange rate is
flexible and it is assumed that its present
level of almost K25 per US$1 will

depreciate in line with the appreciation of
currencies to which it is pegged.

that the system was not

Market window

given sufficient time to
mature

couraging borrowing for consumption and
encouraging savings were adopted. Also,
prices on all commodities except mealie
Ideal were liberalised and a straight
devaluation effected.
A

comparison between the level of
rise in
prices admits of a continuous approach
rather than a steep devaluation which most
economists view as long overdue. The
devaluation and the corresponding

Kwacha

was

It is also assumed that these two

ex-

change rates will have merged into a single
one within three years (i.e. by 1992) at
which time it is hoped that the exchange

by the government. Instead, administrative
allocation

price increase of Zambian made goods. Instead, it was believed that price rises would
be spread over a period of time in propertion to the cost of imported components
since manufacturers and traders would only
pass on higher costs when further goods or
inputs arrive at the higher prices.
This assumption of a controlled devaluation did not attain but neither did the price
rises correspond to the level of devaluation.
Prices rose astronomically in some cases
over 500%. This development made a
mockery of government estimates that the

rate

but main-

ly the increase need for Kwacha cover,
incentive from

exchange

system represents an attempt by the

ports would not result in directly related

devalued from the fixed rate

of KIO to US$1 to K16. In nominal terms,
this meant that one Kwacha moved from a

will reflect the value of relative prices.
practice, the categorisation of which
goods can be imported through which window reflect a conscious attempt to effect a
progressive devaluation in relation to those
items considered essential to production as
against those that are viewed as non-essenrate

In

tial.

Thus, those items such as chemicals,
steel, plastics, spares, etc considered essential

to production can be sourced through
the official window which commands a

lower

rate.

When

an

application is made to

value of US 10 cents to US 6,25 cents

this window in accordance with the

which

categorised items, it is assumed that that ap-

represented a devaluation of 37,5%.
devaluation of this magnitude increased the cost of imports by 60%
as more Kwacha was now required to purchase the same amount of foreign exchange
as could be bought at the old rate. It was asIn real terms, a

plication is already successful. However,
recourse can

be made to the market window

in the event of a delay
exu^neous

in allocation or other

factors.
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The

non-categorised items all have to
their foreign exchange from the
market window at a higher rate. It is assumed in this formula that, apart from the
market window acting as a proxy in the
event of a straight devaluation, the devaluation of the exchange rate on the official
window will be gradual which will steady
the resulting effect of increases on the price
source

of commodities.
If successfully

implemented, the new exchange rate can effectively strike a mortal
blow on the trader and the parasitic middleman while encouraging production
without necessarily inducing hyper inflation. The transference of money

from trade
production is a must for the economic
recovery of the country. To stimulate
economic activity, it will be essential that
concentration of money in trade, estimated
at about 60% of money in circulation, be
broken through fiscal measures.
A notable merit of the new system is that,
unlike the allocation of foreign exchange
by sector under FEMAC (Foreign Exchange Management Committee), the
present system will allocate foreign exchange by item. The advantage is that it
takes the rug from under the feet of unscrupulous traders who registered companics as being in those sectors favoured in
the allocation of foreign exchange when in
actual fact they were engaged in an entirely different activity.
But this assumption must be approached
with caution as the failings of the new
scheme might lie in this very ambitious attempt to shift areas of economic activity.
to

The entire

new

scheme

seems to

have been

conceived rather theoretically and not prac-

tically as no research whatsoever has been
conducted to establish the structure of industry in Zambia. All that is known is that
It is import oriented.
A study conducted on agro-chemical industries last year, for instance, revealed that
out of the 30 or so companies registered as
being in manufacturing, only four were actually formulators, the remainder were
merely traders, that is, they imported not
raw

materials to manufacture chemicals but

imported the chemicals which they sold to
an even starved agricultural
community.
Classes which benefit
This is the class of

people most likely to
benefit from the present effort to subsidise
50

production. This explanation is supported
by two main factors. To begin with,
politicians in Zambia and those elements
allied to the state, lack the scope and imagination to engage in more serious activities requiring the application of science
and technology. Instead, they are rallied in
activities of the intermediary type and it is
not possible that they will permit the new
system to take the bread out of their
mouths.

Furthermore, the situation is compounded by the fact that the central bank
has no system of monitoring whether the
money so allocated is actually used for the
purpose for which it was intended.
In the absence of such

a

mechanism,

despite the fact that priority impcffts have
been itemised, sectoral allocation will still
remain the

most

effective criteria It would
to conduct a thorough

have been advisable

research in order to establish the nature of
the economic

activity of each estab-

lishment.
As the situation

stands, there is

no

guarantee that the lower official exchange
rate window will benefit producers. Given
that most of the items categorised as essential to production
rebate while their
not

enjoy a special customs
prices on the market is

controlled, the entire scheme

seems to

merely be the cleverest method ever invented by the human brain to enrich middlemen. This is where the dog is buried.
One of the reasons for creating the
maricet window at a higher exchange rate is
that it will lead to the abolition of the black
market in

foreign exchange. This is because
are now allowed to change
foreign exchange through this window on
a "no questions asked" basis.
The success of this policy will entirely
depend on the availability of foreign exchange. Yet the reliable sources of foreign
exchange, such as earnings from copper.
individuals

Embassies, churches and non-govemmental organisations remissions have been
diverted to the official window.

Instead, the market window’s

foreign exchange has

source

of

guaranteed flow.
For this window, money will come from
such sources as non-traditional exports and
industry which is still in its infancy.
Tourism, though a potential earner of
foreign exchange, is an industry that has not
got out of its craddle. A favourable exchange rate is only a factor in attracting
no

tourists. Other factors such

as

the

general

infrastructure, availability of goods etc.
matter.

Trust in

foreign capital

A lot of trust has been

of

placed on the role

foreign capital inflows in the form of

new

private investments and donor balance

of payments support. There has been very
little foreign investment in Zambia in the
last few years, a

factor that cannot be alby merely creating a favourable exchange rate. Foreign investors are attracted
by the general economic climate, by the
capacity of the economy to create jobs and
by the size of the market. Moreover, restrictions that were imposed in the early seventies to protect a nascent industry are still in
force, limiting the scope of which areas
foreign investors can sink their money.
Donor balance of payments support is a
facility that was discontinued in 1987 when
tered

ties with the IMF

were

severed. At the

mo-

ment, there have

merely been pledges to
resume this support. It is unlikely that this
source will provide sufficient funds given
that Zambia serves only 10% of its export
earnings for foreign debt repayments.
All the above sources of foreign exchange are extremely uncertain and as happened duriiig the auction period, foreign
donor support may not be forthcoming,
giving rise to a possibility that lack of
foreign exchange may merely raise the
black market rate.
Another

potential source of foreign exchange has been the allowance that Zambians with foreign exchange abroad can
open accounts locally. But it is doubtful as
to how many Zambians would take such a
risk given the general climate of shifts in
policy. Moreover, it would be naive for
somebody to transfer their foreign assets to
Zambia so long as the Special Investigation
Team on Economy and Trade (SITET) is
still in existence. SITET is a government
that probes into people’s finances and

arm

their

sources.

where

It has the power to prosecute

felony is suspected and to confiscate unaccounted for property. Its continned existence, therefore, gives no impression of a genuine offer.
a

It would be evident that

monetary policy is by
achieve
must

an

be

economic
of local

a

fiscal and

itself not sufficient to

economic transformation. It

compliment to an integrated
policy that favours the utilisation

a

raw

materials and maximisation of

the utilisation of available

resources.D
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SOCIAL

MOVEMENTS

‘Does it Pay to Strike?’
State and labour conflicts in Southern Africa

Lloyd M. Sachikonye
The last six months have witnessed
of industrial action in South Africa,
Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Of course,
waves

the industrial strikes had different

and results. The

manner

of their resolution

also varied from state to state. But

detect

common core to

a

origins
can we

the workers’

grievances which precipitated these
strikes? Does a common thread run through
the responses of the three states to the resurgence of worker action? This is to pose the
questions provocatively. For the social
basis of the three

states

is not identical; nor

is the historical

development of the working classes and their contemporary capacity

for mobilisation similar. We will here
nevertheless argue

that the recent strikes

suggest that common elements exist in the
basic demands of workers in the region
even

if the responses

of the states

are

dif-

ferent.
Recent Strikes in South Africa

The strikes

by workers employed by
South Africa Breweries (SAB) and the
South African Transport Services (SATS)
were some of the bloodiest and most long
drawn-out. They lasted almost 3 months
and left 28 people dead. The death roll suggested that it was the bloodiest suike since
the 1922 miners’ strike. The strikes only
ended in January. Of nearly 50 000
workers employed in the two industries,
more

than 27 000 workers

were

sacked.

But what

precipitated the strikes, the virepression by the state and the unflinching resistance of the workers?
The grievances of the brewery workers
cenued on wages. After prolonged negoiiacious

tions, their demands for a substantial wage
increase

to

offset the

and inflation

rising cost of living
were refused by management

which offered instead
the suike quickly

a

16% increase. But

generated other demands:
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a consumer

hell

boycott of beer (of which SAB

they negotiate granting
political rights to the oppressed
majority?

is the monopoly producer) and demands for

changes in the Labour Relations Act
(LRA). The specific clauses of the Act
which workers objected to concern those
which encourage employers to sue unions
for damages lost incurred in ‘illegitimate’

can

Recent Strikes in Zimbabwe

The industrial action in Zimbabwe beJune and September last year was on
much smaller scale and short-lived. Sig-

tween

strikes, to obtain court interdicts to stifle in-

a

dustrial action and to outlaw

nificantly, (as in South Africa but for dif-

consumer

picketing,

boycotts and solidarity strikes by

workers in other industries.

Of course, the strike by the 40 000
workers

belonging to SATS was easily the
most disruptive. The state-

bitterest and

owned transport

service sustained losses of
up to R100 million. The strike also spurred
a fares boycott by commuters. A similar set
of grievances centred upon improved
wages and changes in the repressive LRA
clauses. But there

was

another fundamen-

ferent

reasons) they did not only involve
categories of railway workers but also
brewery workers. Two other groups of
strikers

were

telecommunication workers

and medical doctors. A common

grievance
underlying the strikers’ demands was improved wages. Although they are obviously not at the bottom of the wage sU^cture,
junior doctors staged a 4-day strike because
of low salaries, lack of accommodation and

transport allowances. These

are not

tal feature to the workers’ demands. These

demands exclusive to middle-class

workers,

sionals; the significance of the suike thus

represented by their union.
South African Railway and Harbour
Workers’ Union (Sarhwu), demand that
their union be recognised by SATS which
had consistently refused to acknowledge its
existence and representative functions. The
frustration of Sarhwu at having been
refused such formal recognition during the
past 3 years was, therefore, a major factor
behind the strike. Thus indusuial struggles
by some workers in South Africa still
revolve around basic worker rights and
demands for recognition of their unions.
But the political dimensions of those struggles had not been lost to the workers. As
one

as

unionist observed:

The

railways is owned by the government. They tell the world they want to
negotiate but they can hardly
negotiate with workers on issues like
wage increases. If they can't
negotiate wage increases, how the

profes-

relates

to the common basis of hardships
experienced by a greater proportion of the
working class. In short, the increased
squeeze of their incomes as the cost of
living climbs and the housing and transport

crisis continues.
The brewery workers

sought better
working conditions and employment
security in addition to better pay. One of the
central demands by casual workers was the
right to permanent employment. The
strikes by railway artisans and shunters and
telecommunication workers largely
centred on increased wages. Although
these are relatively better-paid categories
of workers,
on

they argued for a 20% increase

top of the government award of between

5 and 16%. Their bargaining position is
comparatively stronger due to their scarce
skills; the sectors they service are strategic.
The suikes exhibited

a consciousness on
the part of these workers that they could
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j

wTCstle improved wages from the railway
and post and telecommunications’ parastatals. Significantly, not all categories of

people in the process of attempting to quell

age.

the SATS strike. A further 9 workers

tion allowance

were

recognition
rights. These have been
granted and enjoyed since independence.

reported killed in the SAB strike. Tragically, the cost of the strike in human lives was
high. This illustrates the vicious character
of the repressive aspects of the apartheid
system. At a conjuncture when the South
African government is polishing its image
and making tentative moves towards
negotiations with organisations representing blacks, a violent class struggle still

However,

shall show below, the

characterises certain sectors of the

of the state to the strikes was not
only contradictory but heavy-handed in

capitalist system. Capitalist interests still
rely heavily on the state apparatus to control an increasingly militant labour force.

workers

(including minimum wageearners) struck implying different but
specific interests amongst the strata of
workers. Unlike the South African workers,
the demands of the Zimbabwean strikers

did not include that for formal

or

basic worker

as we

response
some

respects.

This should

The Mozambican Strikes

Probably, the more dramatic wave of instruggles in January 1990 was that

dustrial

by Mozambican strikers who included
coal-miners, steel-workers, transport
workers, medical staff and journalists. The
strikes, which involved more than 20 0(X)
workers, centred on bonus payments and

improved wages to counter the effects of
the Programme for Economic Reconstruction (PRE) sponsored by the World Bank
and the IMF. The PRE austerity programme
was premised on the removal of subsidies
on basic goods and services and a substantial devaluation of the local currency, the
metical. A series of devaluations effected
since 1987 have severely eroded the pur-

chasing power of worKers’

In addition, workers’ grievances include alleged
incidence of corruption amongst the
managerial and political elite. Significantly, the strikers by-passed the official
Mozambican Organisation of Workers
(OTM), which is affiliated to Frelimo.
Clearly, the representative character and
credibility of OTM became questionable as
a result. Through industrial action, the
workers voted with their feet for the right
to

wages.

strike which the state had denied them.

But how have the South

African, Zimbab-

and Mozambican states

responded to
these labour struggles spawned, admittedly, by a myriad of factors?
wean

Gains from the Strikes

Although state responses varied, they all
included substantial concessions to the
workers. But the concessions
after initial

were

made

heavy-handed and draconian
response by the state. In South Africa, the
police an the vigilantes were directly or indirectly implicated in the murder of 28
52

remove

illusions about the

potential coercive capacity of that state apparatus if workers’ struggles reach a new
pitch even after a negotiated ‘reformist’ setdement
This is, however, not to minimise the
space created by the concessions made to
workers. The sacked 27 000 SATS
workers

were

Sarhwu,

was

removed
in the

a

reinstated. Their union,

granted recognition. This
major obstacle as the deadlock

original dispute

management’s
registered
before negotiations on recognition and substantive issues such as wages could begin.
was

insistence that the union be

As

a

result of

strike, workers secured

guarantees to negotiate wages from April
1990. Sarhwu also succeeded in
that

ensuring

of the

striking workers suffered
reduction in wage levels, job grades and
pension rights. The workers would also
receive payment for accrued leave; those
none

evicted from hostels

were

re-admitted.

Wage increases and
were

an

accommoda-

conceded to the

strikers. In the

case of railway artisans, disnegotiations resulted in wage increases above those initially awarded by
government. The telecommunication
workers also reportedly received an award.
Those strikes in the railway and telecom-

creet

munication
were

sectors

who had been sacked

reinstated after

re-applying for their

posts. Finally, the brewery strikers had their

night shift allowance doubled, annual
leave, assistance with transport, productive
incentives and right to permanent employment granted.
The response of state authorities to the
strikes was characterised by schizophrenia.
On one level, there was a tendency to treat
it as "law and order issue"; hence the resort
to the invocation of emergency powers and
of the

police. On another, there was a
recognition that the strikes represented
use

weaknesses

or

inefficiencies within the in-

dustrial relations

machinery. The compelling character of worker demands, in the last
analysis, could not be settled in courts.
Again this contradictory response shows

that it would be mistaken

to

lusions about the coercive
some

branches of the

state

harbour il-

capacity by

apparatus and

their

propensity to use it, should workers
peace".
In Mozambique, more far-reaching concessions in qualitative terms to workers
disturb "industrial

were

made than in both South Africa and

Zimbabwe. For the first time, the right to
strike (provided three days’ notice was

given) was
Zimbabwe

concessions had to be found to defuse the

conceded to workers. While
tightening regulations to
prevent the right to strike in "essential services", that right was being won by
Mozambican workers, furthermore, pickets by strikers were allowed and the right of
workers’ committees to bargain outside
union structures upheld. There was an unspoken admission that the state-sponsored
OTM was not rqtresentative of the working-class if the widespread strikes had been
anything to go by. Even so the contradictions in state policy towards the working
class could not be sharper. We saw how the
austerity programme (which continues to
be administered as part of extemally-sponsored conditionalities) has eaten deep into

strikes. The intervention of President

worker incomes. The recent strike

Mugabe resulted in the release of the doctors and subsequently a negotiated pack¬

may, therefore, merely be a harbinger to
further rounds of industrial struggles.

In

Zimbabwe,

none

of the strikers

were

killed as in South Africa. But the contradic-

tory response of the state was characterised
by heavy-handed tactics such as the arrest
of the strikers and placing charges on them
in the courts. Some 66 striking doctors
spent at least a night in jail. Some telecommunication workers

were

sacked and ap-

peared before a magistrates court. Striking
railway shunters were also sacked. There
was a further tightening of emergency
regulations relating to strikes in "essential
services" which include all the sectors in

which the above strikes occurred.
Even then, some other means

involving

was

waves
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What conclusions then, could be drawn
all about these nationally based labour

conflicts? First, states will continue to be
central players in the regulation of labour
relations

deploying their coercive
paraphernalia if need be. Second, the objec—

tive social conditions will continue to force

workers to engage in further rounds of
struggles over wages and control of the
labour process. Third, the cruder responses
of state and capital may yet be refined in the

structures in order to co-opt worker organisations and struggles. Then it will be
the turn of working class organisations to
refine their own methods and techniques of
organisation and struggle to pre-empt such

form of sophisticated industrial relations

subordination.ö
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BOOK

REVIEWS

Higher Than Hope: Authorised Biography
of Nelson Mandela
by Fatima Meer, Hamish Hamilton, London 1988 with
Horace

ofpeace, democracy and
freedom for all. / stand here before
you not as a prophet but as a humble
servant of you, the people.
name

no

It is in this divide that the book of Fadma

the

Meer is part

longer wait Now is the time to intensify
struggle on all fronts". His statement
stood in sharp contrast to the history of
leaders who went from incarceration to the

Presidency leaving the people out of the
discussion on freedom.
The new

We have waited too

With these words

long for Freedom

on

February 11,1990,

Nelson Mandela addressed half

political stage of the struggle in
South Africa highlighted the short term
questions of negotiations and its interconnection to the long term issues of social

million

transformation. Mandela demonstrated that

persons in Capetown and via satellite to the
world as he was released from prison after

when he said that the issue of transforma-

a

he

was aware

of the dialectical relation

27 years.

tion

cultural resistance the transformation of the

restructuring of our political and economic
systems to insure that the inequalities of
apartheid are addressed and our society
thoroughly democratized."
The importance of the political leadership of Nelson Mandela in the anti apartheid struggle simultaneously focusses attendon on the individual yet at the same
dme release the energies of various groups
whose organizadonal tasks can be to care-

The freedom of Mandela and the
lifdng on the ban on polidcal organizadons
in the apartheid state had opened the new
decade of the ninedes with prospects for
new challenges for the peoples of Africa.
After a century of polidcal, military and
consciousness and the

organizational
capacity of the people pushed forward for
the new democracy in Africa. The demand
for a non racial democracy confronted the
whole history of Western Civilizadon and
pointed to the potendal for the transformadon of the region of Southern Africa and
beyond.
The intensity of the push for the recomposidon of capital on the backs and bodies
of Africans under the banner of privadzadon and liberalizadon meant that the poor
had to be vigilant even in the euphoric
celebradons to mark the release

on

Nelson

Mandela and the
dons with the

beginning of the negodaapartheid regime.

Nelson Mandela demonstrated his
awareness

of the social realides of South

Africa and Africa

by calling on the people
intensify the struggle on all fronts. "We
have waited too long for freedom .We can
to
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1990 update.

Campbell

Amandla,Amandla.. .1 greet you all
in the

a

was to

be based

on

"

a

fundamental

fully clarify the real content of the dismanding of apartheid. In this and in many other
ways Nelson Mandela symbolized the
dialecdc of resistance and transformadon.
His

life mirrored the way

in which a
individuals.
Hence the present scholarship in Africa is
faced with the contradicdon of focussing
on great leaders and the kind of hagiography around which the intellectual culture
is organized or the kind of analysis which
is consistem with the new politics of self
emancipadon which allows the mass of the
people to move to higher levels of freedom
consistent with the floodgates of freedom
opened by the release of Nelson Mandela.
own

social movement shapes

Life story

of the transidon process.
and the history of Struggle.

Many books articles, films, poems,
plays, songs, dances and other cultural
forms of

expressions

Nelson Mandela

were

dedicated to

during his incarceradon.

These songs, books,
sources of inspiradon

films etc., acted as
and it is in this context that the life story of Nelson Mandela as
presented by Fadma Meer is a welcome addition to the informadon base required to
shape the youth for them to understand the
protracted life struggle of Mandela. The
very dde of the book HIGHER THAN
HOPE

was

conceived of in the context of

the emergency condidons of the intellectual wridng in South Africa in the eighdes
and it is in this
book is

a

rich

Mandela’s

sense

source

that Fadma Meer’s

of information

on

the

part of a major struggle for
social emancipation. Yet precisely because
of the condidons of intellectual production
as

in South Africa one would agree with the
author that there is not yet the basis for a
definidve biography of Mandela.
The present biography

is rich in detail of
struggles of the Mandela family and to
clarify how the social issues of a family are
linked to the polidcal issues of liberadon.
Fadma Meer and her family shared the
struggles of the Mandela family and the
community of leaders which emerged in
the period of the intense struggles in the fifdes. In this sense the book by Fadma Meer
could be an important breakthrough in
helping to shape the study of the liberation
process in South Africa. The experience in
Africa has been that books written by and
about leaders such as the Kabaka of Uganthe
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da, the Ahmadu Bello of Nigeria or on
Jomo

Kenyatta and Kwame Nkrumah have

been the too focussed on details of the person

and later contributed to the intellectual

lineage. The genealogy presented at the end
of the book is

important fact of historical continuity but Nelson Mandela himself
an

turned his back

on

this when

on

his release

stated that: "it is not the kings and

agenda of divisive politics. From this rut

he clearly

political scientists have written books on
personal rule in Africa.
Moreover international capital has a lot
of experience in cutting off leaders from
their base with the lure of social capital. It

generals that make history but the masses
of the people".
These words spoken on his release must
inform the context of the writing of the

is in this

sense

that

a

critical review of

Fatima Meer’s book while

maturation of Mandela. The tremendous
investment in

using histcxy to divide

the context of Chaka Zulu is

as

in

reminder

seeing this as a
milestone in literary achievement also contains the seeds of adulation of the in-

ofhow the tribal idea has been used in every

dividual. The reader of books

South Africa had

such

as

on

persons

Mandela has to bear in mind the

African state in the aftermath of liberation.

enough experience with

this division in the bantustanS policies

and
presentation of the linkage of Mandela
to royalty in the book did not read with a
sensitivity to the long term implications
The history of South Africa is already
contested terrain for the African peoples of
the

adage that:
history, but they
do not make it just as they please,
they do not make it under circumstances directly encountered and
transmitted from the past.
men

one

make their own

The context of Mandela’s Maturation
Nelson Mandela

was

born into the

segregated society of South Africa on July
18,1918. When he was bom in the village
of Qunu, the Union of White South Africa
had been formed eight years earlier and the
African majority had responded by forming
the African National Congress in 1912. He
grew up in the turbulent period of the twenties and thirties when the workers

South Africa have been excluded from the
centers

of learning by both

the right and the

left intellectuals. For this and other reasons
the

background presented on Mandela’s

life is one of the weaker aspects

of this rich
book for it is not sufficiently tuned to the
objective and subjective conditions of
struggle in the period of Mandela’s maturation between two
al anti colonial

wars

and the intemation-

struggles.

struggling against the mine owners. The
of the mines had set about dividing
black, white and Indian workers. These

Africans who took up the challenge of opposing the apartheid system, one com-

made tremendous wealth out

In the midst of World War 11 Nelson Man-

of the minerals of South Africa and the

dela, Walter Sisulu, Robert Sobukwe
Oliver Tambo and others had formed the

owners

the main European
powers. The villages of South Africa
provided cheap labor for the mines.
money went to prop up

into this society that one

has to
place the changing conditions of the
nationalities that were affected by the massive dislocations created by the mining of
gold and diamonds. The royal families of
the great African nations of South Africa
could not escape the dynamics of capital
It

was

accumulation and the social basis of the

previous ruling classes was fundamentally
disrupted. Mandela was bom into this dismption and the chronological base from
which the book is presented is not sufficiently tuned the changes which should
have come through in the presentation of
Nelson Mandela’s link to the Thembu
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mation of South Africa.

Unlike the rest of Africa the South
African government

would not tolerate
peaceful demonstration and the non violent
defiance campaign was crushed in the fifties. The Freedom Charter as the guiding
principle of the liberation struggle was
adopted in 1955. In analyzing Mandela’s
participatioa in the makings of this congress small windows were being opened to
the politics of self emancipation and the
new democratic politics of the resistance
movement Even in the adoption of the
Freedom Charter the translation of the
Charter in different

languages had already
important aspect of the
democratic politics, the politics of Ianguage in a liberated South Africa.
Unwittingly in dealing with the differensharpened

ces

ponent of European colonialism in

one

between the ANC and the PAC the book

drew attention to the ways

in which the
practical requirements of the struggle
demanded the transcendence of race. Mandela had been liberated from his blackness
to

be able to function in the

new non

racial

politics. The book shows clearly that Nelson Mandela was always a Pan Africanist.
need to

Nelson Mandela was among those young

mine

subject
tracing this life of struggle
opens up avenues for future work which
must be a part of the intellectual transfer-

His Pan African humanism dictated the

Period of African Nationalism

were

owners

Because of the richness of the

this book in

Africa.

an

organization of all racial groups,

yet not dominated by any one class. It is
here that his constant refrain of fighting
black and white domination

was

clarified

by the presentation of his life in this book.
Mandela and Pan Africanism.

,

youth wing of the African National Congress. The youth wing of the
the fire of resistance which
from

ANC caught
was

burning

Cape to Cairo in the nationalist phase.

Mandela

was

the contemporary

of Kwame

Nkrumah, Patrice Lumumba, Franz Fanon,

Agostino Neto. Ben Bella, Dedan Kimathi
emerged out of

and those individuals who

the nationalist movement. The circumstan-

encountered in the

society and those
transmitted from the past shaped the life of
sdxiggle of Mandela and the details of his
underground work was brought into sharp
focus by this book. Mandela had declared,
"The struggle is my life. 1 will continue
fighting for freedom until the end of my
days".

ces

Fatima Meer

as one

of the historical

ac-

of Ihe anti

apartheid struggle brought
familiarity with the issues and ideas to
bear in her analysis of the Freedom Charter,
the Defiance Campaign and the split in the
tors

her

liberation

movement

which led to the for-

was this group that
launched the protests against the pass laws
and the book drew attention to the or-

mation of the PAC. It

ganizational problems posed by movements working under intense repression
with the leadership being dragged before
the courts over a five year period on charges of treason. It was this repression and
violence of the state which culminated in
the

Sharpeville

massacre.

Both the ANC and the PAC were banned
as

the ANC launched

guerilla

war.

Nelson
55

Mandela
and his

the commander of this army

was

prison sentence was for planning to

overthrow the government.
These basic facts on the Rivonia trial and
the

reinforced

to Mandela the fact that the
liberation of one part of the continent was
tied to other parts. Meer quoted his obser-

vation that: " The

more

he saw, the more

underground network created by Mandela as commander in chief of the guerilla
army which have been presented in books
such as The Struggle is My Life and Mary

passionately he yearned for the liberation
of South Africa, not only for herself, but for
the continent" (pp.l73)
It was in the chapter on ’Mission to

Benson’s, Nelson Mandela are recounted
in this book with the kind of details which
those linked to struggle could see how

surfaced and will be useful in
the differences which has

rising above
dogged the

Mandela continued the

movements

in exile. From the

presentation

underground net-

work even from behind bars. Reviewers
who termed these details trivia ( see Stan-

ley Uys review in the Supplement to the
Weekly Mail Feb.23, 1990) were not attuned to the tremendous changes that the
movement had undergone after Mandela
came

into contact with the

guerilla strug-

gles waging across Africa.
Mandela’ contact in the Pan African
movement

is

important component of
struggle which
hitherto presented. Partly beway in which the PAC/ANC
an

Africa’ that

new

material

on

Mandela has

in the book it was clear that Mandela understood the basis of black consciousness
in the South African liberation stmggle. All
the details of his

relationship to Robert
Sobukwe, to Buthelezi, and the young
leaders of the black consciousness

move-

demonstrated that he wanted the

ment

or-

ganization and liberation of the people to
be more important than the political differences between the PAC and the ANC.

the South African liberation

This

has not been

which Mandela showed from behind bars
had important implications for the leader-

cause

of the

divide has been documented and the hos-

leadership and lack of individualism

Africanism it has been difficult in the past
to understand Nelson Mandela in relation
to the Parr African struggle. Bernard

ship which carried the struggle forward for
eighteen years while Nelson Mandela
was on Robben Island. His
example of appredating the diversity of views will be put
more to the test after his release than in
jail.

Magubanc, a member of the ANC in writing one of the recent books on Pan

Robben Island

tility of

some

sections of the left to Pan

Africanism, The Ties That Bind rose above
the divisions which dominate the literature
on

the divisions between the RAC and the

ANC.

In

one

important

sense

the details

the

Nelson Mandela spent eighteen years on

prison off the coast of Cape
Town and drew his strength from the resistance of the people as he maintained contact with the internal and external opposition through a developed political network.

given by Fatima Meer of Mandela’s participation in the debates of the meetings of

It

the Pan African Freedom Movement for

written Fatima Meer could not elaborate

East and Central Africa

the political networks but even the information in the book demonstrated that in many

(PAFMECA)

helped to direct the way for future research
on

Mandela’s brand of Pan African

humanism. Mandela who had journeyed to
Addis Ababa making Pan African links

everywhere and the future bases for the
ANC, led the discussions against those in
the Pan African movement who wanted to
exclude North Africans

on

the

spurious

grounds of race.
For the first time a book

on

Mandela has

opened the door of his mission to Africa and
how all leaders of the

pendent states

were

freedom of Africa. His

fledgling inde-

committed to the

meetings in Tunisia

(at the rear base of the Algerian liberation
struggle) with the leadership of the other
movements waging guerilla struggles had
56

was

state

clear that in the circumstances of the

of

Emergency when the book

was
on

ways her family was part of this network.
For this and other reasons the book will be
an

important milestone.
The book is however weaker in the

analysis of the social changes which had
gone on in South Africa which created the
generation of Soweto and the Mass
Democratic Struggles of the eighties.
Schooled in the period when the politics of
South Africa focussed on the politics of the
white political parties, the author could not
readily see how a new politics was being
shaped by the resistance which confronted
the apartheid state. Mandela the person was
an important symbol in this
period and
Mandela the symbol and the person was

educated and

pushed forward by the struggle. Free Mandela Committees in South
Africa and abroad were organizational
fronts not simply for the release of Mandela
the person but for the release of the political energies and creativity of the people of
South Africa. This was the importance of
the experience of Soweto and the mass
Democratic organs. Enough of this did not
come through in HIGHER THAN HOPE.
the Youth and

Self-emancipation.

Precisely because the history of the
liberation movements has yet to be written
it is to the biography of Nelson Mandela
that

we

get a glimpse of the transition in the

political

of South Africa and the
process of the self organization of the people. Soweto and its
process

deepening of the

aftermath has been documented extensive-

ly elsewhere and was not repeated in this
book. However the connections between
the underground structures of the previous
generation and the generation of Soweto
came through for the perceptive reader.
Fatima Meer showed how Mandela even

before the

launching of the armed struggle

had been concerned with the

leadership of both

quality of the

the fact
Jeaders were " unfamiliar with
the depths the people’s sufferings. He grew
that

movements and

some

and

more

more

convinced that the

ANC structure did

not

existing

allow for sufficient

participation, that they were misguidedly
concentrating on organizing people rather
than consulting them. Street based cells, he
believed, would intensify consultation and
strengthen commitment. These would at
the same time lay the basis for an underground network in the event that the ANC
was banned. He had a premonition that this
was

about to

happen." pp.l40

One could

glimpse the tong term implications of these structures during the
period of the eighties when the children of
Soweto were developing a new generation
of leaders who did not flee into exile but
confronted the apartheid war machine. The

diplomatic and political work of the ANC,
the limited forms of armed confrontation
were

part

which

was

of

a broader political struggle
carried out in the schools, the

factories, around health, education, hous-

ing, jobs and the social elements of apartheid. Thus while Nelson Mandela

was

groomed in the period of the struggle
against the racial laws, the social questions
SAPEM APRIL, 1990

Conscription campaign for this group
conscription of the cannon
fodder to brutalize the African people in-

transfOTming the economy placed the
struggle on a new level. It is here that those
taking up the unfinished tasks of Fatima
Meer need to study how international capital promoted leaderism in Kenya so that
Jomo Kenyatta was idolized while the
movement from which he emerged was
crushed. Both the experiences of Kenya
and Zimbabwe are uppermost in the minds

NECC and those trained in the West will be

End

dismantling
the military industrial complex and converting the factories from producing bombs
to produce needed goods or simply promoting Africans into the major corporations to
manage the system.
In this sense this important book strad-

struck at the

of the international media when

leaderism and the thrust of the new research

Tutu, Frank Chikane and Beyers Naude,
were some of the religious leaders who

embrace the released Mandela

agenda to break the stranglehold of the old

identified with the spiritual and political re-

The children of Soweto who were most-

system.
The transformation of the consciousness
after the alliance between the students and

quirements for the creation of a new
society.

of

to

they rush

ly bom after Nelson Mandela had been imprisoned on Robben Island took the resistance beyond the issue of simply majority
rule. They had matured in the period when
the rest of Africa had achieved majority
mle but there

was no

democracy.

Out of the efforts to form coalitions of

students, teachers and parents to carry out

confronted with the choice of

dies the divide between

workers and the

hagiography,

uprisings clarified the in-

terconnection between resistance and

transformation. Cultural resistance
as the appetite of the people for
expression unearthed the creativity of
Africans in art, music, song, dance and

flourished
self

project for liberation with

other forms. The maturation of the con-

led to the formation of the

fidence and courage of the people led to the

popular movement the National Education
Crisis Committee. In the period 1976-1990
the NECC grew as one of the core of the

heightened resistance in the eighties. Nelson Mandela became a symbol of freedom
as his words, books and history were used
as a weapon to inspire the youth.

a

sustained

education

Mass Democratic Movement. This forma-

provided the base for the alternative
source of political power and strengthened
the capacity of the resistance to transform
their conception of the nature of the long
term struggle. Its democratic procedures
and diligent organization to change the
content of education and to support the
numerous boycotts by children pointed to
the challenge to develop a new educational system. This was important for the
NECC grew out of struggle and confronted
tion

the intellectual culture of both the dominant

society and those who were debating issues that arose from the history of other
societies.
This

was a concrete

lesson of the process

emancipation and it was the Mass
Struggles which made apartunworkable and the society ungov-

Free Mandela Committees were an in-

tegral part of the Mass Democratic Movement in the townships. In response to the
new organizations the apartheid state mobilized its military resources to crush the
youth and the organization of workers.The
growth of the popular alliance grouped
youths, workers, students and civic groups

heid

ernable. The task which awaited the

generation

was

how to build a new society.

The theoretical basis of the anti apartheid

with the training
of the technical personnel, scientists and
engineers who could clearly dismantle the
present organization of resources. International capitalism was very aware of this
challenge and spent millions training some
of these youths in British and American
Universities. These two groups of educated, the ones educated in the ranks of the
movement was bound up
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Religious leaders also emerged in
period as the churches, mosques and
temples became centers of opposition to
apartheid. Rev. Alan Boesak, Desmond

states.

this

The release of Mandela:

Reconstruction and Transformation.

quite aware of the
organizational iasks of transformation had reached beyond the work of
any one individual.In his speech on his
release he paid tribute to "the tireless and
Nelson Mandela

To try to

crush this growth of resistance

the South African Defence Force became
the de facto government More than 30 per
cent of the annual budget was spent on

building weapons and paying the police
and army to spread terror in the townships
and in the states neighboring South Africa.
The principal
were

organizations of the MDM

the UDF, COSATU, the South African

Youth

Congress (SAYCO formed underground in the height of the emergency), the
Western Cape Students’ Congress, Johannesburg Democratic Action Committee,
National Union of Students, Transvaal Indian Congress, and the

Federation of South

African Women. Other groups allied to the
MDM were from a formation called the
Five Freedoms

Forum,

a

loose group of

legal forms of opposifrom among the white
youths which concerned the regime was the

whites committed to
tion. One group

was

fact that the

heroic sacrifices" which made his freedom

possible.
The extensive

war to

defend

an out-

moded form of governance had sharpened
the violence as apartheid spread war and

Southern Africa. The

destabilization

across

apartheid

machine illegally occupied

war

Namibia, destabilized Mozambique

sabotaged the economies of the region and
occupied Southern Angola. The destabilization and violence spread over U.S
70 billion dollars in

war

damage and over

2 million lives.
The South Africans

in the United Demrxratic Front

of self

Democratic

side South Africa and in the Frontline

were

decisively

defeated in the military battle at Cuiio
Cuanavale in Angola in 1987-1988. This

energized the Mass
pointed to the
conceptualize the content of a non

defeat further

Democratic Movement and
need to

racial democratic South Africa. The
resilience of the workers under intense

repression to maintain unity led to fears by
the bankers, miners

and manufacturers.
clearly out-

The conventions of COSATU

lined

a

brand of socialist

would be based

on

production which

their experience and

skills.

the
the
whirlwind of diplomatic activities must be

Mandela the person ,his release
adulation being bestowed and
understood in the context of the
at

four levels

struggles
(a) tlie political, military,

diplomatic and other strugglesof the liberation movements (b) the mass democratic
movement, (c) the regional war of resistance and (d) the international campaign of
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sanctions and disinvestment Through this
internationalization of the anti apartheid

struggle Nelson Mandela became a symbol
for millions beyond the kind of intemational leadership offered by Ronald
Reagan and Margaret Thatcher. Mandela

of hope

as a

bearer of the cultural traditions of resis-

tance was

introducing

to the world a
glimpse of the vast reservoir of creativity
which could

only have been expressed in

songs and other means during the past forty
years.

The subjective element of resistance was
deepened and manifest in songs, dance, and
other forms of verbal and non verbal communication. The psychological warfare of
the CIA and the

Department of Military In-

telligence of the S ADF could not penetrate
this vast reserve of strength. This strength
manifest in the mothers, sisters
and wives, the ones Mandela called the
hard rock foundation of the struggle.
was most

The Rock Hard Foundation of The

Struggle.
Throughout this book on inspiration and
hope the reader is made aware of the
centrality of Winnie Mandela as one of the
wives mothers and sisters to which mandela referred. Fatima Meer while writing
was aware of the
campaign to discredit
Winnie Mandela by the media as one of the
efforts to isolate and break Nelson Mandela. She recounted the experiences of

Winnie Mandela with the kind of solidarity
which could only be conveyed by the

penetrating

eye of a woman who was herstruggle. The tone of the letters
and personal information in the book
demonstrated that for a political leader
there was no boundary between private and
public life.
In his careful message of inspiration Nelson Mandela who
emerged from being a
symbolic figure on his release sent a clear
message of recognition of the centrality of
self in the

the African

women

in the road to freedom.

Mandela stated in his salutations:
"I pay tribute to the mothers, wives and
sisters of our nation. You are the rock hard

foundation of

inflicted

more

struggle. Apartheid has
pain on you than anyone

our

else" Mandela drew attention to
cornerstones

mation. This

one of the
of the resistance and transfer-

was simultaneously a stateWinnie Mandela. The relationship
between Nelson Mandela and Winnie Man¬

ment on
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dela is

of the

strengths of this book and
by the
presentation acts as a bridge between the
old intellectual analysis of women and the
new pressures of social
emancipation.
The African women had pain inflicted
on them not only
by the system but by the
social relations of the family and the super
exploitation of the bantustan system. Even
within organizations committed to opposing apartheid, the exploitation of women in
the economy was compounded by the invoking of tradition to hold back the full participation of women in all spheres of politias

one

in the other areas the issues raised

cal life. Women’s arm of liberation movements became the place where issues of

in South Africa forms the bed rock
clear program of the emancipation of

women

of

a

the society.

empowering the producers of labor power.
It is here that the test will be for the
released Mandela whether the future of the
movement will be based on the recomposi-

tion of Capital or on the elaboration of the
democratic practices developed in struggle.
Fatima Meer’s presentation of these issues
would have strengthened the book to the
point where those dealing with the new
society could learn from the experiences of
other liberation movements.

discussed and not as an issue
which confronted the entirety of the range
women were

The

of social reproduction.

Essentially this question of the rock
foundation of

women

sharpened the social

of transformation. African women
bear the brunt of the pain in the absence of
services in health, education water supcontent

,

plies and electricity and day care facilities.
These elementary services are not provided
to the majority by a society which claims
the capacity to make nuclear weapons.
Their care for the family is burdensome for
the system did not pay African workers a
living wage. The deformities of the compound system of the mines and the social
problems of drunkenness, violence and
alienation which were faced by African
men were

taken out

on

the

women as

the

last tier of the ladder of exploitation.

Leaving their children
homes of whites
women

in

as

to work in the
maid servants, African

apartheid society had to develop

greater strength to survive the system.
The whole organization of the system for

profit and the callous neglect of human life
compounds the burdens of this society.
Women in South Africa have seen how
in other states of Africa, even those that had

involved

in the armed

struggle,
how there was talk of the emancipation of
women but soon after the assumption of
power, they were asked to wait for and supwomen

The principles which are articu-

lated for the freedom of women in the short
term are linked up to the
long term tasks of

Struggle For a Non Racial
Democracy

Throughout the book the reader is
brought to the awareness of the historic importance of the tasks that Nelson Mandela
had assigned himself from 1944. The
release of Nelson Mandela sharpens the
long term and short term tasks. In the first
place it clarified that the release of one individual did not

mean the end of apartheid.
His release itself is part of the short term re-

quirement of the

process of negotiations
which has taken many forms since the
defeat of the South Africans at Cuito

Cuanavale.
Nelson Mandela is himself caught in the
contradiction of the
tion

to

him

as a

outpouring of adula-

person

and the historical re-

quirement of distancing himself from
leaderism and the cult of the personality. In
this regard his opening words that he was
no prophet was backed
up by the call for
democratic

decision-making.

I feel

duty bound to make the point
leader of the movement is a
person who is democratically elected
that

a

at a

national

conference. This is the

principle which

must be

upheld

without any exceptions.
In many respects

port reconciliation. Moreover in the face of

the book by Fatima
helped the world to prepare for this
position of democracy as articulated by

the international

mandela. It

womens

movement

African leaders have been skilled

at

form-

ing womens organization which are fronts
to political organizations that
actually oppress women.

Wome^ do not organize

autonomously from the ruling party in most
countries of Africa. The emancipation of

Meer

came

through throughout the

book.
This formulation of

democracy places
symbol in the very process of
Uansforming the symbolism attached to his
name. Mandela as a symbol of freedom was
putting forth a claim which was consistent
Mandela

as a
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with the forms of

organizing of the underground democratic structures. This kind of
democracy will be more required as the
process of negotiations develop. His position on this question on his release was
noteworthy:
Negotiations cannot take place
above the heads

or

behind the backs

of the people. It is our belief that the
future of our country can only be
determined by a

body which is
democratically elected on a non racial basis.

Small efforts had been made in this
direction at the end of 1989 with the

meet-

ing of the Congress for a Democratic Future. This elementary initiative was not
enough to draw all the forces who were
divided on the basis of their allegiance to
different positions on the question of
negotiations. The ability to bring the different forces together within a democratic
structure for negotiations will be an important short term task which will point to how
the movement will deal with diversity of

tion in the region to deal with the destruction created by apartheid.
The political process
and South Africa took

in Southern Africa
on a new dynamic
with the unbanning of the liberation movements on February 3,1990. This process is
part of the process of political change and
the transformations of the society. The
transformation of the politics lags behind
the consciousness of the mobilized youth as
they call for Siyanova.
The formula for democracy

which is unby the WEST is unable to deal
with the myriad of tasks which will be inherited by the National Liberation Movederstood

ment.

The deformities in the overcrowded

shanties and the alienation of those who
had been programmed to attack the organized youth will pose short term
obstacles. Moreover the experience of the
West to exploit ethnic differences as in
Kenya and Zimbabwe sharpens the requirement of Democracy. Fatima Meer needed
to have drawn attention to these experiences

for her audience.

also part

of
a larger strategy for the reorganization of
the region of Southern Africa under the
domination of South African industry and
banking.Given the military defeat at Cuito
was

Cuanavale South African domination of the

region was now going to be effected
through its economic domination to ensure
that the whole of the SADCC states
tied

were

firmly to South African capital.
In the region of Southern Africa as in South
more

Africa the release of Mandela threatened to
open the floodgates of freedom to threaten
the very conservative pro apartheid

regimes

.

These regimes like the puppet

bantustan have been shaken

by the release

and other undemocratic forces will

not wel-

Mandela’s release or information on
his life for it will compare unfavorably with

come

the record of many

African leaders.
long term task of the liberation struggle in the region is to break out of
the borders imposed by the conference of
Berlin to build upon the cultural unity of the
African people.
One of the

Mandela’s tour of Africa after his release
if analyzed in relation to the report of
Fatima Meer’s book of his travels thirty
years

earlier points to the need for a federa¬
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recognition of the
recognition that the people represent the
core of the struggle.
Fatima Meer’s book

on

Nelson Mandela

the new scholarship needed in South Africa
and Africa. Her

own family history which
through in the book spoke to the multi
racial alliance which is informing the basis
of the non racial democracy. The book

came

however could not rise above the intellectual culture of

apartheid society hence the
shortcomings alluded to in this review
essay. Notwithstanding these limitations
the book was carried forward by the subject
under scrutiny.
Nelson Mandela and those in the fight
for a new society proclaimed the need for a
non racial democracy.
Such a form of
democracy has never been practiced in the
West and there are no models to go by. This
is a positive aspect of the future ability of
Africans

to

teach the West how to defeat

only be cemented in
political field than
that of the apartheid borders. This sharpens
the question of democracy and the challenges of a new social system is the only way
to end the 400 years of exploitation.
Mandela’s promise to fight against all
forms of domination is worth repeating
the context of

On February

111990 when Nelson Manit
represented a major step in the aspiraticm of
the peoples of the world for a new system
after apartheid. For those who own the
banks and mines it was hoped that his
dela took his walk of freedom out of jail,

freedom would lead to the control of the

of the Mass Democratic

movement and an end to the sanctions.

Mandela’s freedom

one

represents a small ghmpse of the embryo of

But this defeat

Resistance and lYansformation

defiance campaign

his release is

on

racism.

views in the future.
The release of Mandela

formations. Nelson Mandela’s statement

was

in less than three weeks he

a

can

wider

here.
I have fought

against white domina-

significant and

tion, and I have fought against black

made the

domination. I have cherished the

was

Vice President of the African national Con-

idea

gress. His rise to the Presidency of South
Africa will be as swift as the disintegration

in which all persons

of the system.

of a democratic and free society
live together in
harmony and with equal opportunities.

The full

impact of the Mandela life and
the writing of his biography in this sense is
part of a historical drama in the major
process which is underway to
foundations of white supremacy

shake the
in Africa.

Nelson’s Mandela’s release in the minds of

the African people

is tied up to the transfer-

mation of the continent. This transformation include the transformation of

con-

sciousness, transformation of organization,
and the

political and cultural transformapeople. Cultural
Resistance and creativity held the society
together to support the actions of the liberation movements and other anti apartheid
tion whose base is in the

It is

cm

ideal which I

and

to

achieve, but

an

hope to live for
if needs be, it is
ideal for which I am prepared to

die.
This statement of resistance has
the

youth

some more

given
inspiration to hear

these words uttered in the flesh.
Fatima Meer’s

painstaking work
important aspect of the inspiration for the politics of self emancipation
beyond leaderism. It is a book which must
be translated into as many African Ianguages as the languages of the Freedom
Charter.O

remains

an
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und:
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e.iitc-r of ihe Lnriivt:.:' until its banning in 1965, remembers hOiv extraordinarily up-to-date pH neiostltis detainee was.
Writing •» Scfjternber 1965, Willie was commenting on an event that happened in Nigeria in August 1965. And, in all circv.'iisfances, Willie, was affecting the lives of those around him, makingfriends of would-be enemies. Toreducehis influence,
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Perhaps the event that most pained Willie in his professional life was his sacking as editor of the Sunday Mail in 1985.
V,'P!ii' iaiJ me that a few months later, the Prime Minister greeted him at a reception and said "how are you enjoying your
hc-u ueh?" Willie
replied that he hadn't had a job since he was fired, and said the Prime Minister appeared shocked. "He
iebi toe tnat he had been informed that Chambait had offered me a position at TA Holdings and that I had requested to
Ira: c *he Sunday Maill”
Ziminihiveans are fortunate tluit m the current issue of Parade, Willie expresses his thought on Zimbabwe's press. Perh-ips Priose. in positions ofjiower lumcnting Willie can best höneur him by removing Government control on Zimbabwe
Newspapers. As Willie wrote:
: -i.’ Press should he nen and controlled by an independent body which is not answerable to anybody hut to Parliament.
Press freedom and the independence of its editors should beenshrined andguaranteed in the constitution in the same mannc'.IS the judiciary.
V'lhcn I think of how much Willie ivill be mourned and missed by his friends around the world, and yet hoiv much he
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further go to weaken, rather than strengthen, the continent

The Cairo Statement
AAPS Bi-Annual

Conference 1990

We, the members of the Afiican Association of Political
Science who have met in Cairo,
Conference between 20 and 22nd

Egypt at our 8th Bi-Annual
January, 1990 on the general
theme of the "African Crisis", have discussed the present state of

affairs

on

the continent.
The Economic Crisis

We have noted that the economic crisis which struck

continent from 1983 has continued to

worsen.

our

We are faced with

multi-faceted crisis which encompasses all aspects of life. The
economic situation on the continent has gone beyond repair as

economically. These developments will further weaken the
ecological and environmental conditions on the continent on
which the very existence of the African people depends. This
situation will be further complicated by the recent developments
in Eastern Europe which have created the impression that
capitalism (and socialism is the only possible solution to the
global crisis. We believe that African scholars have to re-assess
the history of both capitalism and socialism in the light of the
current structural adjustment experiences and the redefinition of
socialism and attitudes towards

a

existing production activities face a hostile external and internal
environment. Africa’s export products continue to face external
protectionism and other forms of discrimination, declining terms
of trade and a highly fluctuating commodity market which is
worsened by unstable international commodity arrangements
which are facing negative pressures from the main consuming
countries and some producing countries. Africa’s earnings from
her exprorts have been declining while her import bills have
mounted, leading to a critical situation in her balance of payments
position and this has added to the continents’ external
indebtedness.
External Pressures
It has been in these conditions that African countries have, over
the last

seven years, been subjected to pressures from western
countries and the multilateral institutions to adjust and

restructure their economies. The International

Monetary Fund

stabilisation processes and the World Bank’s structural

adjustment

programmes have rendered a coup de grace to any
semblance of economic recovery which these policies and

programmes were supposed to bring about. The adverse impact
which these programmes have had on African economies through

currency

devaluations,

wage

reductions and subsidy

eliminations, retrenchment in government expenditures on social
services

well the drive towards

privatisation of parastatal
organisations have seriously eroded all attempts of self-reliance
as

in Africa. The values of African currencies have been eroded and
this has led to

capital flight and capital outflows as well as
currency substitution into the US dollar, French franc and other
major currencies. This has further undermined the financial
systems and savings mobilisation possibilities for economic
development and social advancement
The current technological revolution in informatics,
communications, bio-technologies and automisation would
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new

international economic

relations under perestroika.
The Political Crisis
This economic crisis and external intervention has

affected

our

deeply

political systems. The modernisation pretensions

that we were made to believe in have all floundered. The
continent’s leaders face a crisis of legitimacy as various forms of

dictatorship continue to be imposed on our continent. The
nation-building project seems to have aborted in a majority of
countries. Many countries on the continent face serious internal
conflicts which are worsened by corruption in high places. The
African state is threatened at both the borders and the centres of

Being unable to resolve conflicts peacefully among the
people, the African state has itself become an element in the
conflict. In these conditions the people are trying out new and
alternative strategies of survival and self-organisation.
The threatened disintegration of the state has complicated
social and cultural relations among different sections of its
population. Ethnic conflict is adding fuel to cultural dislocations
and vice-versa with the result that religious and ethnic
intolerance are increasing between the different and within the
same religious and ethnic groups and communities. This
social-cultural dislocation is also affecting the social gains which
had been made by women and children through many years of
snuggle. Many disadvantaged social and cultural groups and
communities also face the same fate. Religious and social
upheavals, as a result of these developments threaten social
cohesion and national integration.
power.

Afro-Arab

Cooperation and Pan-Africanism

We have also discussed the problem of Afro-Arab cooperation.
We have

come to

the conclusion that the

original concept of

Pan-Africanism, within which African-Arab solidarity and
co-operation were handled successfully, has been replaced by a
new concept of co-operation as an aspect of globalisation by
imperialism. In this change, Zionism has been strengthened and
African-Arab

unity weakened against the legitimate aspirations
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of the Palestinian people fw self-determination. This is reflected
in the current attempts by the Zionist state to repress and cmsh
the heroic

intifada uprising of the Palestinian people in the
occupied territories and to refuse to accept all reasonable
overtures by the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) for a
peaceful solution to the problem. A restrengthened and resurgent
Afro-Arab cooperation must rediscover revolutionary
Pan-Africanism and its anti-imperialist positions, which alone
can promote the co-operation and solidarity between the African
and Arab perries and which can strengthen peoples struggles for
self-determination and social advancement. At a
we call on

concrete

level,

all organisations represented here to set-up a data-bank

to accumulate and diseminate information among coordinating
institutions for the benefits of the organisations and cooperation

among Afro-Arab institutions.
The continued subordination of Africa is further reflected in
the continued attempts of the racist apartheid state in South

Africa to give the system of colonial domination called apartheid
face under the current imperialist orchestrated

"negotiated
settlement" campaign. While Africa welcomes all attempts that
are aimed at a peaceful settlement in this country, we cannot lose
sight of the negative forces that still wish to continue the system
of colonial domination of the African people under new guises.
This also goes for the independence of Namibia whose recent
victories in the unplementation ofResolution 435, leading to the
a new

election of SWAPO, stands threatened
colonial settler state to negate these

by manoeuvres of the
gains through various
manoeuvres including the attempt to hold on to Walvis Bay
which is an integral part of the new independent state of Namibia.
Africa Must Chart

a

New Path

All these

developments go to show that the present state of
on the continent cannot be sustained. Serious
efforts must be made by all the African people to address this
hcHrible situation. Fundamental changes are called for, which
alone can restore the continent’s viability as a community. The
large gap of confidence which exists between the pet^ and the
leaders can only be removed if the continent’s leadership
becomes wholly accountable to its people. This is the crux of the
matter. Accountability implies a new democratic system and
style of life and method of political organisation. These have to
be articulated in accordance with the demands of the people.
affairs

existing

New economic programmes

based on the peoples own
aspirations and needs, have to be arrived at after a democratic
restructuring based the peoples right to self-determination and
independence. External pressures on the continent’s resources
which ignore the well-being of the people must be resisted. Africa
its resources and import goods and services, only for
on a balance of net return to itself. No society can
sustain itself without a major crisis if it operates on the principle
of a net ouflow of its resources. The present mega-crisis which
must export

its needs and

the continent faces is in fact

which has been

a

reflection of this

net

outflow of

going on over the last 500 years of
plunder and of our own role in allowing this plunder and
exploitation to continue. This has to stop ifAfrica is to rediscover
herself and find her new role as an equal and respected partner
in the international community of peoples.
resources
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We call upon all members of the AAPS and all the continent’s
organisations to dedicate themselves to the task of the continent’s
revival and rediscovery in the conditions of extreme
marginalisation which currently prevail. We must not view the
current crisis negatively, but also as presenting us with an
opportunity to change course and move the continent on its own
feet in a world of rapid change and inter-dependence. African
scholars and activists are called upon to link themselves with the
peoples organisations at the grass-roots and assist their survival

efforts in ewder to find solutions with them.
No detached academic

position will be adequate to cover-up
political commitmenL A truly new
revolutionary political movement, based on revolutionary
for the lack of our social and

pan-Africanism wiB only arise out of peoples own efforts at
reorganisation and self-administration. African intellectuals have
to

find their role in this endeavour and not in

a

separate academic

freedom fw themselves. We must claim academic freedom

part and parcel of the general struggle
freedom for all

as

for democracy and

people.

In conditions of

generalised dismemberment of civil society,
political values will only arise out of peoples
struggles. We must all join these snuggles and help to create these
new values for all of us and for the world’s peoples in a new
revolutionary way. The destiny of the African continent is in our
hands, and instead of complaining about Africa being
"marginalised" by the developments in Eastern Europe, we must
seize the opportunity which these developments and the
generalised crisis on the continent presents us, to change course
and be ourselves with bravery. We must begin to emphasize our
responsibility to ourselves and in this way unite to resist external
and internal pressures which oppress our continent. Without such
committed responsibility to ourselves, we cannot be truly
new

social and

liberated. But with such

a

determination,

we can

for a start say:

AFRICA SHALL BE FREE AND SELF-DETERMINING.

AAPS Executive Committee

Following the IXth Bi-Annual Conference of the African
(AAPS), the newly elected

Association of Political Science

Executive Committee is

as

follows:

A.

Bathily (President)
(Deputy President)
P. Anyang’ Nyong’o (Secretary General)
A. Beyene (Vice President, East Africa)
O. Olusanya (Vice President, West Africa)
A. Tankoana (Vice President, West Africa)
Taisier Mohammed Ali (Vice President, North Africa)
Nzongola-Ntalaja, Committee Member
I. Mandaza

Gilbert Mudenda, Committee Member

Eglal Raafat, Committee Member
Adele Jinadu, Committee MemberO
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the SAFES Conference
US-Soviet Policy on Southern

Report
on

on

Africa
Nyanga, Zimbabwe, 11-15 March, 1990
The Southern Africa Political

Economy Series Trust hosted a
Southern Africa, the purpose
of this conference was to examine the present and past policies
of the two superpowers and how such policies affect
developments in Southern Africa. The conference was attended
by participants from various academic institutions in Africa, the
Liberation Movements, the USSR and the USA. the keynote
address was delivered by Dr. Nathan Shamuyarira, the Minister
of Foreign Affairs of Zimbabwe, a full text of which will be
published in the May is.sue of SAPEM.
conference on US-Soviet Policy on

Background to the Conference
This conference, hosted

by the Southern Africa Political
Economy Series (SAFES) Trust, was a continuation of a similar
gathering held in April, 1990, in Permyslvania in the United
States of America, which was sponsored by the American Friends
Service Committee (AFSC). At that conference there was a
general recognition that major changes are occurring in and
towards Africa, and it was then felt that an expanded seminar held
in Africa would be able to assess the implications of these
changes in the socio-politietd development of Southern Africa
and to identify future policy trends of the two superpowers.
The Conference in

Nyanga

The conference deliberations covered
and identified various forces

wide range

of issues
driving both the US and Soviet
a

policy on Southern Africa. In particular, four main basic factors
were noted as determinants of past US policy on Southern Africa,
namely:
(i) The structural/strategic conflict between the USSR and the
USA.

(ii) The ideological struggle between capitalism and
socialism.

(iii) The hegemonic economic position of the USA.
(iv) The changing status of the previously cohesive white
Anglo-Saxon elite in the US, who dominated the main foreign
policy institutions in the US.
It was upon these premises that the policy of "constructive
engagement" was based. The US perceived itself as having
responsibility to manage and organise the world, including
Southern Africa, and thereby protect its economic interests,
particularly access to strategic minerals.
However, by the latter half of the 1980s, the US policy of
"constructive engagement" on Southern Africa had collapsed,
largely due to a number of reasons such as the decline of
US-Soviet competition as a result of the changes both in the
USSR and Eastern Europe; the events in Eastern Europe have
changed the thrust of the debate on capitalism and the declining
position of the US as a world economic power. Between 1970
and 1987, for instance, the US GNP, as a proportion of world
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output, declined from 40% to 29%, while US imports fell from
18% in 1967 to 10%

by 1987.

Commensurate with these economic

changes, the cohesive
Anglo-Saxon male elite that dominated foreign policy
institutions, is also collapsing largely as a result of the impact of
the Vietnam War, failure of the US in Sudan, Ethiopia and
Somalia and the emergence of new pressure groups such as
Trans-Africa. Increasingly, the US Congress is assuming a
greater role in US foreign policy formulation as well. Within the
Congress there are major differences of opinion over the
importance of Southern Africa to the US. There are also noted
differences of opinion between US personnel on the ground in
Southern Africa and bureaucrats in Washington.
Consequently, under the Bush Administration, US policy
towards Southern Africa will generally be in a state of flux, and
demonstrate a time lag between changes in structures in the US
itself and actual policy practice. On the whole, the US would
prefer to contain regional conflicts in Southern Africa to a state
of low intensity warfare, thereby reducing direct US
involvement, as demonstrated by their support for UNTTA in
Angola.
With regard to South Africa itself, there are likely to be three
major forces driving US policy, namely, the withdrawal of the
USSR from global confrontation, ideological euphoria engulfing
the West at the moment that "socialism has failed and capitalism
has triumphed." — this will entail ideological intolerance; the
decline of US economic hegemoay amt the rise of lapaa and:
Germany. This means that the US no longer has the resources to
sustain its hegemonic position. The American public, however,
are finding it difficult to accept the new status for their country.
In addition, there is a clear and strong diversity within and among
the American elites, largely as a result of the rise of "Economic
Liberalism" as demonstrated by American conduct in the

Caribbean, Central and Latin America. For Southern Africa,
therefore, we are likely to witness a stronger tendency by the
USA

(i) to lift sanctions, perhaps using the British as a conduit,
(ii) greater pressure by the US to shape the future of South
Africa along American lines,
(iii) More and more sensitivity towards white guarantees and
white privileges in a post-apartheid South Africa.
Soviet
To

Policy

large extent, past Soviet policy on Africa was determined
by the global confrontation between itself and the USA,
particularly in the ideological arena, as well as historical and
economic objectives. (Economically, the Soviet Union has
maintained secret deals on gold and diamond trade with South
Africa, for instance.) In Soviet jargon, there are three main
principles that have guided Soviet policy on Africa, namely,
solidarity with the Liberation Movement, support for political
dialogue and recognition of the dynamics within the region.
However, by the 1970& to mid-1980s, Soviet failure in Egypt,
Sudan and Somalia and the changes within the Soviet Union
itself have led to new Soviet policy directions.
Perestroika and glasnost are currently reshaping Soviet
approach to international relations. In this regard, three
a
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tendencies

are

noticeable, namely, accommodation between the

USSR and the USA
,

—

as

the Soviet Union withdraws from

global confrontation; isolationism which had led to a declining
role by the Soviet Union in international politics and the
de-ideologisation of international relations by emphasising on
the concept of the balance of interest between the US and the
USSR and peace at all costs. The USSR-US accommodation for
global peace is, however, questionable as the US is increasingly
fmding itself as the sole global power. With respect to Southern
Africa, the Soviet role is increasingly becoming marginal — as
nq)prochemcnt between the two powers raises the possibility of
a settlement in South Africa being
largely determined on US
terms. The USSR pre-occupation with a "Common
European
home" means that Africa and Southern Africa will marginally
feature in Soviet policy. The tendency is further buttressed by the
current crisis within the Soviet economy. It is now evident that
the Soviet Union has neither the

resources nor
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USA

the institutional

capacity to expand and deepen its economic relations with an
underdeveloped Southern Africa — the only imperative in this
area will be gold, diamonds and other
strategic resources in the
region — it is thus possible that the Soviet policy may now be
more åmenable to a fast resolution of the South African
problem
even if such a solution is not in the interest of the
oppressed
peoples of South Africa. The need to expand economic ties with
South Africa may be more central than any other considerations.
The era of "internationalism" in Soviet policy may be coming to
a
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close.

The proceedings
and will be

of this conference are currently being edited
as a book by SAFES Trust to facilitate

published
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wider distribution and circulation.
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lONRHO
The associated companies of the Lonrho Group combine to
make Lonrho one of Zimbabwe’s most effective income
generators in the areas of mining, manufacturing and

Ace

Engineering (Private) Limited

Construction Associates

(Private) Limited

Corsyn Consolidated Mines Limited
W Dahmer &

Company (Private) Limited

agriculture.
CrittalLHope Limited
David Whitehead Textiles Limited

Eastern Districts Engineers

(Private) Limited

Engineering Research and
Manufacturing Industries Limited
Gramma Records

Company

(Private) Limited
Homestake Mining and Technical
Services (Private) Limited

Independence Mining (Private) Limited
Italian Coachbuilders (Private) Limited
Lonrho Motor Industries Limited

Mobile Motors (Private) Limited : Associate
National Blankets (Private) Limited
Savannah Wildlife Division

Simms Electrical and Diesel
Services (Private) Limited
Teal Record

Company (C.A.) Limited

Turnpan Zimbabwe Limited

Unity Woodworking Division
The Wattle

Company Limited

Willoughbys Consolidated PLC
Zambezi Coachworks Limited
Zimoco Limited

Zimparts (Private) Limited

Part of the

strength of Zimbabwe
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